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Preface

The second Workshop on Practical Aspects of Automated Reasoning was held on July 14,
2010, in Edinburgh, UK, in association with the Federated Logic Conference (FLoC-2010).

PAAR provides a forum for developers of automated reasoning tools to discuss and
compare different implementation techniques, and for users to discuss and communicate
their applications and requirements. The workshop brought together different groups to
concentrate on practical aspects of the implementation and application of automated rea-
soning tools. It allowed researchers to present their work in progress, and to discuss new
implementation techniques and applications.

Topics included were:

• automated reasoning in classical and non-classical logics, implementation of provers;

• automated reasoning tools for all kinds of practical problems and applications;

• practical experiences, case studies, feasibility studies;

• evaluation of implementation techniques and automated reasoning tools;

• benchmarking approaches;

• non-standard approaches to automated reasoning, non-standard forms of automated
reasoning, new applications;

• implementation techniques, optimisation techniques, strategies and heuristics;

• system descriptions and demos.

We were particularly interested in contributions that help the community to understand
how to build useful and powerful reasoning systems in practice, and how to apply existing
systems to real problems.
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Three Years of Experience with Sledgehammer, a Practical Link
between Automatic and Interactive Theorem Provers

Lawrence C. Paulson
Computer Laboratory

University of Cambridge, U.K.
lp15@cam.ac.uk

Abstract

Sledgehammer is a highly successful subsystem of Isabelle/HOL that calls automatic theorem
provers to assist with interactive proof construction. It requires no user configuration: it can be in-
voked with a single mouse gesture at any point in a proof. It automatically finds relevant lemmas
from all those currently available. An unusual aspect of its architecture is its use of unsound transla-
tions, coupled with its delivery of results as Isabelle/HOL proof scripts: its output cannot be trusted,
but it does not need to be trusted. Sledgehammer works well with Isar structured proofs and allows
beginners to prove challenging theorems.

1 Introduction

Interactive theorem provers are widely used by researchers for modelling complex algorithms or systems
using logic. They typically support rich formalisms that include recursive definitions of functions and
types; it may even be possible to reason about a partial recursive function’s domain of definition or to
define a relation co-inductively. The greatest weakness of these tools is the actual theorem proving,
which is extremely laborious; perhaps they should instead be called specification editors.

For nearly 20 years, researchers have sought to make interactive theorem provers better at proving
theorems. Much of this effort has been devoted to providing decision procedures. Certainly decision
procedures are essential, especially for arithmetic; without them, obvious identities can take hours to
prove, with them, complicated facts can be proved instantly. But most of the time, our problem lies
beyond the scope of any standard decision procedure. Automatic tools are needed that can work on any
type of problem.

Automatic theorem provers (ATPs) are capable of creating long, incomprehensible chains of deduc-
tion. Many researchers have attempted to use them to support interactive theorem proving; particularly
pertinent are Ahrendt et al. [1], Bezem et al. [5], Hurd [7] and Siekmann et al. [26]. But the only one
to pass the test of time is Sledgehammer [14, 21], which links Isabelle/HOL to the automatic provers E,
SPASS and Vampire. Isabelle users invoke Sledgehammer routinely when undertaking difficult proofs.
In a recent study involving older Isabelle proof scripts, Böhme and Nipkow demonstrated that Sledge-
hammer could prove 34% of the nontrivial goals contained in those proofs [6].

Sledgehammer was first released in February 2007 to users daring enough to download an Isabelle
nightly build. It was announced in November 2007 as a component of Isabelle2007. This paper outlines
the design goal that made Sledgehammer successful (§2). It describes some of the lessons learnt in the
past three years and its effect on the way Isabelle/HOL is taught (§3). Avenues for research are also
discussed (§4).

2 Design Principles

The single most important design goal was one-click invocation. Some earlier systems required the
user to gather up all facts that could be relevant to the problem, and furthermore to reduce it to first-order
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form. Problem preparation could easily take hours, with no guarantee that the call to a first order theorem
prover would succeed. Such a tool would be of little value to users.

The two aspects of problem preparation (translation into first-order logic; identification of relevant
facts) each required a substantial research effort. The numerous choices outlined below were made on
the basis of innumerable experiments that consumed many thousands of hours of processor time.

2.1 Translation into First-Order Logic

Most interactive theorem provers support a language much richer than that of first-order logic. Is-
abelle/HOL [16] supports polymorphic higher-order logic, augmented with axiomatic type classes [32].1

Many user problems contain no higher-order features, and might be imagined to lie within first-order
logic; however, even these problems are full of typing information. Type information can take quadratic
space [12] because every term must be labelled with its type, recursively, right down to the variables.
Hurd [8] observed that omitting type information greatly improved the success rate of his theorem prover,
Metis. This is hardly surprising, since the type information virtually buries the terms themselves. Hurd
was able to omit type information because his proofs are reconstructed within the HOL4 system, which
rejected any proofs that did not correspond to well-typed higher-order logic deductions.

Sledgehammer was always intended to rely on an analogous process of sound proof reconstruction,
and from the outset it was clear that including complete type information would be unworkable. Com-
pletely omitting type information, although successful for Hurd, would not have worked for Isabelle
because of its heavy use of type classes. Meng and I chose to include enough type information to enforce
correct type class reasoning (the type class hierarchy is easily expressed using Horn clauses) but not
to specify the type of every term [14, §4]. Colleagues have expressed horror at the very idea of using
unsound translations; I have written a lengthy exploration of the salient issues [12, §2.8].

Although resolution theorem proving is based on clause form, most modern ATPs accept problems
in first-order format. Sledgehammer nevertheless translates problems into clause form itself, and using a
naive application of distributive laws rather than a polynomial time algorithm based on formula renaming
[17]. Moreover, the translation to clauses is performed using Isabelle’s internal proof engine; this was
thought to be essential to allow proof reconstruction within Isabelle. Sledgehammer’s naive translation
algorithm has caused real difficulties. Its exponential worst-case behaviour can be triggered by real-world
examples. To prevent the naive translation from generating prohibitively many clauses, an arbitrary cut-
off (currently 60) had to be introduced. Using first-order format could improve the success rate by
exploiting the superior translation technology built into modern ATPs.

Higher-order problems posed special difficulties. We never expected first-order theorem provers
to be capable of performing deep higher-order reasoning, but merely hoped to automate proofs where
the higher-order steps were trivial. We examined several methods of translating higher-order problems
into first-order logic, allowing for at least truth values to be used as the values of terms and for curried
functions taking varying numbers of arguments [12]. We eventually adopted a translation based on the
one that we used for first-order logic, modified to introduce higher-order mechanisms (such as an “ap-
ply operator” for function values) only when absolutely necessary. We thereby eliminated our original
distinction between first-order and higher-order problems. A higher-order feature within a problem af-
fects the translation locally, giving a smooth transition from purely first-order to heavily higher-order
problems.

We also experimented with two methods of eliminating λ -abstractions in terms: by translating them
into combinator form or by declaring equivalent functions. We ultimately opted for combinators, us-
ing fairly naive translation scheme. (More sophisticated schemes delivered no benefits.) Experience

1Note that Isabelle/HOL is the instantiation of Isabelle [20] to higher-order logic. Isabelle is a generic theorem prover,
based on a logical framework [19].
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suggests, unfortunately, that Sledgehammer is seldom successful on problems containing higher-order
elements. Integration with a genuine higher-order automatic theorem prover, such as LEO-II [3], seems
necessary. This would pose interesting problems for proof reconstruction: LEO-II’s approach is to re-
duce higher-order problems to first-order ones by repeatedly applying specialised inference rules and
then calling first-order ATPs. A LEO-II proof will therefore consist of a string of higher-order steps
followed by a first-order proof. The latter part we know how to do; the crucial challenge is to devise a
reliable way of emulating the higher-order steps within Isabelle.

Arithmetic remains an issue. A purely arithmetic problem can be solved using decision procedures,
but what about problems that combine arithmetic with a significant amount of logic? In principle, Sledge-
hammer could solve such problems with the help of an ATP that combined arithmetic and logical reason-
ing, analogous to LEO-II’s approach to higher-order logic. Current SMT solvers are probably of little
value, because they do not handle quantified formulas well. But progress in that field is extremely rapid,
and soon this option could become attractive.

2.2 Relevance Filtering

Our initial goals for Sledgehammer were modest: to improve upon Isabelle’s built-in automatic tools,
using only the lemma libraries used by those tools. There were two libraries, one consisting of facts
useful for forward and backward chaining, the other consisting of rewriting rules for simplification.
Each library contained hundreds of lemmas. Meng and I [13] discovered that automatic theorem provers
could solve only trivial problems in the presence so many extraneous facts; by developing a lightweight,
symbol-based relevance filter, we greatly improved the success rate. Users would still have to identify
relevant facts that did not belong to these lemma libraries.

Tobias Nipkow made the crucial suggestion to dispense with the lemma libraries, substituting the full
collection of Isabelle theorems (around 7000). This idea offered the enticing prospect that any relevant
existing theorem, however obscure, could be located. I thought this goal to be unrealistic; it seemed
to have too much in common with McAllester’s Ontic system [9]. Ontic was intended to be able to
prove mathematical results using known results that it identified automatically, and it seems fair to say
that this objective was too ambitious. But Sledgehammer would only be part of the system rather than
all-encompassing, and it could take advantage of 20 years of increasing hardware performance.

We were able to scale up the relevance filter to cope with the 20-fold increase in the number of
facts to process. However, it relies on ad-hoc heuristics that sometimes deliver poor results. Briefly,
it assigns a score to every available theorem based upon how many constants that theorem shares with
the conjecture; this process iterates to include theorems relevant to those just accepted, but with a decay
factor to ensure termination. The constants are weighted to give unusual ones greater significance. The
relevance filter copes best when the statement to be proved contains some unusual constants; if all the
constants are common then it is unable to discriminate among the hundreds of facts that are picked up.
The relevance filter is also memoryless: it has no information about how many times a particular fact has
been used in a proof, and it cannot learn.

It would obviously be preferable for the automatic theorem provers themselves to perform relevance
filtering. Or we should use a sophisticated system based on machine learning, such as Josef Urban’s
MaLARea [28], where successful proofs provide information to guide other proofs. Unfortunately, any
such approach will fail given Sledgehammer’s use of unsound translations. In unpublished work by
Urban, MaLARea easily proved the full Sledgehammer test suite by identifying an inconsistency in the
translated lemma library; once MaLARea had found the inconsistency in one proof, it easily found it
in all the others. Sledgehammer is successful only because its relevance filter generally selects too few
lemmas to produce an inconsistent axiom set, even with the unsound translations.

To accomplish better relevance filtering, we must decide whether to adopt a general first-order ap-
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proach or to build a sophisticated relevance filter directly into Isabelle. The former approach could take
advantage of the efforts of the entire ATP community, but it would have to be good enough to cope with
soundly translated (and presumably enormous) formulas. The latter approach would avoid translation
issues, but it would impose the entire effort onto a few Isabelle developers.

2.3 Parallelism

Parallelism was another design objective, both to exploit the abundance of cheap processing power and
so that users would not have to wait. Sledgehammer was intended to run in the background; Isabelle
would continue to respond to commands, and users could keep working. This idea has turned out to
be misconceived: thinking is difficult, and when users hope that a proof might be found for them, they
stop and wait for Sledgehammer to report back. We do hope that eventually Sledgehammer will be
configured to run spontaneously, without even the need for a mouse click. Then users will simply work
and occasionally be delighted to have solutions displayed for them. Such a configuration would require
a machine with enough processing power to support several ATP executions without becoming sluggish.
An agent-based implementation of similar ideas, using a blackboard architecture, has for some time been
part of the Ωmega system [4, 26].

The parallel invocation of different theorem provers is invaluable. Böhme and Nipkow [6] have
demonstrated that running three different theorem provers (E [25], SPASS [30] and Vampire [22]) for
five seconds solves as many problems as running the best theorem prover (Vampire) for two full min-
utes. It would be better to utilise even more theorem provers. I have undertaken informal, unpublished
experiments involving many other systems.

• Gandalf [27] shows great potential, but unfortunately it does not output useful proofs; one cannot
easily identify which axioms have taken part in the proof. A simple source code modification to
improve the legibility of proofs would allow Gandalf to make useful contributions. Unfortunately,
I was unable to identify the necessary changes. Gandalf has been found to be unsound,2 but a
small percentage of incorrect proofs would be tolerable.

• People sometimes suggest that we include Prover9 [10]. In my experiments, Prover9 performed
poorly on the large problems generated by Sledgehammer. It could be effective in conjunction
with an advanced and selective relevance filter.

• Another possibility is to run multiple instances of a theorem prover with different heuristics. This
is not necessary with Vampire, which attempts a variety of heuristics in separate time slices. It
could be particularly effective with the E prover, but designing suitable heuristics requires highly
specialised skills.

2.4 Proof Reconstruction

Isabelle subscribes to the LCF philosophy: all proofs ultimately reduce to primitives executed by a
logical kernel. Isabelle users would not trust a tool that uncritically accepted proofs from an external
source (especially one coded in C++!). But Sledgehammer had an even stronger design objective: to
deliver Isabelle proofs in source form. We envisaged that Sledgehammer runs would demand substantial
computational resources; if somebody used Sledgehammer many times while constructing a proof, would
it be feasible to run that proof again, perhaps to modify it using a laptop while at a conference? To be
useful, Sledgehammer would have to return a piece of proof script that could be executed cheaply.

2See http://www.cs.miami.edu/~tptp/TPTP/BustedAsUnsound.html
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2.4.1 Reconstruction of the Resolution Proof

The original plan was to emulate the inference rules of automatic theorem provers directly within Isa-
belle. We should have known better: Hurd [7] had noticed that the proofs delivered by automatic theorem
provers (Gandalf, in his case) were not detailed and explicit enough. We made the same discovery [14]
(in the case of SPASS), and despite considerable efforts, were only able to reconstruct a handful of
proofs.

We came up with a new plan: to use a general theorem prover, Metis, to reconstruct each proof step.
Metis was designed to be interfaced with LCF-style interactive theorem provers, specifically HOL4.
Integrating it with Isabelle’s proof kernel required significant effort [21]. Metis then became available
to Isabelle users, and it turned out to be capable of reconstructing proof steps easily. The output of
Sledgehammer was now a list of calls to Metis, each of which proved a clause. This approach was
inspired by the Otterfier proof transformation service [33].

Resolution proofs should ideally be translated to natural, intuitive Isabelle proofs. The best-known
prior work on translating resolution proofs is TRAMP [11]; its applicability to Sledgehammer is un-
explored. Preliminary work has commenced at Munich to see to what extent resolution proofs can be
transformed into intelligible proofs.

2.4.2 One-Line Reconstruction, or ATPs as Relevance Filters

Having Metis available made possible an entirely different approach to proof reconstruction: to throw
the proof away and allow Metis to find its own proof, using the lemmas that took part in the original
resolution proof [21]. With this approach, Sledgehammer became merely a lemma finder, one that used
automatic theorem provers merely as relevance filters. But this approach was generally effective, and
had the great advantage that each Sledgehammer call now delivered a one-line result, rather than a
lengthy and incomprehensible proof script in which all formulas were in clause form. At least one
ATP implementer expressed disbelief that his system could be used merely as a relevance filter, but this
approach allows any ATP to be used with Sledgehammer provided it returns the list of axioms used in its
proof.

Metis sometimes fails to reconstruct the result of a Sledgehammer call. (Böhme and Nipkow [6]
present detailed statistics.) Reconstruction necessarily fails if the resolution proof did not correspond
to a well-typed Isabelle proof (recall that, normally, Sledgehammer omits most type information when
translating Isabelle formulas into first-order logic). This type of failure could be eliminated by using
sound translations, but the overall success rate would actually decrease considerably. The seasoned
Sledgehammer user eventually learns to recognise unsound proofs (certain lemmas always seem to be
mentioned). The number of such proofs could perhaps be reduced by ad hoc measures, such as removing
those lemmas from the scope of Sledgehammer, possibly even with the help of machine learning.

Unfortunately, sometimes Metis is simply not powerful enough to prove a theorem that has already
been proved by a more powerful system, despite being given a small list of axioms. ATPs frequently
use many more axioms than are strictly necessary. The minimization tool developed by Philipp Meyer
at TUM takes a set of axioms returned by a given ATP and repeatedly calls the same ATP with subsets
of those axioms in order to find a minimal set. Reducing the number of axioms improves Metis’s suc-
cess rate, while also removing superfluous clutter from the proof scripts. ATPs themselves could return
proofs using a minimum of axioms, or alternatively, proofs of a minimum length. Vampire’s well-known
limited resource strategy [23], although designed to cope with limited processor time, could probably be
modified to minimise proofs efficiently.
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3 Sledgehammer and Teaching

Sledgehammer was not designed specifically as an aid to novices. Experienced users have come to
rely on it. But Sledgehammer seems to offer the greatest benefits to the least experienced users. It has
certainly transformed the way Isabelle is taught. There are two reasons for this:

• Because it identifies relevant facts, users no longer need to memorise lemma libraries.

• Because it works in harmony with Isar structured proofs, users no longer need to learn many low-
level tactics.

Demonstrations of interactive theorem provers necessarily involve deception. The implementers
naturally want to show off their system in the best possible light, so they present examples that look
more difficult than they really are. Typically they define some recursive functions and prove properties
using obvious inductions followed by some sort of auto-tactic. The audience will be duly impressed,
and some among them will decide to adopt that tool as the basis for their Ph.D. research. Too late, they
encounter the crucial issue:

What do I do when the auto-tactic fails?

Typically, the answer is that one must write incomprehensible scripts that invoke a plethora of obscure
commands. These generally include tactics to manipulate the set of assumptions in natural deduction
or a sequent calculus. There may be tactics to transform an assumption by applying a rewrite rule or
theorem, or to create a case split from an assumption. Some tactics substitute user-supplied terms into
theorems.

In Isabelle, the simple combination of structured proofs and Sledgehammer takes the user surpris-
ingly far. This is not the place to give a detailed tutorial on Isar structured proofs [15, 31]. In brief,
they support natural deduction through local scopes that can introduce assumptions (using the keyword
assume) as well as local variables and definitions. Moreover, while traditional tactic scripts contain
only commands, a structured proof explicitly states the assumptions and goals. When proving a proposi-
tion, you can state intermediate properties that you believe to be helpful. If you understand the problem
well enough to propose some intermediate properties, then all you have to do is state a progression of
properties in small enough gaps for Sledgehammer to be able to prove each one.

proof -
assume x: "x ∈ lambda system M f"
hence "x ⊆ space M"

by (metis sets into space lambda system sets)
hence "space M - (space M - x) = x"

by (metis double diff equalityE)
thus "space M - x ∈ lambda system M f" using x

by (force simp add: lambda system def)
qed

Figure 1: A Structured Proof Completed with the Help of Sledgehammer

Figure 1 presents an example, where two intermediate facts (introduced by the keyword hence) assist
in the proof of the conclusion (introduced by thus). Each of the intermediate facts is proved by a call to
Metis that was generated using Sledgehammer. Nor need we restrict ourselves to a linear progression of
facts. Because proofs are structured, you can nest the proofs of these lemmas to any depth.

Isar also supports calculational reasoning [2]. A chain of reasoning steps, connected by familiar
relations such as =, ≤ and <, can be written with separate proofs for each step of the calculation. Once
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again, if you can see the intermediate stages of the transformation, then the proofs of each step can be
found easily. Figure 2 presents an example of calculational reasoning, taken from a measure theory
development.

have "f(u ∩ (x ∩ y)) + f(u - x ∩ y) =
(f(u ∩ (x ∩ y)) + f(u ∩ y - x)) + f(u - y)"

by (metis class semiring.add a ey)
also have "... = (f((u ∩ y) ∩ x) + f(u ∩ y - x)) + f(u - y)"

by (metis Int commute Int left commute)
also have "... = f(u ∩ y) + f(u - y)" using fx Int y u

by auto
also have "... = f u"

by (metis fy u)
finally show "f(u ∩ (x ∩ y)) + f(u - x ∩ y) = f u" .

Figure 2: A Calculational Proof Completed with the Help of Sledgehammer

Top down proof development is greatly assisted by a trivial Isar feature: the ability to omit proofs.
Where a proof is required, the user may simply insert the word sorry. Isabelle then regards the theorem
as proved.3 The user can then check that the newly introduced proposition indeed suffices to prove the
next proposition in the development. A difficult proof can develop as a series of propositions, each
initially “proved” using sorry but eventually using either Sledgehammer, another automated method, or
a nested proof development of the same form. Progress in such a proof can be measured in terms of
the difficulty of the propositions that lack real proofs. Although we can never be certain that a proof
development can be completed until the very end, the ability to write sorry in place of a proof reduces
the risk of discovering that a lemma is useless only after spending weeks proving it.

In January 2010, as part of its new MPhil. programme, the University of Cambridge offered a lecture
course on Isabelle [18]. The course materials included almost no information about the low-level tactics
that had been the mainstay of Isabelle proofs for nearly 20 years. Only two of the 12 lectures were
devoted to Isar structured proofs, and they took a novel approach: rather than proceeding methodically
through the Isar fundamentals, the lectures presented the outer skeleton of a proof, with crucial sections
replaced by sorry. They described the idea of trying to eliminate each sorry using either Sledgehammer
or some automatic tactic. Practical work submitted by the students later demonstrated that several of them
had learned how to write complex, well-structured proofs. I was happy to reassure them that submitting
work generated largely by Sledgehammer was by no means cheating!

I have taught Isabelle on a number of occasions, starting in the mid-1990s. Sledgehammer is ob-
viously not the only thing to have changed in that expanse of time. The introduction of Isar, continual
improvements to Isabelle’s automated reasoners, and 15 years of Moore’s Law have transformed the user
experience. Interactive theorem proving has never been practical because it required far too much effort,
even from highly specialised and experienced experts. For the first time, we can envisage the day when
interactive theorem proving becomes straightforward enough to be adopted on a large scale.

4 Conclusions

Sledgehammer has been available for over three years, and in that time it has become an essential part
of the Isabelle user’s workflow. It is possibly the only interface between an interactive theorem prover

3The existence of sorry does not compromise Isabelle’s soundness, because it is only permitted during interactive sessions.
A theory file containing an occurrence of sorry may not be imported by another theory.
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and automatic ones to achieve such popularity with users. It has transformed the way beginners perceive
Isabelle.

Counterexample generators are worth mentioning at this point. Users waste much time attempting to
prove statements that are not theorems. Tools that can refute invalid conjectures are every bit as helpful
as those that prove theorems. Random testing is an obvious way to do this, but counterexample finding
can also make use of automated deduction technology. An early example is refute, which uses a SAT
solver to find counterexamples [29]; it is also a component of Isabelle.

Sledgehammer has a number of limitations, most of which open up suggestions for future work. The
relevance filter is primitive, but an improved one will have to be part of Sledgehammer itself as long as
unsound translations are used; only if a compact but sound translation is invented can we rely on auto-
matic theorem provers doing relevance filtering for themselves. Unsound translations can be used safely
because Sledgehammer does not trust the proofs that it receives from ATPs but merely uses them as hints
to generate Isabelle proof scripts; proofs that violate Isabelle’s typing rules are eliminated at this stage.
The success rate for first-order problems might be improved by eliminating Sledgehammer’s transfor-
mation to clause form, delegating that task to ATPs; the impact of such a change on proof reconstruction
might be limited, since that is now done using Metis. Sledgehammer’s performance on higher-order
problems is unimpressive, and given the inherent difficulty of performing higher-order reasoning using
first-order theorem provers, the way forward is to integrate Sledgehammer with an actual higher-order
theorem prover, such as LEO-II [3]. Proof reconstruction would benefit from new ideas, especially so
that it can deliver natural, intuitive proofs.
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Abstract
We present a novel application of automated theorem provingfor the logical simulation ofevolv-

ablesystems. Modelled using a logical framework, these systemsare built hierarchically from com-
ponents where each component is specified as a first order theory and may have an associated su-
pervisory component. The supervisory component monitors and possibly changes its associated
component. The simulation of this framework makes intensive use of automated theory proving –
when running a simulation, almost all computational steps are those of a theorem prover. We present
this novel combination of a logical setting involving meta-level logics and large sets of formulae for
system description, together with theorem proving requirements which involve often slowly chang-
ing specifications with the need for rapid assessment of deducibility and consistency. We illustrate
how theorem provers are used using an evolvable extension ofthe blocks world and present a caching
structure to reduce simulation times. We then evaluate the suitability of several theorem provers for
this application.

1 Introduction

We present an application of automated theorem proving for the simulation of computational systems.
The computational systems we consider areevolvable, i.e. may reconfigure their structure and programs
at run-time. Examples include business process modelling [9], adaptive query processing over chang-
ing databases [7] and data structure repair [4]. In [1], a logical framework for describing such systems
is introduced. The underlying logic of this framework allows us to build a simulation engine for exe-
cuting system specifications. This engine uses automated theorem proving technology to determine the
satisfiability of logical formula sets as well as the deducibility of a logical formula.

The architecture of evolvable systems that we employ allows the ‘localisation’ of monitoring and
evolution. Components in a system may have ‘supervisors’ which are themselves components and which
monitor their ‘supervisees’ and may evolve them if required. Such supervised components may be
assembled hierarchically, with supervisors at each level of the hierarchy if necessary (cf. Archware
[14]).

In the logical framework [1], the state of a component is a set of ground atomic formulae that describe
the current properties of the system. An action operates on the state in a stylesimilar to STRIPS [8],
changing the formula set by adding and deleting formulae. Models consist of sets of interpretations of the
theories of each component. This revision-based method of description, which is common in planning
and other AI applications, should be contrasted with the use pre and post-conditions [10]. This revision-
based approach leads to a simple mechanical execution process, which weemploy to build a simulator.
This mechanisation makes intensive use of automated theorem proving (ATP)technology. Some issues
relating to the appropriateness of the technology are:

• Changing verification requirements: ordinary actions affect the state only, while evolutionary ac-
tions may involve changing a component theory as well as its state. Thus as a system runs, theorem
proving takes place in a highly dynamical setting.

• Determining the applicability of actions: an executed action may have a set of logical formulae
as preconditions. A valid application of an action requires that (a) the preconditions are derivable
from the system state and the component theory, and (b) the resultant stateis consistent.
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• Handling meta-logics: the supervisor’s state is at ameta-levelto that of the supervisee allowing
the supervisor to hold facts about the supervisee. the meta-level logic of the supervisor’s state
may hold facts about the supervisee. These facts need to be consistent inthe supervisor-supervisee
pairing at all times during execution.

• Verifiability for minimum models: The revision-based logic used in system specifications is based
on a notion of ‘minimum model’ [1] and we require that deducibility is relative to thisminimal-
ity requirement. This requirement is related to the notions of the closed world assumption and
circumscription in AI [13].

The logic-based simulation imposes a range of requirements on any theorem prover including the ability
to:

• handle large sets of formulae for realistic systems,

• determine satisfiability of a set of formulae and deducibility of formulae from a given set of ax-
ioms.

• run unassisted, as opposed to guided, to make it possible to run large simulations that generate a
high number of proof calls possible.

• construct models, not just establish satisfiability of a given formula set. Models are used to instan-
tiate free variables in formulae.

• extract ‘support sets’ of formulae for proofs: States are often largesets of formulae, but those
required to establish a property may be a small subset (often various different minimal ‘support
sets’ may exist). Identifying support sets can aid proof caching (see below).

We have experimented with several theorem proving systems for this application:

• Paradox - from Chalmers University, a model finder for first-order logic [2].

• iProver - from The University of Manchester, an instantiation-based prover [11].

• Vampire - from The University of Manchester, a very fast resolution-based first-order theorem
prover [15].

One point about the dynamics of theorem proving invocation needs explanation: during simulation,
most individual actions cause a small change to the system, with the occasional evolution action that
changes and reconfigures a system. On the other hand, actions generate multiple proof obligations that
may duplicate prover dispatches. The execution of an action may trigger up toseven proof obligations
for some action types. Furthermore, the overhead of discharging proofobligations is significant. The
simulation of a simple system eventually spends a substantial amount of time communicating theories
and proof results to and from the theorem prover. However, by examining simulations, we note that most
changes do not affect state consistency, and in many cases proof obligations are duplicated or are trivially
resolved.

In order to reduce the overhead of theorem proving various forms of proof caching have been em-
ployed. In general terms, proof caching is expensive. However, our particular application enables rel-
atively simple approaches to speed up proof matching. The result is the elimination of a significant
number of proof calls and dramatic speed-ups of simulations. In most casesmore than 60% of proof
obligations are eliminated with a corresponding increase in performance.
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Figure 1: The scenario on the left shows the initial blocks world state, with a table having a capacity of
2 (i.e at most two blocks directly on the table) a tower of blocks. The scenarioon the right shows a goal
state that could be achieved by demolishing the tower and using a table of capacity 4.

This framework uses a non-standard type of inference relative to a minimummodel determined by
a set of ‘observable formulae’. This is a generalisation of the notion that absence of ground atoms
indicates falsehood. The requirement to reason in ‘minimum models’ [1] is handled in simple cases
by a completion process in which we close observable predicates. The general case of reasoning in
minimum models combines this completion process with deducibility, but is not required for the system
specifications we consider here.

In the next section, using an example, we will illustrate how theorem proversare used during the
simulation of an evolvable system, as well as the different between normal executions and evolutionary
execution. In section 4 we describe a caching technique that eliminates a substantial number of proof
dispatches. Finally, we discuss the results of experiments with several different types of theorem provers
in section 4 and draw conclusions in section 5.

2 Logical Simulation of Evolvable Systems

We illustrate how theorem provers are used in our logic-based simulation through the following example
of an evolvable blocks world [19]. This consists of a number of blocks which may be on each other or
on a table. Actions may move blocks around the world. A theory for a blocks world is defined in Figure
2. This is a simplified theory for illustration purposes. A complete axiomatisation ofthe blocks world is
given in [3] and is used in the simulation. We will show the simulation of a simple blocks world example
and then illustrate how a supervisor may be introduced to overcome its limitations.

The blocks world theoryBlocksWorlddefines a finite set of blocks{A,B,C,D} and a single tableT.
The ‘BWC’ axiom defines constraints on the predicate ‘on’. The constraint ‘TableSize’ is a parametric
formula that initially defines tables with a capacity of 2, i.e at most two blocks may bedirectly on the
table. The state of a blocks world component is recorded using ground atoms built from the binary
predicate ‘on’. We distinguish between ‘observation’ predicates and ‘abstraction’ predicates. A state is
described using only observation predicates. Only positive atoms of an observation predicate may be
present in the state, those omitted are assumed to be false. The schema definesthe abstraction predicate
‘free’ that will be used to deduce the availability of free space on the table.Abstraction predicates are
defined using the constraints of the theory and may be deduced during simulation.

The component has the single action definition, ‘move’, that moves a blockx from an objecty to an
objectz. The action is conditional on the set ‘pre’. The action is performed on the state in a revision-
based manner by deleting the atoms in the set ‘del’ and adding the atoms in the set‘add’.

The component has an initial state where the blocks form a tower on top of thetable as shown in
14



BlocksWorld
TYPES

Blocks
d f n
= {A,B,C,D}

Tables
d f n
= {T}

Ob jects
d f n
= Blocks∪Tables

OBSERVATION PREDICATES

on : Blocks×Ob jects

ABSTRACTION PREDICATES

f ree: Ob jects

CONSTRAINTS

BWC
d f n
=
∀b,b1,b2 : Blocks,o1,o2 : Ob jects·

¬on(b,b) ∧
on(b,o1)∧on(b,o2)⇒ (o1 = o2) ∧
on(b1,b2)⇒ (∃o : Ob jects·on(b2,o))
· · ·

TableSize(T,2)
d f n
=

(∃b1,b2 : Blocks·on(b1,T)∧on(b2,T)∧ (b1 6= b2))⇔¬ f ree(T) ∧
∀b1,b2,b3 : Blocks·on(b1,T)∧on(b2,T)∧on(b3,T)⇒ ((b1 = b2)∨ (b2 = b3)∨ (b1 = b3))

BlockSize(1)
d f n
=

∀b : Blocks· (∃b1 : Blocks,o : Ob jects·on(b1,b)∧on(b,o))⇔¬ f ree(b) ∧
∀b1,b2 : Blocks·on(b1,b)∧on(b2,b)⇒ (b1 = b2)

ACTIONS

move(x : Blocks,y,z : Ob jects)
pre {on(x,z), f ree(x), f ree(y)}
add {on(x,y)}
del {on(x,z)}

INITIAL STATE

{on(D,C),on(C,B),on(B,A),on(A,T)}
PROGRAM

move(D,C,T);move(C,B,T);move(B,A,T)

Figure 2: The Blocks World schema. Some axioms to assert the non-circularity of ‘on’ have been omitted
from this paper for brevity. A full axiomatisation of the blocks world is givenin [3].

Figure 1. The component is equipped with a program that demolishes the tower by moving all blocks on
the table in turn. The program is a sequence of ‘move’ actions.

When this specification is executed, the first requirement is that it isconsistent, meaning that its
constraints and state together are consistent.

After checking the component’s consistency, the component’s program isrun. The first action to
be executed in the program ismove(D,C,T), which moves the the topmost blockD in the initial state
to the tableT. The action move has the precondition setpre which checks that both the block and the
receiving object aref ree. Precondition checkingrequires a theorem prover to establish deducibility of
the preconditions from the state formulae and the component theory. If this issuccessful, the action
revises the state by adding and deleting formulae as defined in the schema. The resultant state in turn
needs to be checked for consistency with the component’s theory to ensure that no action renders the
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component inconsistent.
In order to continue demolishing the tower an attempt is made at the second actionin the program,

move(C,B,T). This will fail because the precondition cannot be met. The preconditionf ree(T) cannot
be deduced as the current blocks world theory is restricted to just towersof blocks on the table as defined
in TableSize. The only way to change this is to alter the theory. To achieve this, we introduce another
system that monitors this system and has the ability to change the blocks world specification. We refer
to this new system as a supervisor.

Supervisee

Supervisor

�
�

�
�State1

�
�

�
�State2

�
�

�
�State3

�
�

�
�State4

�
�

�
�State5- - -

move(D, C, T) move(C, B, T) move(B, A, T)

�
�

�
�State′1

�
�

�
�State′2

�
�

�
�State′3

�
�

�
�State′4

�
�

�
�State′5- - - -

observe() observe() expand() observe()

6 6 6 6 6

? ? ? ? ?

Figure 3: A paired execution trace

BlocksWorldSupervisorin Figure 4 presents such a supervisory system. It records propertiesof its
BlocksWorldsupervisee using meta-level predicates. Theholdspredicate is used to express properties of
the supervisee. Ifholds(φ) occurs in the supervisor’s state, thenφ should be provable in the supervisee’s
state. The supervisor can use this predicate to query and monitor the supervisee. Similarly, theconstraint
predicate reflects the supervisee’s constraints. The supervisor monitors theBlocksWorldusing the action
observethat tests formulae at the supervisee level. It also has the actionexpandwhich makes use of the
evolution predicateevolve. The predicateevolveinduces change at the supervisee level by revising the
set of constraints that it has.

Using theobserveaction, the supervisor queries the state of the supervisee and detects when the table
has an insufficient number of slots using the object level formulaf ree(T) as reflected at the supervisor
level. This is a paired execution of the two example programs where the execution traces of the supervisor
and the supervisee programs run in synchrony and are related by a meta-view relationship as depicted in
Figure 3.

The supervisor monitors the supervisee and only intervenes when all all space on the table has
been used, i.e when at the supervisee level¬ f ree(T) holds. In this case, theexpandaction alters the
BlocksWorldby replacing theTableSizeconstraint with one that allows for one more space. This is done
using theevolvepredicate, which introduces changes given by the supervisor to the supervisee. In this
example, the change is the replacement of a constraint. The supervisor also has the ability to alter the
state, redefine predicates or actions, or reconfigure the supervisee with a new component structure.

Meta-level conditionsreflected by the predicateholdsare checked by firing proof obligations using
the supervisee’s theory. The act of changing the supervisee’s constraint using theexpandaction is called
an evolutionstep. Theory consistency checks are necessary after performing theevolution for both
components to disallow evolutions that lead to inconsistent theories.

Finally, component programs may have guarded instructions in which an instruction is executed only
if its guard can be proved. We conclude this section by listing the cases where a theorem prover is
invoked during the simulation of a component:

1. Consistency in the theory and state of each component, checked before and after each action.
Models constructed in consistency checking may also be required.
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BlocksWorldSupervisorMETA TO BlocksWorld
TYPES

Con f igName
FUNCTIONS

s : Con f igName→Con f igName
OBSERVATION PREDICATES

current : Con f igName
holds: FORMULA×Con f igName
constraint: CONSTRAINTNAME

evolve: ATOMS× ATOMS×
CONSTRAINTNAMES×
CONSTRAINTNAMES×Con f igName

CONSTRAINTS

· · ·
ACTIONS

observe(P : FORMULAE)
pre {current(c)}
add {holds(p,s(c)) | p∈ P}∪{current(s(c))}
del {current(c)}
expand(n : Int)
pre {current(c),constraint(TableSize(T,m)),m< n}
add {current(s(c)),holds( f ree(T),s(c)),

evolve({},{},
{TableSize(T,n)},{TableSize(T,m)},
{},{},s(c)),

constraint(TableSize(T,n))}
del {current(c),constraint(TableSize(T,m))}

INITIAL STATE

{current(c0)}

Figure 4: The Blocks World Supervisor schema

2. Precondition testing by proving action preconditions.

3. Guarded choice checking by proving the guards.

4. Meta-level checking that the supervisee’s reflection in the supervisor is correct, done before and
after each evolution.

5. Post-evolution consistency, checking that evolutions don’t produce inconsistent specifications.

In the above list, items 1 and 5 invoke theorem provers for satisfiability checking, while items 2, 3
and 4 invoke derivability checks.

2.1 System Simulation

In the example, the pairing ofBlocksWorldSupervisorandBlocksWorldspecifications will, when exe-
cuted, ensure the complete demolition of the tower. The supervisor intervenes repeatedly to evolve the
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Figure 5: A complete run of the blocks world

supervisee and expand the table whenever it cannot accommodate any more blocks. To achieve this, the
supervisor is equipped with the following program:

([
|observe( f ree(T))
|(observe(¬ f ree(T));expand())

])∗;
is demolished();

This program is an iteration of an non-deterministic choice instruction that queries whether the table
is free after every supervisee move action. Theexpandaction is only performed when the table is
observed to be not free. Theis demolishedaction performs a logical check to determine whether the
demolition objective was successfully reached.

A complete run of this paired simulation will result in a configuration trace tree asshown in figure
5. Each node in this tree represents a state of the system configuration. This simulation is exhaustive
as it looks for all possible runs of the pair of the components (this search can either be depth-first or
breadth-first). The dark nodes indicate actions that have failed: this occurs when a supervisee’smove
action is not possible, or when an evolution is necessary. The grey nodes represent successful runs where
the run successfully demolished the tower. Following the nodes in the trace tree, these successful runs
occur when each block move is immediately preceded by an evolution to expandthe table size.

3 Caching and Eliminating Proof Obligations

Simulating specifications can generate a substantial number of proof obligations. A basic non-supervisory
action generates two proof obligations for every sub-component that it modifies, but an evolution action
generates seven proof obligations for each pair of components that it affects. The simulation of the pre-
vious relatively simple blocks world generates 35 deducibility checks and 29satisfiability checks. Firing
an external theorem prover and communicating theories and results uses asubstantial amount of time
relative to the simulation execution time. Given that in any realistic simulation very large states will
result and that the performance of a theorem prover is typically non-linear with the size of the state, it is
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Cache
d f n
= ComponentCacheKey→ComponentCache

ComponentCacheKey
d f n
= SchemaID×ConstraintNames

ConstraintNames
d f n
= ConstraintName∗

ComponentCache
d f n
= State→ ProvenFormulae×UnprovenFormulaeSets

State
d f n
= Atom∗

ProvenFormulae
d f n
= Formula∗

UnprovenFormulaeSet
d f n
= FormulaeSet∗

FormulaeSet
d f n
= Formula∗

Figure 6: Cache Structure

important to reduce the number of dispatched proof obligations. Several techniques can be used to opti-
mise execution and discharge some of the proof obligations without the need tocall an external theorem
prover.

By examining simulations, we note that the most commonly executed actions are of abasic type,
which are occasionally interrupted by the rarer large system reconfigurations that alter component theo-
ries or replace components. Most actions do not affect the axioms of a component and therefore do not
affect its internal consistency. A substantial number of consistency checks can therefore be eliminated
by storing the consistency results of previous prover invocations. A component is given a ‘consistent’
flag that is set once and is reset when actions changes are deemed to affect this consistency.

The state of a component contains only positive atoms of observation predicates. Therefore, in
some cases, when preconditions are themselves ground observable atoms, derivability reduces to testing
membership using symbolic equality. The minimum model interpretation means that the absence of an
atom of an observation predicates indicates its falsehood. This allows us to reduce preconditions that
rely heavily on observable predicates. It is often the case that the precondition set is reduced to either the
empty set (i.e preconditions are met) or tof alse, eliminating the need for any external theorem prover.

3.1 Caching of Prover Results

A cache structure suitable for this application is depicted in Figure 6. Properties of our framework make
this cache structure relatively efficient.

The cache stores the prover invocation results for each component separately. To perform lookup, a
key for the cache consists of the name of the component together with the names of its constraints. Only
the signatures of the constraints are stored, e.g.TableSize(T,2). This eliminates the need to store whole
formulae and simplifies component cache lookup. An example of a cache keyis

(BlocksWorld,{TableSize(T,2),BlockSize(1)})

Each component is then associated with all states that it may have had in the past. For each state
that a component may have been in, the list of proved formulae is stored. Formulae lookups are done
syntactically, so this is efficient for looking up previously proved groundatoms. The cache also stores
the sets of formulae that were previously disproved given a state.

Looking up formulae in this cache is undertaken as follows. Given a proofobligation for the formulae
setS, once a cache key has been matched together with a state,S is reduced to the setS′ by eliminating
formulae that were previously proved. IfS′ is the empty set then this is considered a cache hit as proved
formulae and a prover invocation is not necessary. ifS′ is not empty, it is compared with every set of the
previously unproven formulae. IfS′ contains any of these sets then this is also a cache hit as unproven
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(a) Blocks World Example (b) ATM Example

Figure 7: Prover invocation elimination using the caching technique

formulae. IfS′ is not matched by any unproven formulae set, an external prover invocation is necessary
to determine the deducibility ofS′. If the prover returns a proved result thenS′ is merged with the proved
formulae in the cache. ifS′ is not proved it is added to the set of previously unproven formulae sets.

3.2 Performance

The caching technique eliminates a substantial number of proof obligations. In the blocks world exam-
ple, 20 out of 35 deduction requests (57%) and 24 out of 29 satisfiability requests (82%) are eliminated.
The running time is reduced from 16 seconds to 5 seconds on an AMD Athlon2000+ processor with
1GB of RAM. Figure 7 shows the number of total proof dispatches and actual external prover invocations
for specifications that generate increasing program traces. The ATM example, given in [1], models an
evolvable banking and automated teller machines system that enforces several layers of security using
evolvable pairs. The trace size is an indication of the number of actions beingperformed. The fig-
ure shows that the longer the simulation the more beneficial caching becomes,with some simulations
eliminating over 90% of all proof obligations.

4 Comparing Theorem Provers

The simulator converts theories to classical untyped first order logic in the TPTP3 [18] format so CASC
(CADE ATP System Competition) [17] can be used. Three provers were used in this study:

• Paradox [2]: a finite model generator that flattens first order logic formulae into proposition
clauses, then uses the MiniSat [6] SAT solver to solve the resulting problem.

• Vampire 10 [15]: a fast resolution-based theorem prover.

• iProver [11]: an instantiation based prover that combines first order reasoningwith a SAT solver
(using MiniSat [6]).

The table in Figure 8 shows the running time in seconds of the simulation using these provers. The
measure of the complexity of a simulation is the trace size, which grows approximately linearly with the
number of proof obligations being made.

For the blocks world example, Paradox was able to undertake both the satisfiability checks and the
proofs. It is fast at finding models for axiom sets and for checking counter satisfiability [16]. Overall,
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Trace size Paradox iProver Vampire
28 5 12 15
58 8 18 22
78 11 24 32

Figure 8: Simulation time (in seconds) using different provers. Note that satisfiability checking was done
with Paradox when using Vampire.

it was the best performer of the three theorem provers for this application. Its ability to determine the
deducibility or otherwise the counter satisfiability of formulae makes it the most suitable choice for this
application.

Although Vampire’s resolution is fast, it is not appropriate to establish the counter satisfiability of
non-theorems, nor could it establish the satisfiability of theories in the above example. This necessitates
the use of other theorem provers for these purposes when using Vampire.

iProver is unique because it can do both resolution reasoning and SAT checking, but they are done
successively with manual options to turn off either features. Its resolutionreasoning is fast at establishing
the non-satisfiability of sets of formulae and for deriving theorems, while its SAT solving mode is fast
at establishing the satisfiability of sets of axioms and the counter-satisfiability ofnon-theorems. iProver
can spend time unnecessarily using one of its modes for an input that is bestsuited for the other mode.

5 Conclusion

This paper gave an overview of the practical aspects of using theorem provers for the simulation of
the evolvable systems framework presented in [1]. This framework differs from rewriting tools such as
Maude [12] in the fact that it allows for a supervisory model that improvesusability and the separation
of concerns [5]. In the simulation, theorem provers are used to deduceformulae from an axiom set
and for establishing the satisfiability of sets of formulae. The simulation generates a large number of
proof obligations. However, a caching technique was used to eliminate a substantial number of prover
invocations and speed up simulation.

Three theorem provers were used in this study: Paradox [2], iProver[11] and Vampire [15]. Para-
dox’s model finding was best suited for establishing satisfiability of axiom sets as well as the counter
satisfiability of non-theorems. Although vampire’s resolution is fast, it could not establish the counter-
satisfiability of non-theorems. iProver’s manually changeable two modes, resolution and SAT solving,
could perform both tasks. In the future, running multiple theorem proversin parallel could be performed
to exploit the strength of each prover.
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Abstract

We report on the application of higher-order automated theorem proving in ontology reasoning.
Concretely, we have integrated the Sigma knowledge engineering environment and the Suggested
Upper-Level Ontology (SUMO) with the higher-order theorem prover LEO-II. The basis for this
integration is a translation from SUMO’s SUO-KIF representations into the new typed higher-order
form representation language TPTP THF. We illustrate the benefits of our integration with examples,
report on experiments and analyze open challenges.

1 Introduction

In recent years much progress has been made regarding applications of first-order automated theorem
provers (FO-ATP) in ontology reasoning and question answering. A prominent example is the application
of FO-ATPs to the Suggested Upper-Level Ontology (SUMO) [22]. Related work has also been reported
for Cyc [24] and the LogAnswer question answering system [13], and further related references are given
in [13]. In all those approaches, translations from the ontology representation languages into proper first-
order representations are employed.

Challenges that have been identified in this application context, amongst others, include the large
theories challenge and answer extraction problem. The former addresses the problem that the proofs are
often shallow while the axiom sets are usually huge and may contain lots of information irrelevant to
a given query. The latter deals with the issue of extracting single or multiple answers to queries from
prover output.

Another challenge, which is in the focus of this paper, is that knowledge bases such as SUMO
contain a small but significant amount of higher-order representations. SUMO, for example, began as
just an upper level ontology encoded in first-order logic but subsequently its logic has been expanded to
also include higher-order elements.

The approach taken in the above systems to reason with higher-order content is to employ specific
translation ’tricks’, possibly in combination with or in addition to some pre-processing techniques. An
example is the quoting technique for embedded formulas as employed in the Sigma knowledge engineer-
ing environment [22]. Unfortunately, however, this solution is strongly limited. The effect is that many
desirable inferences are currently not supported, so that many queries cannot be answered. Illustrating
examples are presented in this paper and a solution is proposed that employs higher-order automated the-
orem proving (HO-ATP) for the task. Our solution exploits the new TPTP infrastructure for higher-order
automated theorem proving [27] and provides a generic translation from the Standard Upper Ontology
Knowledge Interchange Format (SUO-KIF) [20] into the new typed higher-order form (THF) language
of the TPTP.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we briefly sketch the background of our work. Sec-
tion 3 further motivates it with examples. Our translation from the SUO-KIF to TPTP THF is presented
in Section 4. Implementation, system integration and experiments are reported in Section 5. The paper
ends with a discussion of open challenges and future work.

∗This work was funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG) under grant BE 2501/6-1.
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2 Background

SUMO [17] is an open source1, formal ontology. In addition to the expressive logic it was authored in,
it has also been translated into the OWL semantic web language. It has undergone ten years of develop-
ment, review by a community of hundreds of people, and application in expert reasoning, linguistics and
performance testing for theorem provers. SUMO has been subjected to partial formal verification with
automated theorem provers. This consisted of asking a theorem prover to prove the negation of each
axiom in the knowledge base. While necessarily incomplete, this did focus the attention of the prover
with more success than simply asking it to prove ”false”. With repeated testing on incrementally more
generous time allotments, this method caught a number of non-obvious contradictions. It has been one
method of many partial methods to ensure quality and consistency.

SUMO covers areas of knowledge such as temporal and spatial representation, units and measures,
processes, events, actions, and obligations. SUMO has been extended with a number of domain specific
ontologies, which are also public, together they number some 20,000 terms and 70,000 axioms. Domain
specific ontologies extend and reuse SUMO, for example, in the areas of finance and investment, country
almanac information, terrain modeling, distributed computing, and biological viruses. SUMO has also
been mapped by hand [18] to the entire WordNet lexicon of approximately 100,000 noun, verb, adjective
and adverb word senses, which not only acts as a check on coverage and completeness, but also provides
a basis for application to natural language understanding tasks.

SUMO has natural language generation templates and a multi-lingual lexicon that allows statements
in SUMO to be automatically paraphrased in multiple natural languages.

The formal language of SUMO is SUO-KIF, a simplified version of the original KIF [14], with
extensions for higher-order logic. Since SUO-KIF syntax is rather self-explaining we avoid a formal
introduction here and provide some explanations on the fly. For further details we refer to [20].

Sigma [21] is a browsing and inference system that is both a stand-alone system for ontology devel-
opment and an embeddable component for reasoning. We have also developed a set of optimizations that
improve the performance of reasoning on SUMO, typically by “trading space for time” — pre-computing
certain inferences and storing them in the knowledge base [21]. In many cases this results in speedups of
several orders of magnitude. While Sigma originally included only the Vampire prover for performing
logical inference on SUMO, it now embeds the TPTPWorld environment [29], giving it access to some
40 different systems, including the world’s most powerful automated theorem provers and model gener-
ators. Sigma now also integrates the SInE reasoner [16], which was the winner of the SUMO division of
the CASC international theorem proving competition [23]. Use of the SInE axiom selection system has
been shown to provide orders of magnitude improvements in theorem proving performance compared to
using top-performing theorem prover, such as E or Vampire, alone. By selecting its best guess at axioms
relevant to a particular query, it can dramatically reduce the search space for solving queries on large
knowledge bases, such as SUMO, where only a small number of axioms are likely to be relevant to any
given query. Sigma handles making statements and posing queries to the different reasoners, optimizing
the knowledge sent to them to support efficient inference, and handling their output, formatting answers
and proofs in a standard and attractive format. Sigma includes a Java API and XML messaging interface.

HO-ATP is currently experiencing a renaissance that has been fostered by the recent extension of the
successful TPTP infrastructure for first-order logic [26] to higher-order logic, called TPTP THF [27, 28].
Available HO-ATPs include LEO-II [10], TPS [2], IsabelleP, IsabelleM/N2 and Satallax [3]. These
systems are available online via the SystemOnTPTP tool [25], they support the TPTP THF infrastructure,
and they employ THF0 [11], the simple type theory fragment of the THF language, as input language.

1www.ontologyportal.org
2IsabelleM and IsabelleN are model finders in the Isabelle proof assistant [19] that have been made available in batch mode,

while IsabelleP applies a series of Isabelle proof tactics in batch mode.
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3 Examples and Challenges

Our goal has been to enable and study applications of HO-ATP for question answering in ontology
reasoning, exemplary in SUMO. In this section we present some motivating examples. They illustrate
the potential of our approach to reason within temporal and other contexts. We also point to a problem
regarding Boolean extensionality and epistemic modalities.

Embedded Formulas Embedded formulas are one prominent source of higher-order aspects in SUMO.
This is illustrated by the following example, which has been adapted from [22]. (Premises are marked
with P and the query is marked with Q. In SUMO variables always start with a ’?’. Free variables in
queries are implicitly existentially quantified and those in premises are implicitly universally quantified.)

Example 1 (During 2009 Mary liked Bill and Sue liked Bill. Who liked Bill in 2009?).
P1: (holdsDuring (YearFn 2009) (and (likes Mary Bill) (likes Sue Bill)))
Q: (holdsDuring (YearFn 2009) (likes ?X Bill))

The challenge is to reason about the embedded formulas (and (likes Mary Bill) (likes Sue
Bill)) and (likes ?X Bill) within the context (holdsDuring (YearFn 2009) ...). In our ex-
ample, the embedded formula in the query does not match the embedded formula in the premise, how-
ever, it is inferable from it. The quoting technique presented in [22], which encodes embedded subformu-
las as strings, fails for this query. There are possible further ’tricks’ though which could eventually be ap-
plied. For example, we could split P1 in a pre-processing step into P2: (holdsDuring (YearFn 2009)
(likes Mary Bill)) and P3: (holdsDuring (YearFn 2009) (likes Sue Bill)). However,
such means quickly reach their limits when considering more involved embedded reasoning problems.
The following modifications of Example 1 illustrate the challenge.

Example 2 (Example 1 modified; ’and’ reformulated).
P4: (holdsDuring (YearFn 2009)

(not (or (not (likes Mary Bill)) (not (likes Sue Bill)))))
Q: (holdsDuring (YearFn 2009) (likes ?X Bill))

Example 3 (At all times Mary likes Bill. During 2009 Sue liked whomever Mary liked. Is there a year
in which Sue has liked somebody?).
P5: (holdsDuring ?Y (likes Mary Bill))
P6: (holdsDuring (YearFn 2009) (forall (?X) (=> (likes Mary ?X) (likes Sue ?X))))
Q: (holdsDuring (YearFn ?Y) (likes Sue ?X))

In particular, Example 3 illustrates that the reasoning tasks may indeed quickly become non-trivial
for approaches based on translations to first-order logic. This example can be further modified as follows.
Here we use a propositional variable ?P in order to encode that what generally holds also holds in all
holdsDuring-contexts.

Example 4 (What holds that holds at all times. Mary likes Bill. During 2009 Sue liked whomever Mary
liked. Is there a year in which Sue has liked somebody?).
P7: (=> ?P (holdsDuring ?Y ?P))
P8: (likes Mary Bill)
P9: (holdsDuring (YearFn 2009) (forall (?X) (=> (likes Mary ?X) (likes Sue ?X))))
Q: (holdsDuring (YearFn ?Y) (likes Sue ?X))

We may instead of P7 express that true things hold at all times in an alternative way, cf. P7’ below.3

3Instead of P7’ we may equally well use e.g. P7”: (holdsDuring ?Y (equal Chris Chris)) or any other embedded
tautology.
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Example 5 (Example 4 modified).
P7’: (holdsDuring ?Y True)
P8: (likes Mary Bill)
P9: (holdsDuring (YearFn 2009) (forall (?X) (=> (likes Mary ?X) (likes Sue ?X))))
Q: (holdsDuring (YearFn ?Y) (likes Sue ?X))

Some key steps of the informal argument for the latter query are: Since True is always valid and
since we assume (likes Mary Bill) we know that these two formulas are equivalent. Hence, they
are equal. We can thus replace True in (holdsDuring ?Y True) by (likes Mary Bill). The
remaining argument is straightforward.

Set abstraction Another important higher-order construct in SUMO is the set (or class) constructor
KappaFn. It takes two arguments, a variable and a formula, and returns the set (or class) of things that
satisfy the formula. We illustrate the use of KappaFn in Example 6.

Example 6 (The number of people John is grandparent of is less than or equal to three. How many
grandchildren does John at most have?).
P10: (<=> (grandchild ?X ?Y) (exists (?Z) (and (parent ?Z ?X) (parent ?Y ?Z))))
P11: (<=> (grandparent ?X ?Y) (exists (?Z) (and (parent ?X ?Z) (parent ?Z ?Y))))
P12: (lessThanOrEqualTo (CardinalityFn (KappaFn ?X (grandparent John ?X))) 3)
Q: (lessThanOrEqualTo (CardinalityFn (KappaFn ?X (grandchild ?X John))) ?Y)

The query can be proved valid independent of the specific axiomatization of CardinalityFn. This
is because the embedded set abstractions can be shown equal.

Extensionality In the examples discussed so far we have assumed that the semantics of our logic is
classical and that the Boolean and functional extensionality principles are valid. In particular Boolean
extensionality, which says that two formulas P and Q are equal if and only if they are equivalent (or,
alternatively, that there are not more than two truth values), is relevant for all of the examples above.
Without it we could not even prove the following query since the denotations of the two embedded
formulas could be different despite the equivalence of these formulas.

Example 7 (During 2009 Mary liked Bill and Sue liked Bill. Is it the case that in 2009 Sue liked Bill and
Mary liked Bill?).
P1: (holdsDuring (YearFn 2009) (and (likes Mary Bill) (likes Sue Bill)))
Q: (holdsDuring (YearFn 2009) (and (likes Sue Bill) (likes Mary Bill)))

Functional extensionality, which is required in Example 6 in combination with Boolean extensional-
ity, has been discussed as an option for the semantics of KIF in [15]. The validity of Boolean extension-
ality has never been questioned though in the literature. Weakening it would require a semantics with
more than two truth values and this is not considered an option, neither in [15] nor in [20]. For a detailed
discussion of functional and Boolean extensionality in classical higher-order logic we refer to [7].

Modalities Challenge Assuming Boolean extensionality in the semantics of SUO-KIF seems perfectly
fine for the above examples. We do not want to conceal, though, the following problem related to
it. SUMO employs epistemic modalities, such as believes and knows. When used in combination
with Boolean extensionality, however, inferences are enabled that do obviously contradict their intended
meaning. We give an example that is very similar to Example 5; the main difference is that the temporal
context has been replaced by an epistemic context.
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Example 8 (Adapted Example 5 within epistemic context: Everybody knows that Chris is equal to
Chris. Mary likes Bill. Chris knows that Sue likes whomever Mary likes. Does Chris know that Sue
likes Bill?).
P7”: (knows ?Y (equal Chris Chris))
P8: (likes Mary Bill)
P9’: (knows Chris (forall (?X) (=> (likes Mary ?X) (likes Sue ?X)))
Q: (knows Chris (likes Sue Bill))

Assuming Boolean extensionality the query is valid, even though we have not explicitly stated the
fact (knows Chris (likes Mary Bill)). Intuitively, however, this assumption seems mandatory
for enabling the proof of the query. Hence, we here (re-)discover an issue that some logicians possibly
claim as widely known: modalities have to be treated with great care in classical, extensional higher-
order logic. Our ongoing work therefore studies how we can suitably adapt the modeling of affected
modalities in SUMO in order to appropriately address this issue.

Relation and Function Variables Generating suitable instantiations for relation or function variables
is another prominent higher-order challenge. For instance, in the following query the relation sib, with
(sib ?X ?Y) if and only if (or (sister ?X ?Y) (brother ?X ?Y))))), is a valid instantiation
for the queried variable ?R. (There are other instantiations possible for ?R in our example though and
enumerating them is a challenge for future work.) Our example illustrates that the invention of new
concepts like the notion of sibling from simpler notions like brother and sister is in principle feasible
in higher-order logic, though there are clearly practical limitations.

Example 9 (Mary, Sue, Bill and Bob are mutually distinct. Mary is neither a sister of Sue nor of Bill,
and Bob is not a brother of Mary. Sue is a sister of Bill and of Bob, and Bob is a brother of Bill. Is there a
relation that holds both between Bob and Bill and between Sue and Bob; we exclude the trivial universal
relation λX ,Y >).
P13: (and (not (equal Mary Sue)) (not (equal Mary Bill)) (not (equal Mary Bob))
(not (equal Sue Bill)) (not (equal Sue Bob)) (not (equal Bob Bill)))
P14: (and (not (sister Mary Sue)) (not (sister Mary Bill)) (not (brother Bob
Mary)))
P15: (and (sister Sue Bill) (sister Sue Bob) (brother Bob Bill))
Q: (and (?R Bob Bill) (?R Sue Bob) (not (forall (?X ?Y) (?R ?X ?Y))))

4 THF Translation

The main objective for our translation from SUMO to TPTP THF0 [11] has been to enable inferences as
required for query examples as presented above.

THF0 provides a syntax for Church’s simple type theory [1], that is, a classical logic built on top
of the simply typed λ -calculus. The standard base types in simple type theory are o and ι ; the former
denotes the set of Booleans and the latter a (non-empty) set of individuals . They are represented in THF0
as $i and $o. Further base types can be declared as needed. Function types in THF0 are encoded with
the >-constructor, e.g. the type of predicates (resp. sets) over type $i is denoted as $i > $o. THF0 files
obey the convention that the types of constant symbols and variable symbols have to be declared before
their first use. Type declarations for constant symbols are typically provided in a type signature part at
the beginning of each THF0 file while types of variable symbols are provided in their binding positions.

In our translation of SUMO to THF0 we recursively analyze all SUMO terms and subterms with the
aim of assigning consistent type information to them. From this process we then extract the assigned
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type information for all constant and variable symbols as required in THF0 files. When applying our
transformation procedure to P12, for example, we generate the following THF0 information:

%%% The extracted Signature %%%
thf(grandparent_THFTYPE_IiioI,type,(

grandparent_THFTYPE_IiioI: $i > $i > $o )).

thf(lCardinalityFn_THFTYPE_IIioIiI,type,(
lCardinalityFn_THFTYPE_IIioIiI: ( $i > $o ) > $i )).

thf(lJohn_THFTYPE_i,type,(
lJohn_THFTYPE_i: $i )).

thf(ltet_THFTYPE_IiioI,type,(
ltet_THFTYPE_IiioI: $i > $i > $o )).

thf(n3_THFTYPE_i,type,(
n3_THFTYPE_i: $i )).

%%% The translated axioms %%%
thf(ax,axiom,

( ltet_THFTYPE_IiioI
@ ( lCardinalityFn_THFTYPE_IIioIiI

@ ^ [X: $i] :
( grandparent_THFTYPE_IiioI @ lJohn_THFTYPE_i @ X ) )

@ n3_THFTYPE_i )).

This THF0 representation is, for obvious reasons, not intended for human consumption. It serves the
sole purpose of communicating the reasoning problem to the higher-order theorem provers. We briefly
sketch a few aspects: (i) So far, we use THF0 type $i as only base type other than $o; for example,
SUMO formulas and sentences are mapped to type $o while constants such as lJohn THFTYPE i and
n3 THFTYPE i, which are the translations of the SUMO constants John and 3, are currently both de-
clared of type $i.4 Function types, e.g. for lCardinalityFn THFTYPE IIioIiI, are determined by
our translation algorithm. Future work includes the introduction of further base types in combination
with a better exploitation of the rich typing information already available in SUMO. (ii) As expected,
the simple type computed for lCardinalityFn THFTYPE IIioIiI5, the translation of SUMO constant
CardinalityFn, is ( $i > $o ) > $i, that is, the arguments for this constant have to be sets of ob-
jects of type $i. (iii) KappaFn is mapped to λ -abstraction.

Assigning types to SUMO terms is in fact not as straightforward as this example might suggest. One
major problem is that SUMO supports self-applications as in the following SUMO axiom.

(instance instance BinaryRelation)

In order to translate such axioms we currently split affected constants like instance into separate
constants:

4TPTP syntax requires all constants in lower case, hence, the leading ’l’ and ’n’. Moreover, we also encode the computed
type information in the constant name; the reasons for this will become clear below.

5The ’I’s encode bracketing information.
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%%% The extracted Signature %%%
thf(lBinaryPredicate_THFTYPE_i,type,(

lBinaryPredicate_THFTYPE_i: $i )).

thf(instance_THFTYPE_IIiioIioI,type,(
instance_THFTYPE_IIiioIioI: ( $i > $i > $o ) > $i > $o )).

thf(instance_THFTYPE_IiioI,type,(
instance_THFTYPE_IiioI: $i > $i > $o )).

%%% The translated axiom(s) %%%
thf(ax,axiom,

( instance_THFTYPE_IIiioIioI @ instance_THFTYPE_IiioI
@ lBinaryPredicate_THFTYPE_i )).

Obviously, we thereby lose important information, for example, in our examples we now only know
that instance THFTYPE IiioI denotes a binary relation. If we want this information restored for
instance THFTYPE IIiioIioI we can generate a new constant instance THFTYPE IIIiioIioIioI
and a new axiom

thf(ax,axiom,((instance_THFTYPE_IIIiioIioIioI @ instance_THFTYPE_IIiioIioI
@ lBinaryPredicate_THFTYPE_i))).

Currently such a duplication of axioms is still disabled in our translation. Future work, however, will
study the need for such duplications more closely.

Our first project goal has thus been achieved, namely to provide a translation of the entire SUMO
into THF0 that can be parsed and type checked by all THF0 reasoners in the TPTP and that, in spite of its
need for further improvement, can already serve as a starting point for examples as we have discussed.6

5 System Implementation, Integration, and Initial Experiments

The THF translation mechanism has been implemented as part of the Sigma environment. This enabled
the reuse of already existing infrastructure, e.g. for manipulating formulas and knowledge bases, as well
as the reuse of existing first-order logic TPTP tools in Sigma.

Additionally, an initial integration of the LEO-II system has been created with Sigma. There are three
modes in which LEO-II can be applied to queries in this integration. The local mode only translates the
user assertions and the query, the global mode translates the entire SUMO knowledge base and then
adds the user assertions and the query, and the SInE mode employs Hoder’s SInE system to extract a
(hopefully) relevant subset of the axioms from the SUMO knowledge base.

We have conducted initial experiments with the LEO-II prover (version v1.1) integrated to Sigma:
All examples in this paper can be effectively solved by LEO-II in local mode, except for Example 9: Ex.1
(0.19s), Ex.2 (0.19s), Ex.3 (0.13s), Ex.4 (0.16s), Ex.5 (0.08s), Ex.6 (0.34), Ex.7 (0.18s), Ex.8 (0.04s),
Ex.9 (2642.55s) — the timings were obtained on a standard MacBook Pro with a 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2
Duo processor and 2GB of memory. There is actually no general problem with Example 9, only LEO-
II performs particularly poorly on it and the reasons for this should be investigated. Tests with other
HO-ATPs via the SystemOnTPTP tool confirm that IsabelleP, for example, finds a proof in 10s.

6The THF0 translation of SUMO is available at: http://www.ags.uni-sb.de/~chris/papers/SUMO.thf.
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We have submitted 28 related examples, each in two or three different versions, to the TPTP for
inclusion. The different versions are corresponding to the three modes for calling LEO-II in Sigma
as discussed before. Recent experiments of Geoff Sutcliffe with his TPTP infrastructure indicates that
LEO-II is slightly ahead of the other provers for these example problems. The important news, however,
is that the main hypotheses of our work has been confirmed: higher-order automated reasoners have the
potential to advance the state-of-art in ontology reasoning and question answering. This has also been
confirmed by the detection (and subsequent fixing) of some problematic axioms in SUMO in the course
of our experiments. For example, in the following axiom for ‘pretending’ the last occurrence of True has
been detected as semantically wrong and was subsequently replaced by False (‘pretending’ is is a social
interaction where a cognitive agent or group of cognitive agents attempts to make another cognitive agent
or group of cognitive agents believe something that is false):

(=> (instance ?PRETEND Pretending)
(exists (?PERSON ?PROP) (and (hasPurpose ?PRETEND (believes ?PERSON ?PROP))

(truth ?PROP True))))

Moreover, not only HO-ATP theorem provers are applicable to support ontology reasoning but also
higher-order model finders. The IsabelleN model finder, for example, has revealed several typos in earlier
versions of our example problems by constructing countermodels.

On the downside, however, our tests also show that much further work is needed for turning our
proof of concept into a practically reliable and robust success story. For example, only very few of our
examples can currently be solved in the SInE mode and even less can be solved in the global mode.
Hence, the challenges involved in making inference efficient over large theories turns out even worse for
the HO-ATPs than it already is for the FO-ATPs. This was to be expected though, in particular, since
the theoretical and technical maturity of HO-ATPs is still many years, if not decades, behind those of
FO-ATP systems.

6 Discussion

In this paper we have shown that HO-ATP is in principle capable of advancing the state-of-art in ontology
reasoning and question answering in expressive frameworks such as SUMO. There are many open issues
though that require much further thought and work. We briefly discuss a few.

The large theories challenge requires the development or adaptation of strong relevance filters such
as SInE. We are still using an older version of SInE and we speculate that the latest version, in which
the maximal number of selected axioms can be predetermined by a parameter, may already significantly
improve the performance of the HO-ATPs in SInE mode.

There is also an important meta-reasoning task to be solved for Sigma. Currently, the selection of
reasoners and further options is task of the user. In the future, however, we plan to automate this task.
We envision distributed, possibly even cooperative, proof attempts by reasoners working for different
translation targets like TPTP FOL and TPTP THF. Hence, the intended meta-reasoner needs to support
various non-trivial tasks including: (i) selection of appropriate reasoners and translation targets, (ii)
relevance filtering, (iii) control of (distributed) prover execution, (iv) extraction of answers from prover
results, (v) result verification, (vi) preparation of answers and their presentation to the user.

For several of these tasks existing technology can possibly be adapted. Answer extraction, for ex-
ample, is already supported in Sigma for all first-order provers which obey the standardized TPTP proof
output format. And for supporting distributed or even cooperative reasoning with external systems in
Sigma the agent-based OANTS architecture [12] can possibly be adapted.
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One of the most interesting and relevant challenges, however, is the modalities challenge. As we have
shown, Boolean extensionality and epistemic modalities such ’knows’ or ’believes’, for example, do not
go well together. This observation is relevant beyond the borders of SUMO and it clearly also affects the
current first-order translations: if they will eventually be extended so that they can successfully handle
Examples 4 and 5, then they will also face the problem of Example 8.

Traditional (propositional) modal logics approaches and reasoners seem hardly applicable for the task
since the modalities are usually employed in SUMO in combination with other first-order and higher-
order constructs. One of our current research directions therefore aims at exploiting recent results that
show how (multi-)modal logics can be elegantly encoded as simple fragments of higher-order logics
[9, 8]. The idea is to consider modalities such as ’knows’ or ’believes’ as abbreviations for lambda-
terms (as presented in [9]) denoting the appropriate modal operators. This solution explicitly supports
the coexistence of different modalities in combination with other first-order and higher-order constructs.
Related case studies on epistemic reasoning (for example, an elegant and efficient solution of the Wise
Men Puzzle) with classical, extensional higher-order theorem provers can be found in [6].

We may also consider a modification of the theorem prover LEO-II and its underlying calculus.
The idea would be to provide means for annotating function and predicate symbols regarding their
pre-determined extensionality properties and to distinguish in the inference process according to these
annotations. holdsDuring, for example, would be annotated as fully extensional, while knows and
believes would not. Hence, the inference in Example 8 could be blocked in the prover while Exam-
ple 5 would still go through. A respective research proposal in such a direction can already be found in [5]
(which unfortunately was not funded at the time). Such a solution would allow us to make an informed
and context-dependent choice regarding the extensionality principles for the semantics of SUO-KIF.
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Abstract

Programming provers is a complex task; completeness or even soundness may often be broken
by apparently harmless bugs. A good testing platform can contribute in detecting problems early and
helping development. This paper presents GridTPT, the distributed platform for testing the veriT
SMT solver. Its features are fairly standard, but it allows to easily distribute the task in a cluster.

We plan to make this platform available as an open source tool for the community of developers of
automated theorem provers. This presentation to PAAR’2010 will provide the opportunity to discuss
the need for such a tool and the necessary features in a broader context. We would like to extract a
requirement specification from this discussion, that would be useful to get dedicated implementation
resources for distribution, maintenance and future development of GridTPT.

1 Introduction

The implementation of efficient automated theorem provers requires intricate data structures and algo-
rithms and is therefore error-prone. As a consequence, establishing the functional correctness of those
tools includes applying large test suites, in addition to other measures such as third-party certification of
intermediate and final results through e.g. proof generation and proof checking. The faster those verifi-
cation results are available, the sooner mistakes are discovered and can be corrected by the developers.
Also, automated theorem proving is intrinsically of a heuristic nature and requires experimenting with
many different combinations of parameters. Again, this experimental study needs frequently applying
large test suites.

Testing over a large number of benchmarks can easily be done in parallel (at least from a theoretical
viewpoint). However, owning and maintaining a large cluster of machines is both time-consuming and
financially expensive, and most prover developers do not have the resources to do this work in addition
to research and implementation of the prover. Nevertheless, many research and university environments
do have large clusters that are not fully used. More and more often these computing facilities are again
clustered via a grid infrastructure that provides access to hundreds and even thousands of cores. It is
often possible to obtain a low priority (i.e. when not in use for the financing projects) access to those
clusters, and this low priority access will most of the time be suitable for the use of prover testing. Once
the cluster is found, one needs to develop the software infrastructure for running the tests. Although a
set of ad hoc scripts would do the basic job, a dedicated platform developed over a long period could
provide many useful services.

Our goal is to share with the theorem proving community the software for a distributed testing plat-
form for automated provers that we have built incrementally to support the development of the SMT
solver veriT1. This software reduced the testing time from a week-end to a few minutes. For instance,

∗This work is partly supported by the ANR project DECERT, and the INRIA-CNPq project SMT-SAVeS.
1For the development of veriT, we have been kindly granted access to a large grid infrastructure of INRIA known as

Grid5000 [6].
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the approximately nine thousand formulas in the categories for which veriT is complete are checked in
12 minutes with 80 cores and a 30 seconds time-out. As another example, the whole TPTP (around
14000 files) is run on E [12] in 20 minutes using 160 cores and a 30 seconds time-out. We plan to release
this powerful and customizable platform under the open-source BSD license as well as offering mainte-
nance to meet new requirements of external users. For theorem prover developers this would reduce the
problem of having a good testing infrastructure to finding the cluster to run our software on.

There already exists platforms for evaluating solvers, and in particular, the platforms for the various
annual competitions, for instance CASC [10, 13] and SMT-COMP [1, 2].2 The main focus for those
frameworks is to precisely and fairly measure the running time for the various solvers on the instances
chosen for the competition. The purpose of GridTPT is different: it includes comparing versions of the
same solver/prover but being precise in measuring running time is not the main objective. Much more
importantly, the tool gathers statistics, and provides to the user ways to understand the tendencies and
the relations between various quantities.

The platform is now stable and has reached a point where its use in a larger context, for slightly
different goals, and in various environments, requires the feedback of the community, which we would
like to get at PAAR. Following the presentation of GridTPT, we expect to get, from potential users,
additional requirements to enhance and make the platform more attractive. Additionally, after we show
the benefit of using the platform, we expect some of the participants will be interested in being users.

2 State of the platform

The testing platform has been used and improved to support the development of the SMT solver veriT [7]
for more than a year. The test data used by the platform are the different categories of SMT-LIB [11, 3]
benchmarks that are supported by the solver. The best way to run the tests and to access data is through
the web interface, but the reports are in plain text, and all the scripts may be run from the command line.

Three types of tests can be performed over a selected set of benchmarks:

• functional test: the satisfiability status (satisfiable, unsatisfiable, or unknown), execution time (or
failure, or time out) and other (user defined) statistics are gathered.

• consistency test: for each benchmark, the solver generates verification conditions corresponding
to intermediate results. External solvers3 are applied to recheck these conditions to ensure that not
only the final result, but also the reasoning leading to this result is correct.

• memory test: memory leaks are detected using Valgrind (see http://valgrind.org/).

The latter two tests only generate a brief report to notify the developers if further debugging is required
on particular benchmarks.

A prototype version of the script was sequential. An extensive test over the SMT-lib used to take
several days to complete. The present version distributes the work over several multi-core computers,
drastically reducing the total execution time to a few minutes. It uses a master/slave architecture, where
one node assumes the role of the master, distributes the benchmarks and gathers the results, while the
other nodes are slaves and execute the solver. It is fault tolerant: in case the connection to a slave is
lost (due to a network failure, node hanging, . . . ), the full test is not affected. A test can be suspended
at any time, and resumed later without significant duplicated work. Finally and most importantly, the

2Some organizations even give access to the clusters outside the competitions.
3In the case of veriT, we use CVC3 [4] to check intermediate conflict clauses and PicoSAT [5] to check the overall Boolean

abstraction (MiniSAT [9] is used internally).
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framework has been written to be easily portable: its implementation language is Python with a few
OS-specific scripts written in bash.

Competitions usually distribute one process per computer, to eliminate interferences between pro-
cesses. This is required in order to accurately and fairly measure the running time of the various solvers
on the competition benchmarks. Since we prefer to get short testing time, we allow to send one job for
every core available on the cluster, even if these are on the same processor. This introduces some slight
variations in running times, but this is an acceptable price to pay to divide the overall testing time by a
factor of 8 (in our case). Our experiments show that, even so, times are measured quite accurately.

The statistics collected by the tool and their value are not hard coded, but rather gathered from the
output of the prover. They should be prefixed with a configurable character string – so that these statistics
can be recognized from irrelevant information, such as an execution trace – followed by the name of the
statistic and its value. Similarly, error messages need to be prefixed by a definable string. Notice that
the statistics should at least provide the result of the prover on the formula. The execution time can
be computed by the command time (on *nix systems). Figure 1 presents a typical output from veriT.
Obviously, it is easy to put the information in the required form without modifying the internals of the
prover by simply using a shell script wrapper.

verit 200907 - the veriT solver (UFRN/LORIA).

[...]

STAT_DESC: clauses: Number of clauses generated

STAT_DESC: res: 0 (UNSAT), 1 (SAT), -1 (UNKNOWN)

STAT_DESC: nodes: Number of nodes in the input formula as a DAG representation

STAT_DESC: nodes_tree: Number of nodes in the input formula as a tree representation

STAT_DESC: atoms: Number of atoms in the input formula as a tree representation

STAT_DESC: total_time: Total time

STAT: clauses=1486

STAT: res=0

STAT: nodes=799

STAT: nodes_tree=4114

STAT: atoms=1825

STAT: total_time=1.204

[...]

Figure 1: A typical output from veriT.

New tests are triggered automatically by cron jobs (if no test exists for the current version in the
subversion repository), or manually through the developer-only section on the website of the solver. In
the latter case, the tester has the opportunity to choose the solver revision, the solver options, the list
of benchmarks on which the solver is to be run, and an optional comment. Reports are automatically
generated and can be consulted on line, via the project website. The access to the reports is restricted to
developers only. Other available features include the capacity to compare either graphically or textually
two functional reports and to extract CSV (comma-separated values format) files for reports or for com-
parison of reports in order to do more sophisticated treatments using other tools (such as spreadsheets).
Some of these features are demonstrated in the next section.

3 Illustration

This section contains illustrative information on the following capacities of the platform: functional
report, a textual comparison report, and a graphical comparison report.
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3.1 Report example

An extract of a sample test report is given below:

-veriT report----------------

Date : 20090904133605

-informations-----------------

Host name : Grid5000

Number of cores : 80

CPU type : xeon-harpertown at 2.5GHz

Executable : ./verit

Build time : 20090903181241

Options : --enable-simp --enable-unit-simp --cnf-p-definitional -v

Number of files : 8965

CPU limit : 30s

-grid statistics-------------

Cumulative time : 876m (14h)

Total time : 12m

Theoretical time : 11m

-legend-----------------------

total_time: Total time

res: 0 (UNSAT), 1 (SAT), -1 (UNKNOWN)

atoms: Number of atoms in the input formula as a tree representation

nodes_tree: Number of nodes in the input formula as a tree representation

clauses: Number of clauses generated

nodes: Number of nodes in the input formula as a DAG representation

-summary----------------------

Total number of benchmarks : 8965

Number of success : 7638

between 0 and 5 sec : 6835

between 5 and 10 sec : 465

between 10 and 15 sec : 199

between 15 and 20 sec : 89

between 20 and 25 sec : 36

between 25 and 30 sec : 14

Number of "CPU time limit exceeded" : 1327

-data-------------------------

Name total_time res atoms nodes_tree clauses nodes

QF_IDL/Averest/binary_search/BinarySearch_live_bgmc000.smt 0.000 1 207793 208901 0 339

QF_IDL/Averest/binary_search/BinarySearch_live_bgmc002.smt 0.000 1 415523 417695 0 607

QF_IDL/Averest/binary_search/BinarySearch_live_bgmc003.smt 0.000 0 623253 626489 0 875

QF_IDL/Averest/binary_search/BinarySearch_live_blmc000.smt 0.000 1 623314 626594 1 942

QF_IDL/Averest/binary_search/BinarySearch_live_blmc002.smt 0.004 0 1246566 1253082 0 1814

QF_IDL/Averest/binary_search/BinarySearch_safe_bgmc000.smt 0.000 0 406 546 0 203

QF_IDL/Averest/binary_search/BinarySearch_safe_bgmc001.smt 0.000 1 99 175 0 109

QF_IDL/Averest/binary_search/BinarySearch_safe_bgmc002.smt 0.000 0 208393 209661 0 550

QF_IDL/Averest/binary_search/BinarySearch_safe_bgmc003.smt 0.000 1 416380 418776 2 897

QF_IDL/Averest/binary_search/BinarySearch_safe_blmc000.smt 0.000 0 416266 418750 0 1008

QF_IDL/Averest/binary_search/BinarySearch_safe_blmc001.smt 0.004 1 831718 836406 8 1329

QF_IDL/Averest/binary_search/BinarySearch_safe_blmc002.smt 0.004 1 1247479 1254435 3 1950

[...]

The presentation of the report may need to be adapted for other solvers. However, as mentioned above,
the list of statistics is not hardcoded, and is built during the parsing of the output of the solver, assuming
that it follows some formatting instructions.

3.2 Textual comparison

The comparison tool has the following parameters:

• the two functional reports to be compared;

• the categories of benchmarks to compare the reports on;

• the minimum spread, in percent of execution time, for the benchmark to be shown;

• the minimum spread, in absolute execution time, for the benchmark to be shown.

If the two reports are on different sets of benchmarks, only the common subset is shown. The statistics
from both reports are shown. Optionally, the comparison tool may hide benchmarks for which running
time are not sufficiently different. The spread between the execution times must then be higher than a
specified percentage and a minimum value. Indeed, for benchmarks solved very quickly, 0.01 second is
twice as fast as 0.02, but the running time difference may still be considered negligible.

Here is a small excerpt of a comparison report:
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Name total time result
20090729191611 20080729142114 20090729191611 20080729142114

QF UFIDL/pete3/bug file3.smt 0.800 Failed 1 Failed
QF UFIDL/pete3/bug file4.smt 198.404 Failed 1 Failed
QF UFIDL/pete3/bug file5.smt 25.286 4.75 1 1
QF UFIDL/uclid/22s.smt 0.332 0.58 0 0
QF UFIDL/uclid/43s.smt 6.604 2.28 0 0
QF UFIDL/uclid/cache.inv10.smt 3.536 5.46 0 0
QF UFIDL/uclid/cache.inv14.smt 105.999 Failed 0 Failed
QF UFIDL/uclid/cache.inv8.smt 0.652 1.08 0 0
QF UFIDL/uclid/elf.rf10.smt 18.149 25.23 0 0
QF UFIDL/uclid/elf.rf8.smt 0.320 0.62 0 0
QF UFIDL/uclid/elf.rf9.smt 2.536 3.38 0 0
QF UFIDL/uclid/ooo.rf10.smt 25.942 Failed 0 Failed
QF UFIDL/uclid/ooo.rf8.smt 1.208 1.56 0 0
QF UFIDL/uclid/ooo.tag10.smt 3.736 5.02 0 0
QF UFIDL/uclid/ooo.tag12.smt 39.114 Failed 0 Failed
QF UFIDL/uclid/q2.12.smt 15.201 19.58 0 0
QF UFIDL/uclid/q2.14.smt 77.169 Failed 0 Failed
QF UFIDL/uclid2/bug1.smt 9.721 13.57 1 1
QF UFIDL/uclid2/bug2.smt 0.780 1.45 1 1
QF UFIDL/uclid2/ooo.rf11.smt 158.894 Failed 0 Failed

On the web page, for each benchmark, the color code explicitly highlights improvement or regression.

3.3 Graphical comparison

Usually, on large sets of benchmarks, a graphical comparison helps to highlight the difference in execu-
tion time between two revisions of the solver. The web interface also displays an XY logarithmic graph
(see figure 2). Again, more in-depth analysis may be done very quickly using the CSV data extraction
facility and using a spreadsheet.

Figure 2: Example of a graphical comparison. A blue dot corresponds to one benchmark.
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4 Conclusion and future work

We presented GridTPT, the testing platform used daily in the development of the veriT SMT solver.
Since most prover developers have the same kind of needs for such a platform, we feel that this work
may benefit other groups in the ATP community. The platform was used internally on several third-party
SMT solvers. First positive experiments were also carried on with a first-order theorem prover (namely,
the E prover [12]).

The most important difficulty we encountered in integrating the platform into our web server (for
easy access by developers outside our institution) is the access policy to the cluster and the electronic
security policy of our institution. The cluster is strongly firewalled, whereas the web server is outside
the protected area; sending jobs and getting back information from the cluster to the web server requires
hacks and ssh bounces. We believe that users elsewhere may encounter similar problems. Unfortunately,
this prevents to have a clean package and an easy installation procedure that would work out-of-the-
box for all cases. It will be necessary to collect and provide off-the-shelf solutions that will allow to
circumvent those problems semi-automatically, when an automatic installation is not suitable. Another
issue that we will certainly have to face is the variety of tools that clusters use for reserving resources.

The variation in running times with respect to the computer architecture is not linear, since it depends
on the instruction set of the processors, the frequencies, the cache sizes and management policy,. . . that
affect differently the running time depending on the program and even on the input data. Nevertheless,
we think that it may be useful to investigate some kind of architecture calibration, i.e. recompute an
approximation of the running time on a reference architecture. The motivations for such a calibration
are twofold. First it would then be possible to use heterogeneous clusters if precise time measurement is
not required. Second, it would also allow developers to compare old results (on out-of-use architectures)
with newer ones.

Among the ongoing works, we are currently integrating the fuzzing tools for SMT-lib [8] on the
distributed architecture. We also have a prototype of an interface to better visualize the differences in
running time, with respect to the kind of benchmarks (categorized by their directory, subdirectory, and
name prefix). The new version of the SMT-LIB [3] brings a novelty in allowing scripts in the prover
input language; finding the right way to nicely integrate testing for scripts will also be necessary.

Acknowledgments: We would like to thank Stephan Merz for his guidance. Experiments presented
in this paper were carried out using the Grid’5000 experimental testbed, being developed under the IN-
RIA ALADDIN development action with support from CNRS, RENATER and several Universities as
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Abstract

Originally developed as an algebraic characterisation for quantum mechanics, the algebraic struc-
ture of quantales nowadays finds widespread applications ranging from (non-commutative) logics to
hybrid systems. We present an approach to bring reasoning about quantales into the realm of (fully)
automated theorem proving. This will yield automation in various (new) fields of applications in the
future. To achieve this goal and to receive a general approach (independent of any particular theorem
prover), we use the TPTP Problem Library for higher-order logic. In particular, we give an encoding
of quantales in the typed higher-order form (THF) and present some theorems about quantales which
can be proved fully automatically. We further present prospective applications for our approach and
discuss practical experiences using THF.

1 Introduction

Automated theorem proving (ATP) has brought automated reasoning into a wide variety of domains. Ex-
amples where significant and important success systems has been achieved with ATP, are software veri-
fication and mathematics. Full automation (without user interaction) is often only possible by first-order
logic. For these tasks ATP systems like Vampire [26] and Prover9 [21] exist and SystemOnTPTP [28]
provides a common language and a common interface. First-order ATP systems and the TPTP library
have extensively been used by different users in various case studies covering various areas of sciences
(e.g., [9, 15, 17, 18, 31]).

Recently, TPTP and SystemOnTPTP were extended to cover not only first-order reasoning but also
reasoning within higher-order logic [6, 29]. A general aim is again full automation and no user interac-
tion. As a part of TPTP, higher-order logic can now be expressed by the typed higher-order form (THF)
which implements Church’s simple theory of types [10]. This theory is based on the simply typed λ -
calculus in which functional types are formed from basic types. The decision for simple type theory was
made since this theory is already used as a common basis for a lot of higher-order ATP systems [6].

Up to now only a few case studies using THF exist. In this paper we provide a case study and bring
reasoning about the algebraic structure of quantales into the realm of fully automated theorem proving.
In particular, we encode quantales into the typed higher-order form of the TPTP library and perform
a proof experiment using that approach with about 50 theorems. In doing so, we also evaluate all the
ATP systems for higher-order reasoning that are integrated in SystemOnTPTP w.r.t. their capabilities for
automated reasoning about quantales. In detail, these systems are IsabelleP [24], LEO-II [5], Satallax [2]
and TPS [1]. We have chosen the structure of quantales due to several reasons:

• From a mathematical point of view quantales are special cases of the first-order structures of semi-
rings and Kleene algebras. Since the latter structures are particular suitable for automated reason-
ing [15, 16, 17], the hope is that quantales are also suitable.

• Following [6], THF is particular suitable for set-based encodings. In this paper we will derive an
encoding of quantales based on sets. Hence the hope is again that quantales yield good automation
results.
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• As a third reason why quantales are chosen, we mention the prospective applications. Originally,
quantales were introduced to formalise phenomena of quantum mechanics. Later, this algebraic
structure found various fields of application. Examples are classical logic like CTL and CTL∗ [22],
non-classical logic like separation logic or non-commutative logic [12, 25, 32] as well as reasoning
within hybrid systems [14]. Further examples can be found in [27].

There are two main contributions of the paper: First we develop the above-mentioned case study. As far
as we know it is one of the largest proof experiments of THF. As a consequence, we show that fully
automated reasoning within higher-order logic is feasible in principle. Unfortunately, none of the ATP
systems used can even prove half of the given theorems. At the moment more complex properties cannot
be verified with state-of-the-art ATP systems from the axioms. To achieve full automation in various
new fields of applications, further development of fully automated ATP systems is needed. However,
there was the same situation some years ago when TPTP offered the first problem suites for first-order
logic. After TPTP was launched, the evolution of ATP systems were quite impressive, especially for the
problems listed in the TPTP library. Since quantales will be part of TPTP v4.1.0 we hope for the same
effect and believe that fully automated reasoning within quantales will be much more feasible in a couple
of years. Due to this we will present, as the second contribution, a number of possible applications where
automation in quantales can be applied if ATP systems perform better.

The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we define the algebraic structure of quantales and
give all necessary mathematical background. In the following section we sketch the typed higher-order
form of TPTP. We begin our case study by encoding quantales within THF in Section 4. After that we
try to verify basic properties of quantales. In particular, we present and discuss the results of our proof
experiment in Section 5. From this basic toolkit we then give possible fields of applications in Section 6.
We conclude the paper by discussing some on-going and future work.

2 Quantales

Quantales, the algebraic basis for our case study, are used in a wide range of sciences like computer
science, mathematics, physics or philosophy. Therefore they unify a wide range of applications from a
mathematical point of view. More precisely, quantales are partially ordered sets that generalise various
lattices of multiplicative ideals from ring theory as well as point free topologies and functional analysis.
Later, in Section 6, we will discuss fields of application in much more detail.

Before defining quantales, we recapitulate some lattice theory.
A complete lattice (S,≤) is a partially ordered set in which all subsets have a supremum. The def-

inition implies that all subsets have also an infimum and that there is a least element 0 =df
⊔

/0 and a
greatest element > =df

⊔
S. The infimum of an arbitrary set X ⊆ S is denoted by

d
X while the supre-

mum is denoted by
⊔

X . The binary variants for two elements x,y ∈ S are written as xu y and xt y,
resp.

A quantale (e.g. [27]) is a structure (S,≤, ·,1) where (S,≤) is a complete lattice and · is an associa-
tive, completely disjunctive inner operation on S, i.e., · distributes over arbitrary suprema: For an index
set I and arbitrary elements x,yi ∈ S we have

x · (⊔
i∈I

yi
)

=
⊔
i∈I

(
x · yi

)
and

(⊔
i∈I

yi
) · x =

⊔
i∈I

(
yi · x

)
. (∗)

Moreover 1 is required to be the identity of multiplication, i.e., x ·1 = 1 · x = x. The notion of a quantale
is equivalent to Conway’s notion of a standard Kleene algebra [11] and forms a special idempotent
semiring. As an immediate consequence of the definition, multiplication is strict, i.e., x ·0 = 0 · x = 0 for
all x ∈ S.
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We now have a closer look at the axiomatisation of quantales. It is easy to see that the infinite
distributivity laws (∗) make it nearly impossible to encode quantales within first-order logic. We are
only aware of one possibility. However this would require many predicates and types and does not yield
good results for automation. We follow the lines of Conway’s book [11] and axiomatise quantales by the
following set-based formulas.⊔

/0 = 0 , (1)⊔
{x} = x , (2)⊔

{
⊔

Xi : i ∈ I} =
⊔⋃

i∈I

Xi , (3)

x ·1 = 1 · x = x , (4)

(x · y) · z = x · (y · z) , (5)⊔
X1 ·

⊔
X2 =

⊔
{x1 · x2 : x1 ∈ X1,x2 ∈ X2} , (6)

where X1, X2, Xi ⊆ S for all i ∈ I ⊆ IN, x, y, z ∈ S and
⋃

i∈I denotes set union over an index set I. In
this axiomatisation Axiom (1) characterises the special element 0. The Laws (2) and (3) “inductively”
define the supremum; Equations (4) and (5) make the lattice to a multiplicative monoid. The last axiom is
the counterpart for the infinite distributivity laws (∗). From these axioms one can easily define the order
relation ≤ by x≤ y ⇔df xt y = y; the infimum operator can be characterised, as usual, by

l
X =

⊔
{y : ∀x ∈ X : y≤ x} . (7)

We will use the definitions of
⊔

,
d

and · to encode quantales in the typed higher-order TPTP library in
Section 4. Next to these operators Conway defines an operator ∗ for finite iteration by X∗ = {X i : i ∈ IN},
where X0 = 1 and Xn+1 = Xn ·X . Since our approach follows Conway’s axiomatisation, we would need
arithmetic to encode this axiom. However THF does not allow arithmetic at the moment. Hence we do not
discuss the star operator in this paper though we are aware of equivalent axioms that only need first-order
logics (see [20]).

3 THF and Church’s Simple Type Theory

In this section we sketch the higher-order approach in the TPTP problem library. We will only mention
those points that are necessary for the encoding of quantales later on. In particular, we explain the mean-
ing of the symbols that may occur in formulas. A detailed description of the higher-order approach can
be found in [29].

The typed higher-order form (THF) of the TPTP problem library implements higher-order logic by
Church’s simple theory of types [10] since this theory is already used as a common basis for a lot of
higher-order ATP systems [6]. That theory is based on the simply typed λ -calculus in which functional
types are formed from basic types. These consist of types of individuals $i, of Boolean values $o; further
ones can be built using the function type constructor >.

In THF all formulas are annotated and have the following form:

thf( <formula name>, <role>, ( <formula> )).

<formula name> identifies the formula by a unique name, the attribute <role> specifies the role of the
formula like axiom, (type) definition, conjecture or theorem. The actual formula is given in the last part
of the THF-structure. Detailed examples will be shown in the next section. Symbols that are allowed to
occur in the formulas are !, ? and ^. They stand for ∀ , ∃ and λ , resp. The binary operator @ denotes
function application.
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4 Encoding in Higher-order TPTP-Syntax

As it can be seen from Section 2 in Conway’s axiomatisation of quantales, a suitable encoding of set
theory in higher-order logic is required. We have chosen an encoding that was already proposed by
Benzmüller, Rabe and Sutcliffe [6]. This encoding has already been successfully implemented and ap-
plied. Sets are being represented by their characteristic functions. In particular, we use for an element x
and a set X the following equivalence

x ∈ X ⇔ X(x).

On the right-hand side X denotes a predicate. By this, set operations such as intersection or union can
easily be expressed using the typed λ -calculus. For example, binary union is defined by

λ X,Y,x. ((Xx)∨ (Yx))

assuming that the predicates X and Y have type α → $o and x has type α .
In the remainder we give an extract of the complete input file to demonstrate the encoding. A full

encoding of the Axioms (1)–(6) is given in the Appendix1 and at a web site [13]. We only consider the
supremum definition here since it forms the most interesting part of the encoding.

14 thf(sup,type,(
15 sup: ( ( $i > $o ) > $i ) )).

The formula defines the type of the supremum operation. It takes a characteristic function of an arbitrary
set as an argument (which has the type ( $i > $o )) and returns its supremum of type $i. With this,
the encoding of Axioms (1) and (2) is straightforward.

16 thf(sup_es,axiom,( (sup @ emptyset) = zero )).

17 thf(sup_singleset,axiom,(
18 ! [X: $i] : ( ( sup @ ( singleton @ X ) ) = X ) )).

Clearly, the function emptyset maps every element of type $i into false. Furthermore in the second
formula ! [X: $i] denotes a ∀ -quantification over all elements X and ( singleton @ X ) a set con-
taining only a single element X.

For the axiom
⊔{⊔Xi : i ∈ I}=

⊔⋃
i∈I Xi, we have to model characteristic functions representing the

sets {⊔Xi : i ∈ I} and
⋃

i∈I Xi. This is done by defining functions that take a set of sets as an argument.
Using the λ -calculus, the function for {⊔Xi : i ∈ I} can be rephrased into

λF,x. ∃Y. (FY) ∧ ((⊔Y
)

= x
)

where F = {Xi : i ∈ I} and Y denotes a set X j that contains x. This is directly encoded into THF.

20 thf(supset,type,(
21 supset: ( ( ( $i > $o ) > $o ) > $i > $o ) )).

22 thf(supset,definition,
23 ( supset = ( ^ [F: ( $i > $o ) > $o, X: $i ] :
24 ? [Y: $i > $o] : ( ( F @ Y ) & ( ( sup @ Y ) = X ) ) ) )).

In a similar way, a function unionset for
⋃

i∈I Xi can be given (cf. the Appendix). Using these
functions, Axiom (3) can now encoded by

1The line numbers we give in this section correspond to the one of the Appendix.
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30 thf(sup_set,axiom,(
31 ! [X: ( $i > $o ) > $o] : ( ( sup @ ( supset @ X ) ) =
32 ( sup @ ( unionset @ X ) ) ) )).

Arbitrary index sets I can now be handled by quantification over sets of sets. This is a big advantage of
higher-order encodings. As mentioned before, there are attempts to encode quantales within first-order
logic. However all known characterisations are very complex and very difficult to read. Set theory is
encoded much more naturally in higher-order logic and therefore the axiomatisation for quantales we
have given is quite natural. Moreover, it has been stated that set-theoretic theorems are solved more
efficiently in higher-order logic than using first-order encodings [7].

5 Automating Basic Properties

In this section we use the encoding of Section 4 to automatically verify basic properties of quantales. We
proved around 50 theorems, in particular theorems that involve infima and suprema over infinite sets. So
far we have only proved a basic subset of the theorems we are interested in, since at the moment none of
the ATP systems can even prove half of the them. Hence automating proofs of more complex properties
in advanced fields of applications (cf. Section 6) are currently not possible. If not only the axioms but
some further properties are provided, all listed theorems can be proved automatically.

For our experiment we used Sutcliffe’s SystemOnTPTP Tool [28]. In particular we evaluated four
higher-order logic ATP systems for finding proofs of theorems in quantales: IsabelleP 2009-1 [24],
LEO-II 1.1 [5], Satallax 1.2 [2] and TPS 3.080227G1d [1]. The computers for the evaluation used a
2.8GHz Intel Pentium 4 CPU, 1GB of memory, running on a Linux 2.6 operating system. We set a CPU
time limit of 300s, which is known to be sufficient for the ATP systems to prove almost all the theorems
they would be able to prove even with a significantly higher limit [30]. The results of this testing are
shown in Table 1; a number indicates that a proof is found in that time, and a “–” indicates that the
system reaches the time limit or gives up before reaching this limit.

In the remainder of the section we will discuss some of the results in more detail. In particular we
report on some of the difficulties and practical aspects we faced when performing the proof experiment
of Table 1 fully automatically.

Table 1 includes properties of
⊔

and
d

that denote the role of 0 being the least element w.r.t the
natural order ≤ of the lattice structure. Moreover we encoded simple isotony properties ((E20)–(E25)),
associativity (E18) and distributivity laws ((E35), (E37)–(E39)). At first we fed the ATP systems with
simple theorems using the

⊔
operation. We realised that in contrast to other ATP systems LEO-II timed

out already when showing (E1) which could be immediately inferred by instantiating Axiom (2) setting
x = 0. However since LEO-II is able to show Property (E6) that can also be used together with (E5) to
infer (E1) we think that either the given encoding is not appropriate for LEO-II or its search strategies
are not effective enough for our tasks.

Looking at (E14) and (E15) that denote commutativity laws for
⊔

, Isabelle and TPS seem to have
problems. The properties would be derivable from commutativity of set union which both systems could
prove immediately.

Another difficulty arose when proving Theorem (E9) which simply denotes a binary variant of Ax-
iom 3 (

⊔{⊔Xi : i ∈ I} =
⊔⋃

i∈I Xi). The axiom is quantified over sets of sets. None of the ATP systems
was able to instantiate the axiom appropriately. To overcome this difficulty, an auxiliary function has
been defined for building sets consisting of sets. By two additional assumptions, this function is related
to ordinary set union (unionset).
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System Isabelle LEO-II Satallax TPS
(E1)

⊔{0}= 0 3.2 – 0.2 10.7
(E2)

⊔
({0}∪{0}) = 0 3.1 – 92.1 –

(E3)
⊔{⊔{x}}= x 3.1 – 0.2 –

(E4)
⊔

({x} ∪ /0) = x 3.2 – – –
(E5)

⊔
/0 =

⊔{0} 3.1 – 0.2 18.3
(E6)

⊔
/0 = 0 3.1 0.1 0.2 10.8

(E7)
⊔

({x}∪{0}) =
⊔

({⊔{x}}∪{⊔ /0}) 3.1 – 64.0 –
(E8)

⊔
({⊔{x}}∪{⊔{y}}) =

⊔
({x}∪{y}) 3.2 – 0.1 –

(E9)
⊔

({⊔X}∪{⊔Y}) =
⊔

(X ∪Y ) – – – –
(E10)

⊔
({⊔{x}}∪{⊔ /0}) =

⊔
({x}∪ /0) – – – –

(E11)
⊔

({⊔{x}}∪{⊔ /0}) = x – – – –
(E12)

⊔
({x}∪{0}) = x – – – –

(E13) 0≤ x – – – –
(E14)

⊔
({x}∪{y}) =

⊔
({y}∪{x}) – 0.1 0.8 –

(E15) xt y = yt x – 0.1 0.8 –
(E16)

⊔
({⊔{x}}∪ ({⊔{y}}∪{⊔{z}})) =

⊔
({x}∪ ({y}∪{z})) – – – –

(E17)
⊔

(({⊔{x}}∪{⊔{y}})∪{⊔{z}}) =
⊔

(({x}∪{y})∪{z}) – – – –
(E18) (xt y)t z = xt (yt z) – – – –
(E19) xt0 = x – – – –
(E20) x≤ xt y – – – –
(E21) x ∈ X ⇒ ⊔

X =
⊔

(X ∪{x}) – 0.1 0.6 –
(E22) x ∈ X ⇒ ⊔

X =
⊔

({⊔X}∪{x}) – – – –
(E23) x ∈ X ⇒ ⊔

X =
⊔

X t x – – – –
(E24) x ∈ X ⇒ x≤⊔X – – – –
(E25) X ⊆ Y ⇒ ⊔

X ≤⊔Y – – – –
(E26) {x · y : x ∈ X ,y ∈ /0}= /0 3.2 0.1 0.2 0.3
(E27) {x · y : x ∈ /0,y ∈ Y}= /0 3.3 0.1 0.2 0.3
(E28)

⊔{z} ·⊔ /0 =
⊔{x · y : x ∈ {z},y ∈ /0} 3.3 – 0.3 18.8

(E29) 0 · {z}=
⊔{x · y : x ∈ /0,y ∈ {z}} 3.5 – 0.7 –

(E30) x ·0 = 0 – – – –
(E31) 0 · x = 0 – – – –
(E32) {x′ · y′ : x′ ∈ {x},y′ ∈ {y,z}}= {x · y,x · z} 3.5 0.1 – 0.3
(E33) {x′ · y′ : x′ ∈ {x,y},y′ ∈ {z}}= {x · z,y · z} 3.4 0.1 – 0.3
(E34) x ·⊔({y}∪{z}) =

⊔{x′ · y′ : x′ ∈ {x},y′ ∈ {y,z}} 3.7 – 3.5 –
(E35) x · (yt z) = x · yt x · z – – – –
(E36) (

⊔
({x}∪{y})) · z =

⊔{x′ · y′ : x′ ∈ {x,y},y′ ∈ {z}} 3.9 – 3.6 –
(E37) (xt y) · z = x · zt y · z – – – –
(E38) (xt y)u z = xu zt yu z – – – –
(E39) xu (yt z) = xu yt xu z – – – –
(E40)

d{0}= 0 – – – –
(E41)

d
/0 => 3.2 – – –

(E42)
d{x}= x – – – –

(E43)
d

({x}∩ /0) => 3.2 – – –
(E44)

d
({d{x}}∪{d{y}}) =

d
({x}∪{y}) – – – –

(E45)
d

({dX}∪{dY}) =
d

(X ∪Y ) – – – –
(E46)

d
({d{x}}∪{d /0}) = x – – – –

(E47)
d

(
d{x}ud

/0) = x – – – –
(E48) >·>=> – – – –
(E49) x≤> – – – –
Proved 18 8 16 8

Table 1: Comparison of ATP systems for basic properties of quantals
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thf(unionset_union,axiom,(
! [X: $i > $o, Y: $i > $o] : (

( unionset @ ( setofset @ X @ Y ) ) = ( union @ X @ Y ) ) )).

thf(sup_unionset_setofset,axiom,(
! [X: $i > $o, Y: $i > $o] : (

( sup @ ( unionset @ ( setofset @ X @ Y ) ) ) =
( sup @ ( unionset @ ( setofset @ ( singleton @ ( sup @ X ) ) @
( singleton @ ( sup @ Y ) ) ) ) ) ) )).

By this approach at least Isabelle was able to show this property.
For our experiment, we further encoded simple properties like (finite) associativity of

⊔
(E18) or

both annihilation laws ((E30), (E31)). None of the four ATP systems were able to show the theorems
directly. This behaviour is a bit surprising since a proof by hand for (E30) simply uses Axioms (1), (2)
and (6):

x ·0 =
⊔
{x} ·

⊔
/0 =

⊔
{x1 · x2 : x1 ∈ {x}, x2 ∈ /0} =

⊔
/0 = 0 .

Therefore we extracted some steps of hand-written proofs and tried to show these separately. Using for
example (E16) and (E17) as additional assumptions Isabelle is able to show (E18). With similar tricks
we were able to prove all theorems of Table 1 fully automatically. This implies that one should add more
properties than the pure axioms as assumptions.

These initial tasks with all the systems allow us to select the most powerful system for future appli-
cations, which are IsabelleP and Satallax at the moment. None of the ATP systems we included into our
evaluation was even able to show half of the theorems we encoded. This could be due to an inappropriate
encoding of our operations or due to inappropriate search strategies of the theorem provers used. For
example the definition of supset gives the impression that the introduction of existentially quantified
set variables Y leads to blind search and consequently bad results by increasing the state space.

6 Prospective Applications

Based on the given encoding we have proved a basic theorem kit for quantales. Together with the axioms
the proved properties can be used as assumptions for automated theorem proving. In this section we
sketch some of the prospective fields of applications where quantales are used and where our approach
could be applied. Due to the complexity of these problems, tackling them seem not to be feasible with
of-the-shelf theorem provers at the moment. However a further step in the evolution of fully automated
higher-order ATP systems would enable us to perform these tasks.

Mathematics: Applications in mathematics are straightforward. As described in Section 2, quantales
generalise various lattices of multiplicative ideals from ring theory as well as point free topologies and
functional analysis. All these areas are possible places where THF can now be applied. Before tackling
these problems one should start to verify more basic results on quantales and lattices as given in the
foundational papers of Mulvey [23] and Rosenthal [27].

Logics: Quantales also occur in various logics. For computer scientist the branching time logic CTL*
and its sub-logics CTL and LTL are the most prominent ones. In [22], a correspondence between quan-
tales and these temporal logics is given. However, to realise reasoning in this setting arithmetic is needed
since formulas like ⊔

j≥0

(
x j · y u

l
k< j

xk · z)
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occur. We are not aware of any possibility of encoding properties like this without using arithmetics. For
physicists, (non-commutatitive) linear logic is more suitable — its connection to quantales is discussed
in [32]. Last but not least we want to mention that quantales are also used for reasoning about dynamic
epistemic logic [3, 4]. This logic is used to model multi-agent systems and phenomena in philosophy.

Computer science: Besides reasoning in logic, quantales have further applications. For this paper we
only mention hybrid systems — heterogeneous systems characterised by the interaction of discrete and
continuous dynamics [14]. Algebraic reasoning with quantales can be used to verify properties about
safety and liveness at an abstract level.

Physics: Originally, quantales were derived for modelling phenomena of quantum mechanics [8]. But
quantales can also be used to formalise quantum logic — a logic defined for quantum physics [19, 25].

This closes our small list of prospective new applications for quantales where automated reasoning
could be applied. However, as mentioned before, tackling these problems is not feasible at the moment
since the performance of automated higher-order theorem provers is not yet sufficient.

A further application might be quantum computing since this is based on quantum mechanics. How-
ever, at the moment we are not aware of any formal treatment of quantum computing using quantales.

7 Conclusion and Outlook

We presented an approach to bring the algebraic structure of quantales into the realm of automated
reasoning. This was done by using the higher-order approach of TPTP. In particular we presented an
encoding in the typed higher-order form THF from which it was possible to prove a basic set of theorems
about quantales. However, practical experience shows that at the moment only simple theorems can be
proved; more complex properties need more assumptions as input or better search strategies for the ATP
systems involved. We also presented prospective new applications for automated reasoning.

To perform the proof experiment, we used a set-based axiomatisation of quantales given by Conway.
For future work, it would be interesting to investigate more suitable axiomatisations and more efficient
encodings for the THF core since difficult theorems still need extra lemmas for full automation. Another
research question is of course whether more efficient search strategies w.r.t. reasoning within quantales
exist. To support the development of fully automated higher-order ATP systems, quantales will be part of
the TPTP library v.4.1.0. This step hopefully helps to improve higher-order ATP systems for reasoning
in algebraic structures similar to quantales within the near future.

Acknowledgements: We thank B. Möller, G. Sutcliffe and R. Glück for fruitful discussions and remarks.
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A Complete THF-Encoding of Quantales

1 % --- Empty Set

2 thf(emptyset_decl,type,(
3 emptyset: $i > $o )).

4 thf(emptyset,definition,
5 ( emptyset = ( ^ [X: $i] : $false ) )).

6 % --- Singleton Set

7 thf(singleton_decl,type,(
8 singleton: ( $i > $i > $o ) )).

9 thf(singleton,definition,
10 ( singleton = ( ^ [X: $i,U: $i] : ( U = X ) ) )).

11 % --- Supremum

12 thf(zero,type,(
13 zero: $i )).

14 thf(sup,type,(
15 sup: ( ( $i > $o ) > $i ) )).

16 thf(sup_es,axiom,(
17 (sup @ emptyset) = zero )).

18 thf(sup_singleset,axiom,(
19 ! [X: $i] : ( ( sup @ ( singleton @ X ) ) = X ) )).

20 thf(supset,type,(
21 supset: ( ( ( $i > $o ) > $o ) > $i > $o ) )).

22 thf(supset,definition,
23 ( supset = ( ^ [F: ( $i > $o ) > $o, X: $i ] :
24 ? [Y: $i > $o] : ( ( F @ Y ) & ( ( sup @ Y ) = X ) ) ) )).

25 thf(unionset,type,(
26 unionset: ( ( ( $i > $o ) > $o ) > $i > $o ) )).

27 thf(unionset,definition,
28 ( unionset = ( ^ [F: ( $i > $o ) > $o, X: $i ] :
29 ( ? [Y: $i > $o] : ( ( F @ Y ) & ( Y @ X ) ) ) ) )).

30 thf(sup_set,axiom,(
31 ! [X: ( $i > $o ) > $o] : ( ( sup @ ( supset @ X ) ) =
32 ( sup @ ( unionset @ X ) ) ) )).

33 % --- Multiplication

34 thf(multiplication,type,(
35 multiplication: $i > $i > $i )).

36 thf(crossmult,type,(
37 crossmult: ( $i > $o ) > ( $i > $o ) > $i > $o )).

38 thf(crossmult_def,definition,(
39 crossmult = ( ^ [X: $i > $o,Y: $i > $o, A: $i] : (
40 ? [X1: $i, Y1: $i] : ( ( X @ X1 ) & ( Y @ Y1 ) & ( A = ( multiplication @ X1 @ Y1 ) ) )
41 ) ) )).

42 thf(multiplication_sup,axiom,(
43 ! [X: $i > $o, Y: $i > $o] : ( ( multiplication @ ( sup @ X ) @ ( sup @ Y ) )
44 = ( sup @ ( crossmult @ X @ Y ) ) ) )).

45 thf(one,type,(
46 one: $i )).

47 thf(multiplication_neutralr,axiom,(
48 ! [X: $i] : ( ( multiplication @ X @ one ) = X ) )).

49 thf(multiplication_neutrall,axiom,(
50 ! [X: $i] : ( ( multiplication @ one @ X ) = X ) )).
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Abstract

We present a procedure to decide propositional Dummett logic. This procedure relies on a tableau
calculus with a multiple premise rule and optimizations. The resulting implementation outperforms
the state of the art graph-based procedure.

1 Introduction

In this note a tableau calculus, some optimizations and an implementation to decide propositional Dum-
mett logic are described.

Dummett logic can be axiomatized by adding to any proof system for propositional intuitionistic
logic the axiom scheme (p→ q)∨ (q→ p). It has a well-known semantical characterization by linearly
ordered Kripke models, thus Dummett logic is also known as Linear Chain logic. Gödel studied finite
approximations of Dummett Logic ([15]), namely the sequence Gn, n≥ 1, of logics that are semantically
characterized by linearly ordered Kripke models with at most n worlds. For this reason another name for
the logic under consideration is Gödel-Dummett Logic. Dummett Logic has been considered by people
interested in computer science [4, 5] and many valued logics [7, 8]. In [17] it has been recognized as an
important fuzzy logic. We quote [9] for a thorough treatment of the subject.

In the late ’90 were presented tableau [1, 12] and sequent calculi [11] for propositional Dummett
logic. These calculi are believed to be highly inefficient to the purpose of performing practical theorem
proving ([5, 20]), mainly because they contain a multiple premise rule that in the worse case analysis
gives rise to tableau proofs having a factorial number of branches with respect to the number of formulas
in the premise. To get rid of the multiple premise rule, paper [5] proposes to exploit the following logical
equivalences: A→ (B∨C) ≡ (A→ B)∨ (A→C), A→ (B∧C) ≡ (A→ B)∧ (A→C), (A∨B)→C ≡
(A→ C)∧ (B→ C) and (A∧B)→ C ≡ (A→ C)∨ (B→ C). In the recent [21] it is proved that the
deduction in Dummett logic can be reduced to the construction of a graph and an implementation has
been developed.

Recent investigations in propositional intuitionist logics have introduced optimization techniques that
dramatically reduce the running time ([2]). Such techniques can be extended to other logics. The aim of
this note is to show that the tableau calculi based on a multiple premise rule plus optimization techniques
give rise to a fast decision procedure for propositional Dummett logic. Our fast implementation is based
on three main ideas that are motivated in this note: (i) a new tableau calculus. Compared with [1, 12], our
tableau calculus provides a new treatment of negated formulas and a new multiple premise rule; (ii) the
optimization technique Simplification, first described in [22]. This optimization has been employed in [2]
to improve automated deduction in propositional intuitionistic logic; (iii) the equivalences for Dummett
logic quoted above. The equivalences are employed to reduce the number of branches generated by
the multiple premise rule. They are used in the opposite style with respect to [5, 6, 21]. On the ideas
described in this note (full details with proofs in [13]) we have developed a prolog implementation that
is faster than the state of the art graph-based procedure of [21].
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S,T(A∧B)

S,TA,TB
T∧

S,F(A∧B)

S,FA|S,FB
F∧

S,Fc(A∧B)

S,FcA|S,FcB
Fc∧

S,Tcl(A∧B)

S,TclA,TclB
Tcl∧

S,T(A∨B)

S,TA|S,TB
T∨

S,F(A∨B)

S,FA,FB
F∨

S,Fc(A∨B)

S,FcA,FcB
Fc∨

S,Tcl(A∨B)

S,TclA|S,TclB
Tcl∨

S,T(¬A)

S,FcA
T¬

S,F(¬A)

S,TclA
F¬

S,Fc(¬A)

S,TclA
Fc¬

S,Tcl(¬A)

S,FcA
Tcl¬

S,TA,T(A→ B)

S,TA,TB
T→

S,Fc(A→ B)

S,TclA,FcB
Fc→

S,Tcl(A→ B)

S,FcA|S,TclB
Tcl→

S,T((A∧B)→C)

S,T(A→ (B→C))
T→∧

S,T(¬A→ B)

S,TclA|S,TB
T→¬

S,T((A∨B)→C)

S,T(A→C),T(B→C)
T→∨

S,T((A→ B)→C)

S,F(A→ p),T(p→C),T(B→ p)|S,TC
T→→ with p a new atom

Figure 1: The invertible rules of D.

2 Basic Definitions

We consider the propositional language based on a denumerable set of propositional variables PV , the
boolean constants > and ⊥ and the logical connectives ¬,∧,∨,→. In the following, formulas (respec-
tively set of formulas and propositional variables) are denoted by letters A, B, C. . . (respectively S, T ,
U ,. . . and p, q, r,. . . ) possibly with subscripts or superscripts.

A well-known semantical characterization of Dummett logic (Dum) is by linearly ordered Kripke
models. In this note model means a linearly ordered Kripke model, namely a structure K = 〈P,≤,ρ ,〉,
where 〈P,≤,ρ〉 is a linearly ordered set with minimum ρ and  is the forcing relation, a binary relation
on P× (PV ∪{>,⊥}) such that: (i) if α  p and α ≤ β , then β  p; (ii) for every α ∈ P, α > holds
and α  ⊥ does not hold. Hereafter we denote the members of P with lowercase letters of the Greek
alphabet.

The forcing relation is extended in a standard way to arbitrary formulas as follows: (i) α  A∧B iff
α  A and α  B; (ii) α  A∨B iff α  A or α  B; (iii) α  A→ B iff, for every β ∈ P such that α ≤ β ,
β  A implies β  B; (iv) α  ¬A iff, for every β ∈ P such that α ≤ β , β  A does not hold.

We write α 1 A when α  A does not hold. It is easy to prove that, for every formula A, the
persistence property holds: if α  A and α ≤ β , then β  A. A formula A is valid in a model K =
〈P,≤,ρ ,〉 if and only if ρ  A. It is well-known (see e.g. [10]) that Dum coincides with the set of
formulas valid in all models.

The rules of our calculus D for Dum are in Figures 1 and 2. The rules of D work on signed formulas,
that is well-formed formulas prefixed with one of the signs {T,F,Fc,Tcl}, and on sets of signed formulas
(hereafter we omit the word “signed” in front of “formula” in all the contexts where no confusion arises).

The semantical meaning of the signs is explained by means of the realizability relation (�) defined
as follows. Let K = 〈P,≤,ρ ,〉 be a model, let α ∈ P, let H be a signed formula and let S be a set of
signed formulas. We say that α realizes H, α realizes S and K realizes S, and we write α � H, α � S
and K �S, respectively, if the following conditions hold:

1. α �TA iff α  A;

2. α �FA iff α 1 A;

3. α �FcA iff α  ¬A;

4. α �TclA iff α  ¬¬A;
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S,TclA
Sc,TA

Tcl-Atom

S,F(A1→ B1), . . . ,F(An→ Bn)

Sc,TA1,FB1,S1
F→|Sc,TA2,FB2,S2

F→| . . . |Sc,TAn,FBn,Sn
F→

F→

Sc = {TA|TA ∈ S}∪{FcA|FcA ∈ S}∪{TclA|TclA ∈ S};
S1

F→ = {F(A2→ B2), . . . ,F(An→ Bn)},
Si

F→ = {F((A1∧Bi)→B1),...,F((Ai−1∧Bi)→Bi−1),F(Ai+1→Bi+1),...,F(An→Bn)},
for i = 2, . . . ,n.

Figure 2: The non-invertible rules of D.

5. α �S iff α realizes every formula in S;

6. K �S iff ρ �S.

Since the meaning of T, Fc and Tcl is related to the forcing of a formula and since, by the persistence
property, the forced formulas are preserved upwards, we call stable the formulas signed with T, Fc or Tcl.
As discussed in the following, stable formulas have a central role in the organization of our deduction
strategy. We point out that FcA and TclA are synonym T¬A and T¬¬A respectively. If FcA holds in
a world of a Kripke model, then A is certainly not forced in the future. If TclA holds in a world of a
Kripke model K, then A is forced in the maximum of K, which is a world semantically behaving as a
classical model. We could rewrite the rules of the calculus by using only the signs T and F. In such a
calculus the Fc-rules are replaced by rules treating negated formulas and the rules for Tcl are replaced
by rules treating double negated formulas. We prefer this object language because it makes the rules less
cumbersome than the object language with two signs only.

From the meaning of the signs we get the conditions that make a set of formulas inconsistent. A
set S is inconsistent iff {TA,FA} ⊆ S, {TA,FcA} ⊆ S, {FcA,TclA} ⊆ S, T⊥ ∈ S, F> ∈ S, Fc> ∈ S or
Tcl⊥ ∈ S. It is easy to prove the following result:

Theorem 1. If a set of formulas S is inconsistent, then for every Kripke model K = 〈P,≤,ρ ,〉 and for
every α ∈ P, α 7 S.

We refer to [16] for a full presentation of tableaux systems. A closed proof table is a proof table
whose leaves are all inconsistent sets. A closed proof table is a proof of the calculus and a formula A is
provable iff there exists a closed proof table for {FA}.

The calculus D has two non-invertible rules, namely F→ and Tcl-Atom. Rule F→ is inspired to the
rule of [1]. Rule Tcl-Atom can be explained as follows: let K = 〈P,≤,ρ ,〉 be a model and let α ∈ P
such that α  ¬¬p. Let φ the maximum with respect to 〈P,≤,ρ〉. Then φ  p. We notice that nothing
can be concluded about the forcing in α of p, whereas if α  ¬¬A, with A a non-atomic formula, we
have information about the forcing in α of the subformulas of A. This explains the Tcl-rules in Figure 1.

3 Correctness

To prove the correctness of D with respect to Dummett logic we need to prove that, if there exists a
closed proof table for {FA}, then A is a valid formula in Dummett logic. The main step is to prove that
the rules of the calculus preserve realizability:
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Proposition 1. For every rule of D, if a model realizes the premise, then there exists a model realizing at
least one of the conclusions.

Proof: we provide the proof for F→, the other cases being trivial. If the premise of F→ is real-
ized, then there exist α1, . . . ,αn elements of a model K such that αi �TAi,FBi, for i = 1, . . . ,n. Let βi =
max{α|α �TAi,FBi}, for i = 1, . . . ,n, thus, βi is the maximal element such that βi �TAi,FBi. The struc-
ture K′ = 〈{β1, . . . ,βn},≤,ρ ′,〉, with ρ ′ = min{β1, . . . ,βn}, is a model such that ρ ′�Sc,TA j,FB j,SF→
for some j ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Let m = min{i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}|βi = ρ ′}. If m = 1, then the leftmost conclusion
of F→ is realized. If m > 1, then β1, . . . ,βm−1 > βm. Let βk = min{β1, . . . ,βm−1}. It follows that
βk � TAk,FBk,TBm. Thus βm � F((Ai ∧Bm)→ Bi), for i = 1, . . . ,m− 1 and this implies that the m-th
conclusion of the rule is realized.

The idea behind the rule F→ can be explained as follows: If the j-th conclusion of the rule Dum
of [1] is realizable and no model realizes the first j−1 conclusions, then α j > α1, . . . ,α j−1 holds. This
also implies that α1, . . . ,α j−1 �TB j, hence α j �F((Ak ∧B j)→ Bk), for k = 1, . . . , j−1 and this proves
that the j-th conclusion of F→ is realized.

Remark 1. We call side information the formula B j added in the j-th conclusion of F→ as conjunct in
F((Ai ∧B j)→ Bi), for i = 1, . . . , j− 1. The side information arises from the knowledge that the left-
hand side conclusions are not realizable. This information is correct but it is not necessary to get the
completeness. The notion of side information is introduced to reduce the search space by means of the
simplification technique which is described in Section 4.

Remark 2. The rule F→ can also be given in the following form

S,F(A1→ B1), . . . ,F(An→ Bn)

Sc,TA1,FB1,S1
F→|Sc,TA2,FB2,S2

F→| . . . |Sc,TAn,FBn,Sn
F→

F→new

Sc = {TA|TA ∈ S}∪{FcA|FcA ∈ S}∪{TclA|TclA ∈ S};
S1

F→ = {F(A2→ B2), . . . ,F(An→ Bn)},
Si

F→ = {T(p→Bi),F(A1∧p→B1),...,F(Ai−1∧p→Bi−1),F(Ai+1→Bi+1),...,F(An→Bn)},
with p a new propositional variable,
for i = 2, . . . ,n.

The correctness of F→-new can be easily obtained from F→ following the proof of correctness given
in [12] for the rules T→→ and T→∨ (it can also be noticed that it is applied the indexing technique
consisting in replacing a formula with a new propositional variable). This version highlights that the side
information Bi is treated by the rules of the calculus once.

By the above proposition:

Theorem 2 (Soundness of D). If there exists a proof of a formula A, then A is valid in every model.

4 Rules to Optimize the Proof Search

The tableau rules in Figures 1 and 2 are the core of D. Now we discuss some rules, introduced to reduce
the size of the proofs. We note that D improves the known multiple premise calculi [1, 12] by two
aspects: the rule F→ and the rules to treat Tcl-formulas.

Simplification Simplification is an effective optimization both in classical and intuitionistic logic. In
the framework of tableau systems Simplification has been introduced in [22], where it is applied to
classical and modal logics. Recently it has been fitted to intuitionistic logic ([2]). Simplification is based
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S,TA

S[A/>],TA
ReplaceT

S,FcA

S[A/⊥],FcA
ReplaceFc

S,TclA

S[¬A/⊥],TclA
ReplaceTcl

Figure 3: Replacement rules

on the well-known replacement rules (see e.g. [19]) consisting in replacing a formula with a logically
equivalent one. Our adaptation of Simplification to the object language of D consists in the replacement
rules of Figure 3. It is an easy task to check that the replacement rules preserve the realizability and are
invertible. The logical constant > and ⊥ are replaced by means of the simplification rules consisting in
the usual boolean simplification rules for conjunction and disjunction, plus the simplification rules for
intuitionistic negation and implication.

The semantical meaning of > and ⊥ implies that replacements affect neither the correctness nor the
completeness, thus these replacements rules can be applied at any step of a tableau proof. Hereafter with
Simplification we mean the set of rules described in this section, including the usual boolean simplifi-
cation rules. We point out that the use of Simplification can reduce considerably the search-space ([22]
and [2] give an account for propositional classical and intuitionistic logics, respectively).

Reducing the branching of the multiple premise rule F→ In [21] the equivalences

A→ (B∨C)≡ (A→ B)∨ (A→C), A→ (B∧C)≡ (A→ B)∧ (A→C)

(A∨B)→C ≡ (A→C)∧ (B→C), and (A∧B)→C ≡ (A→C)∨ (B→C)

are exploited to get the rules of Figure 4.

S,T(A→ (B∨C))

S,T(A→ B)|S,T(A→C)

S,T((A∨B)→C)

S,T(A→C),T(B→C)

S,T((A∧B)→C)

S,T(A→C)|S,T(B→C)

S,T(A→ (B∧C))

S,T(A→ B),T(A→C)

S,F(A→ (B∧C))

S,F(A→ B)|S,F(A→C)

S,F(A→ (B∨C))

S,F(A→ B),F(A→C)

S,F((A∨B)→C)

S,F(A→C)|S,F(B→C)

S,F((A∧B)→C)

S,F(A→C),F(B→C)

Figure 4: Rules of [6, 21] to treat implicative formulas.

The rules of Figure 4 allow to reduce implicative formulas to implicative atomic formulas, that is
implicative formulas whose antecedent and consequent are propositional variables. The problem of
deciding a set of formulas containing atomic implicative formulas and atomic formulas only is reducible
to the problem of reachability on a graph [21]. To get sets whose implicative formulas are atomic a price
has to be paid. First, it is always necessary to treat T-implicative formulas, and in the case of formulas
of the kind T(p→ (B∨C)) and T((A∧B)→C) branches are generated. Multiple premise calculi treat
formulas of the kind T((A∧B)→C) and T(p→ (B∨C)) by means of single-conclusion rules. Second,
the F-rules above decompose the F→-formulas either by increasing their number in the conclusion or
by introducing a new branch. Note also that such rules do not introduce in the conclusions any stable
information. As we discussed in the previous section, we consider useful from a practical perspective to
discover stable information in order to reduce the search space.

With regard to the F→-formulas, the calculi of [6, 21] and D give rise to decision procedures be-
having in the opposite way. The calculi provided in [6, 21] employ the rules in Figure 4 to insert in a
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F(A→ B),F(A→C)

F(A→ (B∨C))

F(A→C),F(B→C)

F((A∧B)→C)

Figure 5: The factorization rules of D.

set all the possible F→-formulas. The calculus D employs the rules in Figure 5 to reduce the number
of F→-formulas in the sets. In the case of D the reason to reduce this number is related to the presence
of the multiple premise rule F→, whose number of conclusions depends on the F→-formulas in its
premise. We aim to devise a decision procedure using the rules in Figure 5 in order to reduce as much as
possible the number of F→-formulas before to apply the rule F→.

The rules to handle Tcl-formulas The calculus D has rules for the formulas signed with Tcl, this
amounts to have ad-hoc rules to treat T¬¬-formulas, a kind of formulas for which [1] does not have
ad-hoc rules but takes back to the rule Fc¬.

To avoid backtracking still preserving the completeness, in [1] the application of the rule Fc has to be
deferred until no F-rule is applicable. This means that the calculus defers to analyze the stable formulas
of the kind Fc(¬A) (in other words the calculus does not analyze the double negated formulas). On
the contrary D analyzes the double negated formulas by means of Tcl-rules. The advantage of analyzing
formulas of the kind Fc(¬A) for every case of A is that the discovery of new stable subformulas of Fc(¬A)
is not deferred to a stage when no other rule, included the rule F→, is applicable. The early discovery
of stable formulas gives advantages since this information allows to shrink the search space by means of
Simplification. Summarizing, the Tcl-rules of D are the rules allowing to analyze Fc¬-formulas. Among
them Tcl-Atom is the only non-invertible rule. In Section 5 it is proved that to avoid backtracking it is
sufficient to defer the application of Tcl-Atom until no other rule is applicable.

We notice that the side information can also be characterized into the logic calculus by introducing
appropriate connectives and signs along the ideas presented in Remark 4.

5 A Strategy to Decide Dummett Logic and Its Completeness

The implementation described in the next section uses the rules of the calculus according the follow-
ing strategy. The non-invertible rules F→ and Tcl-Atom are applied only when no invertible rule of
Figures 1-3 is applicable. This strategy is necessary to avoid backtracking in proof search. Rule F→
is applied when no rule but Tcl-Atom is applicable. This guarantees that the application of the non-
invertible rule F→ is invertible, that is, no information necessary to the completeness is lost. Rules in
Figure 5 allow to reduce the number of F→-formulas to be handled by F→, thus are applied before to
apply F→. Finally rule Tcl-Atom is applied. Every application of Tcl-Atom is invertible because the
F-atomic formulas is the only information which is lost.

The decision procedure can be implemented in polynomial space by means of a depth-first strategy.
Because to the side information introduced in the conclusion of F→, the depth of the deduction is
quadratic in the formulas to be proved. As a matter of fact, to insert the side information, in every set S
of the conclusion of F→ are introduced as many ∧ connectives as the F→-formulas in the premise. This
number is bounded by the size n of the formula to be decided. If the data structures of the implementation
allow to store the formulas once, that is, independently of the number of their occurrences, then this is
the new information that needs to be stored. Along a branch the number of applications of rule F→
is bounded by n. Since every application of F→ introduces in a set n new connectives ∧ at most, it
follows that to handle the side information, along a branch are introduced n2 new ∧ connectives at most.
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As regards the rules treating the side information, we point out that the sign of a side information is T.
This implies that all its occurrences in the set are replaced by >. If the data structures represents the
different occurrences of a formula once, then the replacement takes constant time. Every application of
the simplification rules deletes one connective and takes constant time. The analysis of the other rules
is straightforward, thus we conclude that, since along a branch the rule F→ introduces n2 connectives
∧, the depth of the deductions is at most quadratic. We also note that although the depth of a branch is
O(n2), only O(n) rules from Figures 1 and 2 are applied. This implies that as in the calculus of [1], the
number of branches of the deductions is factorial in n.

Remark 3. An alternative to our approach is to decide Dummett logic via a decision procedure for
propositional Intuitionistic logic. Paper [3] introduces the notion of Generalized Tableaux to decide
intermediate logics. A Generalized Tableau is a tableau for propositional Intuitionistic logic plus a rule
to be applied once as first rule of the deduction. The aim of this rule is to introduce formulas obtained
by instantiating the axiom scheme of the logic under consideration. For the case of Dummett logic, to
decide a given formula A, the special rule introduces the set of formulas obtained by instantiating in
every possible way the propositional variables the axiom schemata (p→ q)∨ (q→ p) with the formulas
in Rs f (A)={B|B is subformula of A and B is a propositional variable or B ≡C→ D or B ≡ ¬C}. Since
|Rs f (A)|= O(|A|) and there are |Rs f (A)| choices for p and q, it follows that the special rule introduces
O(|A|2) formulas (|A| denotes the cardinality of A). Thus the number of connectives to be handled in the
deduction is O(|A|3). Paper [18] proves that propositional intuitionistic logic is decidable in O(n lgn)-
SPACE, hence this technique requires O(n3 lgn)-SPACE and the depth of the deductions is O(|A|3).

6 The Implementation and the Performances

We devote this section to give an account of our implementation EPDL1. The first issue we face is
how EPDL handles the side information. We emphasize that the side information B j has sign T, this
means that such instances of B j will occur in the subsequent sets with sign T. The formula B j occurring
in F((Ai ∧ B j) → Bi) conveys the information that when TAi and FBi are realized, also TB j has to
be realized. Since the rules of Simplification are used, we want use the stable information TB j and
possibly the information derivable from TB j to reduce the size of the proofs. The side information is
not necessary to get the completeness of the calculus, thus there are different ways to handle it, both in
the logical calculus and in the implementation. It has to be noticed that if the side information is not
treated properly, then there can be disadvantages. For example, in the implementation we can decide not
to apply to the side information rules having two conclusions but only the rules having one, so useless
branching is not introduced into the proof (thus, if B j is of the kind C∨D, then the rule T∨ is not applied;
if B j is of the kind C∧D, then the rule T∧ is applied to deduce the two stable formulas TC and TD).
With respect to the efficiency, there is another remark that deserves attention and we have considered
in the implementation but not in the presentation of the calculus. Let us consider the case that starting
from the j-th conclusion of F→, j > 1, in a subsequent step the formula TAi (i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and i 6= j)
is inserted. By Simplification the formula F((Ai∧B j)→ Bi) becomes F(B j → Bi) and a useless branch
arises. The branch is useless because to get the completeness only FBi is necessary (note that this is the
formula we get if we apply the rule Dum). In the presentation of the logical calculus we have decided
not to be concerned about these aspects related to the efficiency. We have faced them at the development
stage. To avoid the disadvantages quoted above the new connective % is introduced. The aim of % is
to identify conjunctive formulas whose right operand is a side formula. Since the right operand of % is
the side information, the truth value of % depends on its left operand. The rules treating formulas of the

1EPDL is downloadable from http://www.dimequant.unimib.it/~guidofiorino/epdl.jsp.
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kind A%B behave as the rules for conjunctive formulas, thus
T(A%B)

TA,TB
T% is an additional rule of the

implementation. Beside the rule T% there are the Simplification rules related to %, all behaving as the
Simplification rules for ∧ except for the case >%B handled by the rule

S

S[>%B/>]
Simp>%.

Rules for the formulas of the kind S (A %B), with S ∈ {F,Fc,Tcl}, do not need to be implemented.
Indeed, A%B always occurs in the antecedent of an F→-formula and this implies that in the proof table
the formula A%B occurs with sign T.

Remark 4. After the rule T% is applied, EPDL treats the side information as a standard formula. The
subsequent rules applied to side information can give rise to useless branches. To avoid the generation
of branches, another implementation is possible along the following ideas: (i) introduce a new sign T̃

to mark the side information; (ii) treat T(A%B) by the rule
T(A%B)

TA, T̃B
T%−new; (iii) treat the T̃-formulas

by the rule
T̃(A∧B)

T̃A, T̃B
T%. We recall the side information is not necessary to preserve the completeness.

Thus the T̃-rules for the remaining connectives are not needed; (v) introduce the rule
S, T̃A

S[A/>], T̃A
ReplaceT̃

to exploit the stable information conveyed by the side information A.

Stable formulas convey information related to the preservation of the forcing relation. In order to
exploit Simplification as much as possible, our strategy is to treat as soon as possible all the stable
information. In particular, the choice of the rule F∧ is delayed until no other rule in Figure 1 is applicable.

In Figure 6 we compare LC-models 2 based on [21] with our implementation EPDL3. The formulas
considered come from two sources. The first three families are formulas characterizing intermediate
logics (see [10, 14])4. Nish stands for Nishimura formulas, defined as follows: Nish1 = p; Nish2 = ¬p;
Nish3 =¬¬p; Nish4 =¬¬p→ p; Nishk = Nishk−1→ (Nishk−3∨Nishk−4), (k≥ 5). GdeJ refers to Gab-
bay de-Jongh formulas, semantically characterized by k-ary trees Kripke models and whose definition is
the following: GdeJk =

∧k
i=0((pi→ ∨

i 6= j p j)→ ∨
i 6= j p j)→ ∨k

i=0 pi (k ≥ 1). Finally, the shortening Fin
stands for the following sequence of formulas: Fin1 =¬p1∨¬¬p1, Fin2 =¬p1∨(¬p1→¬p2)∨(¬p1→
¬¬p2), Fink = ¬p1∨ (¬p1→¬p2)∨ (¬p1∧¬p2→¬p3)∨ ·· ·∨ (¬p1∧ ·· ·∧¬pk−1→¬¬pk) (k ≥ 3),
which is valid on Kripke models whose poset has at most k maximal elements.
The other families are formulas of ILTP library [23] (in the tables the names have been shortened to save
space and brackets around benchmark names denote unprovable formulas in Dum). Considering the
timings, EPDL is a clear winner in all the families. It is interesting to analyze the growing ratio within
each family. The growing ratio of EPDL is higher than LC-models on the families 201 and 207, lower
on the families Nish, GdeJ, 205, 206, 208 and 212, and equal in the remaining families. As a further
experiment the two provers have been run on two sets containing 40000 randomly generated formulas.
The formulas in the first set were built on 23 connectives and 3 variables, the formulas in the second

2LC-models is downloadable from http://www.loria.fr/~larchey/LC.
3Experiments performed on Intel(R) Xeon(TM) CPU 3.00GHz, RAM 2GB. Timings expressed in seconds. On 206.5 the

computation was stopped after some hours because memory occupation was more than 90%. Names of unprovable formulas
are in parenthesis.

4Other formulas characterizing intermediate logics have been considered in the experiments. Results are disregarded since
both the provers decide them in few seconds.
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Formula LC-models EPDL
Nish.9 9 0.01
Nish.10 49 0.01
Nish.11 192 0.01
Nish.12 895 0.01
GdeJ.9 3 0.07
GdeJ.10 6 0.11
GdeJ.11 11 0.15
GdeJ.12 21 0.19
Fin.97 224 5.02
Fin.98 230 5.16
Fin.99 238 5.32
Fin.100 245 5.61
201.2 43.16 0.21
201.3 362 3.14
201.4 2183 35.96
201.5 12186 378

Formula LC-models EPDL
202.2 0.06 0.01
202.3 0.41 0.02
202.4 4.16 0.15
202.5 43.79 1.18
204.17 14.10 0.01
204.18 17.80 0.01
204.19 22.12 0.01
204.20 27.06 0.01
205.3 61.61 0.03
205.4 214 0.08
205.5 762 0.24
205.6 2932 0.68
206.2 0.16 0.01
206.3 28.74 0.01
206.4 1683 0.01
206.5 N.A. 0.01
(207.3) 46 0.31
(207.4) 200 3.71
(207.5) 805 40.23
(207.6) 3280 406

Formula LC-models EPDL
(208.1) 0.02 0.01
(208.2) 0.52 0.01
(208.3) 21.46 0.02
(208.4) 442 0.06
(210.17) 16.98 0.01
(210.18) 21.20 0.02
(210.19) 26 0.02
(210.20) 31.48 0.02
(211.17) 381 0.20
(211.18) 458 0.24
(211.19) 522 0.28
(211.20) 589 0.32
(212.1) 0.03 0.01
(212.2) 2.00 0.01
(212.3) 133 0.01
(212.4) 1589 0.01

Figure 6: Time comparison between LC-models and EPDL.

Formula Basic +Fact +Side EPDL
201.2 0.36 0.22 0.39 0.21
201.3 8.25 2.94 7.45 3.14
201.4 191 39.91 116 35.96
201.5 4830 502 1629 378
203.7 1.94 0.01 0.09 0.00
203.8 17.17 0.01 0.24 0.00
203.9 171.63 0.01 0.59 0.01
203.10 1885 0.00 1.42 0.01

Formula Basic +Fact +Side EPDL
205.3 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
205.4 0.12 0.13 0.08 0.08
205.5 0.76 0.80 0.23 0.24
205.6 5.80 5.92 0.68 0.68
(207.3) 0.54 0.27 0.56 0.31
(207.4) 11.51 3.63 9.70 3.71
(207.5) 266 46.63 139 40.23
(207.6) 6692 573 1827 406

Figure 7: Time comparison between different versions of EPDL.

set consisted of 49 connectives and 5 variables5. To decide all the formulas in the first set EPDL took
18.75 seconds and LC-models took 18531. As regard the formulas of the second kind, EPDL took 66
whereas LC-models took 969079 seconds. These results show that EPDL is faster than LC-models and,
more importantly, that EPDL scales better since its increasing factor between the two kinds of families
formulas is lower than LC-models.

The Figure 7 provides an account both of the formulas on which the optimizations work and a com-
parison between them. From left to right, “Basic” refers to EPDL lacking of the factorization rules and of
the side information in the conclusion of F→; “+Fact” stands for Basic extended with the factorization
rules; “+Side” denotes to Basic extended with the side information in the conclusion. The comparison
clearly evidences that the optimizations are effective both individually and together. In particular, on
SYJ201 and SYJ207 families of the ILTP library both the optimizations contribute to improve the perfor-
mances. As regard SYJ203, the side information allows to reduce the timing. Finally, the factorization
of F→-formulas improves the performances of EPDL on SYJ205.

Despite EPDL is a decision procedure whose time complexity is exponential, figures emphasize that
by adding to the logical rules some optimizations, the result is a decision procedure which is effective
on a wide range of formulas and outperforms LC-models which implements a polynomial time decision
procedure.

5The formula SYJ201+1.001 is built on 23 connectives and 3 variables, whereas SYJ201+1.002 contains 49 connectives
and 5 variables.
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Abstract

Calculi for propositional dynamic logics have been investigated since the introduction of this
logic in the late seventies. Only in recent years have practical procedures been suggested and imple-
mented. In this paper, we compare three such systems, namely, the Tableau Workbench by Abate,
Goŕe, and Widmann (2009), thepdlProver system by Goŕe and Widmann (2009), and the ML-
SOLVER system by Friedmann and Lange (2009).

1 Introduction

Propositional dynamic logic (PDL) is an expressive logic for reasoning about programs and actions [7].
Initially intended for program verification, it has found applications in a widerange of areas including
verification of rule-based expert systems, synthesis of composite web services, and the formalisation of
multi-agent systems.

In recent years there has been renewed interest in PDL and, in particular, in complexity optimal cal-
culi and implementations of theorem provers for PDL [10, 13, 15]. The aimof this paper is to investigate
the effectiveness of the current generation of PDL decision procedures. In particular, we are interested in
evaluating two features recently introduced into such systems, namely, caching and on-the-fly eventuality
checking. To this end we introduce two classes of benchmark formulae forPDL and test the performance
of three implemented PDL decision procedures on them.

In Section 2 we give a brief definition of the syntax and semantics of PDL. InSection 3 we discuss
the earliest decision procedures for PDL while in Section 4 we do the same for the most recent efforts
to develop efficient calculi and implemented systems. In Section 5 we then describe two classes of
benchmark formulae that we have used to compare these systems. Section 6 presents the results of
benchmarking the Tableau Workbench,pdlProver, and MLSOLVER on these two classes.

2 Propositional dynamic logic

The language of PDL is defined over a countable setAP = {p,q, . . .} of propositional variablesand a
countable setAA = {a,b,c, . . .} of atomic actions. The connectives of PDL are the Boolean connectives
¬, ∧, ∨, the dynamic logic connectives∨, ; ∗, ?, and the modal operators[ ] and〈 〉.

The setF of formulaeandA of action formulaeare the smallest sets such that (i)AA ⊆ A, AP ⊆ F,
(ii) if ϕ andψ are formulae inF andα andβ are action formulae inA thenϕ?,α∗, α∪β , α ;β are action
formulae inA and¬ϕ , ϕ ∧ψ , [α ]ϕ , and〈α〉ϕ are formulae inF. Additional connections including⊤,
⊥, ∨, and→ are defined as usual.

The semantics of PDL is based on Kripke structures. Aframe is a pair(W,R) whereW is a non-
empty set ofworldsandR is a function that maps each atomic actiona to a binary relationR(a) overW.
A model(W,R, I) consists of a frame(W,R) together with aninterpretation function Ithat maps each
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propositional variablep to a setI(p) of worlds. The functionsR andI can then be extended to arbitrary
action formulae and formulae as follows:

I(¬ϕ) = W− I(ϕ) I(ϕ ∧ψ) = I(ϕ)∩ I(ψ)
I([α ]ϕ) = {w|∀v∈W.(w,v) ∈ R(α)→ v∈ I(ϕ)}
I(〈α〉ϕ) = {w|∃v∈W.(w,v) ∈ R(α)∧v∈ I(ϕ)}

R(ϕ?) = {(w,w) |w∈ I(ϕ)} R(α ∪β ) = R(α)∪R(β )
R(α ;β ) = {(w,v) |∃u∈W.(w,u) ∈ R(α)∧ (u,v) ∈ R(β )}

R(α∗) = {(w,v) |∃n∈ N∃u0, . . . ,un ∈W.(u0 = w∧un = v∧∀1≤ i ≤ n−1.(ui ,ui+1) ∈ R(α)}

Given a model(W,R, I) and a formulaϕ , we sayϕ is true at a world w∈W iff w ∈ I(ϕ). A model
(W,R, I) satisfiesa formulaϕ iff I(ϕ) is non-empty. In this case we also say thatϕ is satisfiable in
(W,R, I). A formulaϕ is satisfiableiff there exists a model(W,R, I) satisfyingϕ .

As is described in more detail in the following two sections, given a formulaϕ , tableau-based deci-
sion procedures for PDL try to build a representation of a model satisfyingϕ . Such a representation can
be viewed as a directed graph whose nodes represent worlds and whose edges represent, and are labelled
with, atomic actions linking two worlds. The nodes of the graph are not just labelled with propositional
variables, but are also labelled with PDL formulae. The intended meaning is that each of the formulae
labelling a noden is true at the world represented byn. If two nodesn andn′ are connected via a directed
edge fromn to n′ labelled with an atomic actiona, then we say thatn′ is a-reachable fromn. Given the
labelling of nodes and edges, we can extend this notion of reachability to arbitrary action formulae.

A particular problem in the construction of a model graph are so-calledeventualities. Eventualities
are formulae of the form〈α∗〉ϕ . Suppose a noden in the model graph is labelled with an eventuality
〈α∗〉ϕ . In order for the graph to represent a model in which〈α∗〉ϕ is true at the world represented by
n, we need a noden′ in the graph which isα-reachable fromn and which is labelled with the formula
ϕ . In the absence of such a node our model will not adhere to the truth conditions for 〈α∗〉ϕ as set out
by the semantics of PDL. In such a situation,〈α∗〉ϕ is also called anunfulfilled eventuality. Detecting
unfulfilled eventualities as early as possible in the construction process is a key concern for PDL decision
procedures.

3 Early PDL decision procedures

Decision procedures for the satisfiability problem for PDL were first presented by Fischer and Ladner
[7] and Pratt [16]. The satisfiability problem for PDL is EXPTIME-completeand already the decision
procedure by Pratt [16] was complexity optimal.

Pratt’s procedure proceeds in stages. Given a formula, in the first stage a directed graph is constructed
with each node being labelled with a set of (labelled) formulae. The construction ensures that there are
no two nodes with the same labelling set and that the number of nodes is at most exponential in the size of
the given formula. The graph represents a class of potential models of thegiven formula, but may contain
nodes and subgraphs which cannot occur in a model, for example, nodes labelled with inconsistent sets
of formulae or subgraphs with unfulfilled eventualities. In subsequent stages these are deleted from the
graph. The given formula is satisfiable iff a non-empty graph remains afterall necessary deletions have
been performed. The construction stage of the procedure can be completed in exponential time in the
size of the given formula, each deletion step requires polynomial time in the sizeof the graph obtained
from the construction stage, and there can be at most as many deletion stages as there are nodes in the
graph. Overall, this leads to an EXPTIME decision procedure.
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Pratt’s method has drawbacks which make it impractical for a lot of applications. Most importantly,
the initial construction stage can lead to a structure of exponential size evenif the satisfiability or un-
satisfiability of the given formula only depends on a small subgraph of the whole structure. This means
that by the time the procedure enters the second stage, and may detect the satisfiability or unsatisfiability
relatively quickly, exponential effort has already been expended onthe construction stage.

The tableau calculus for PDL and Converse PDL by De Giacomo and Massacci [6] aims to address
this problem. It uses a more traditional approach in which a tableau tree is constructed and explored using
depth-first, left-to-right search. Each branch of the tree representsa single candidate model. Proposition-
ally inconsistent sets of formulae are recognised immediately while a check forunfulfilled eventualities
is conducted as soon as the construction of a candidate model is completed. This approach leads to a
NEXPTIME algorithm. De Giacomo and Massacci claim that storing the whole tableau tree, instead of
just a branch, the re-use of tableau nodes across different branches of the tableau, and an “on-the-fly”
propagation of information about unsatisfiable sets of formulae leads to an EXPTIME algorithm. In this
approach a check for fulfilled and unfulfilled eventualities is still necessary. Important details of this
check are however missing in [6].

4 Current PDL calculi and systems

An approach combining features of both Pratt’s procedure and De Giacomo and Massacci’s tableau
calculus is the on-the-fly tableau-based decision procedure by Abate, Goré and Widmann [3]. The pro-
cedure constructs a tableau tree where nodes are not only labelled with sets of formulae but also with
so-called histories and variables. Histories are used to prevent cyclic applications of the tableau rules.
Variables pass information from child nodes to parent nodes, in particular, information about the satisfi-
ability status of a node and information about unfulfilled eventualities. The rules of the calculus specify
how the formula sets of child nodes are computed from the formula set of a parent node as well as how
the values of variables of a parent node are computed from the values ofthe corresponding variables in
its child nodes. Side conditions on the rules ensure that no infinite branchesare constructed thus ensuring
termination. Since branches can be at worst exponentially long, a tableau can be of double exponential
size. Overall, this results in a 2EXPTIME algorithm. The Tableau Workbench(TWB) [1, 2] includes an
implementation of a this algorithm.

In its tableau construction the procedure by Abate, Goré and Widmann is close to that of De Giacomo
and Massacci. However, an important difference between the two is the way the check for unfulfilled
eventualities is performed. In the tableau calculus of De Giacomo and Massacci, this check can be
performed as soon as the construction of one branch of the tableau is completed. The check takes into
account information from all the nodes in that branch. If no unfulfilled eventualities are found (and
none of the nodes is labelled with an inconsistent set of formulae), then the candidate model associated
with the branch is indeed a model for the given PDL formula. However, if thecheck identifies an
unfulfilled eventuality, then the construction moves to an alternative branch of the tableau and another
check for unfulfilled eventualities takes place as soon as its construction is completed. Since branches
share nodes, this means that nodes will be considered again and again in consecutive checks. In contrast,
the tableau calculus of Abate, Goré, and Widmann uses information passed from child nodes to parent
nodes through variables in order to compute whether there are unfulfilled eventualities. The advantage is
that the computation is only done once for each node. However, the disadvantage is that the computation
can only take place when the information required for the computation is available for all child nodes.
This also includes the case where the child nodes are generated by application of a β -rule, e.g., a rule
performing a case distinction for a disjunctive formula. Consequently, the value of the variable used for
the check for unfulfilled eventualities associated with the root node can potentially only be determined
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once the whole tableau has been constructed. Thus, while the check for unfulfilled eventualities is not
separated into a separate stage of the procedure, the overall behaviour is quite similar to that of Pratt’s
procedure.

The PDL decision procedure by Goré and Widmann [13] deviates from the classical tableau approach
by constructing an and-or graph instead of a tree. Again nodes are labelled by sets of formulae plus ad-
ditional attributes recording the satisfiability status of a node, information on which eventualities present
in the set of formulae associated with the node have been expanded in the node, and which nodes might
potentially be used to fulfil each of the eventualities. The construction process ensures that there are no
two nodes with the same set of formulae and the same set of eventualities expanded in the node. That is,
whenever the application of a tableau rule generates a set of formulae andset of expanded eventualities
already present in the graph, the corresponding node is re-used, a technique also calledcaching. As there
are at worst an exponential number of distinct sets of formulae and sets of eventualities generated by the
tableau rules, the size of the and-or graph is at worst exponential. Justas in the tableau-based decision
procedure by Abate, Goré and Widmann [3] the value of the attributes for the satisfiability status of a
node and for the information which nodes might potentially be used to fulfil each of the eventualities are
computed taking into account information on its successor nodes. The way inwhich this information is
computed appears to differ in that an unsatisfiable status is propagated earlier, but there is no detailed
description of the process in [13]. The overall result is an EXPTIME decision procedure. ThepdlProver
system [12] provides an implementation of that procedure.

LoTREC 2.0 [11, 17] is a generic tableau-based system for building modelsof formulae in modal and
description logics. It includes a module for PDL, however, it cannot be used as a ‘black-box’ decision
procedure like the other systems and is consequently not included in our comparison.

Finally, Friedmann and Lange [10] have proposed a platform for satisfiability checking for various
modal fixpoint logics, including PDL. Given a formula their approach generates a parity game as a
product of a tableau for the formula and a deterministic automaton recognising‘bad branches’ in the
tableau. The satisfiability of the formula is then determined by solving the parity game. A generator
for these parity games and a solver for them are implemented in the MLSOLVER system [8] and the
PGSOLVER [9] system, respectively.

5 Benchmark formulae for PDL

Benchmarking implemented systems for non-classical logics is not easy. Thenumber of non-classical
logics far outstrips the number of available implemented decision procedures.While each logic is usually
reasonably well-motivated by potential applications, the lack of implemented systems usually means that
there is no motivation to formalise a large number of problems in one of these logics. Commonly, all
one can find is a small number of illustrative formalisations of problems. In the worst case, all one can
find is an axiomatisation of the logic which allows one to use instances of the axiomsto be used as test
cases for an implemented decision procedure. Neither illustrative formalisations nor instances of axioms
typically turn out to be particularly challenging and do not allow us to infer much about the properties of
the implemented systems.

As an alternative to using real world problems, Balsiger, Heuerding, andSchwendimann [5] sug-
gested the use of synthetic benchmarks consisting of sets of scalable formulae. The selection of suitable
benchmarks was supposed to be guided by the following principles: (i) the benchmark sets should contain
provable as well as non-provable formulae; (ii) the benchmark sets should vary in structure; (iii) some
of the benchmark sets should be hard enough for future decision procedures; (iv) for each formula the
satisfiability status should be known; (v) simple ‘tricks’ should not help to solve the formulae; (vi) a
‘complete test’ should be possible in reasonable time; and (vii) it should be possible to concisely sum-
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marise the benchmarking results.
In particular, for each of the modal logics K, KT, and S4 they proposed nine sets of scalable sat-

isfiable formulae and nine sets of scalable unsatisfiable formulae. These benchmark sets were used in
a comparison of decision procedures for modal logics conducted in conjunction with the TABLEAUX
conference in 1998 [4]. Based on the benchmark results obtained by thevarious systems at the time,
it appears that the benchmark sets have shortcomings regarding the threemost important of the seven
principles, namely, (iii), (v), and (vii). In particular, it turned out that most of the 18 sets of benchmark
formulae were easily solvable. The reason seemed to be that these benchmark formulae were amenable
to techniques like Boolean constraint propagation, non-chronological backtracking or the use of proof
methods not based on tableau calculi, e.g., translation methods and resolution methods. A few bench-
mark sets were hard for all the systems involved, for example, pigeon hole formulae disguised by adding
occurrences of modal operators. Pigeon hole formulae are known to possess only exponential length
refutation in most calculi and obtaining shorter proofs requires conceptually different methods, e.g., the
use of cutting plane proof methods. Another problem is that while the results of performance tests for the
eighteen classes can be easily summarised, there is no sufficiently fine-grained metric, which one could
use to say that one system performs better than another. In general, given the number of benchmark sets
the most likely situation is that a system performs slightly better on some and slightly worse on others.
For example, in 1998 none of the systems participating in the comparison outperformed all others on all
benchmarks sets.

A consequence of these problems is that these benchmark formulae do notprovide a motivation for
developers of modal theorem provers to further improve their systems. Ifthe system is already reasonably
well-developed, then it will solve most of the benchmark formulae easily. Those that remain hard seem
to require other methods than the automata, tableau, or resolution methods that most modal theorem
provers are based on.

In [14], we have proposed an alternative benchmarking approach, calledscientific benchmarkingor
hypothesis-driven benchmarking. In this approach benchmark problems are chosen to verify a particular
hypothesis concerning the decision procedures under consideration.

In the following, we want to test two hypotheses for the PDL solvers TWB,pdlProver and ML-
SOLVER. The first hypothesis concerns the type of formulae for which the re-use of nodes in a tableau
construction is advantageous. This should be the case if the number of distinct nodes in a tableau is
rather small, but without caching the tableau would still be rather large. The second hypothesis concerns
the drawbacks of the two stage approaches or approaches which can only determine the satisfiability of
a formula once a tableau has been fully explored.

To test these hypotheses, we re-use two classes of benchmark formulaeoriginally introduced for
propositional linear time temporal logic (PLTL) in [14], but reformulated forPDL. The first class,C 1

PDL,
consists of formulae of the form

[a∗]〈a〉⊤∧ [a∗]([a]L1
1∨ . . .∨ [a]L1

k)∧ . . .∧ [a∗]([a]Lℓ
1∨ . . .∨ [a]Lℓ

k)
∧ [a∗](¬p1∨〈a∗〉p2)∧ [a∗](¬p2∨〈a∗〉p3)∧ . . .∧ [a∗](¬pn∨〈a∗〉p1),

while the second class,C 2
PDL , consists of formulae of the form

[a∗]〈a〉⊤∧ (r1∨L1
1∨ . . .∨L1

k)∧ . . .∧ (r1∨Lℓ
1∨ . . .∨Lℓ

k)∧ (¬r1∨q1)
∧(¬r1∨¬qn)∧ [a∗](¬rn∨ [a]r1)∧ [a∗](¬rn−1∨ [a]rn)∧ . . . ∧ [a∗](¬r1∨ [a]r2)
∧ [a∗](¬rn∨ [a]¬qn)∧ . . .∧ [a∗](¬r1∨ [a]¬qn)∧ [a∗](¬q1∨〈a∗〉s2)
∧ [a∗](¬s2∨q2∨ [a]qn∨ . . .∨ [a]q3)∧ . . .∧ [a∗](¬qn−1∨〈a∗〉sn)∧ [a∗](¬sn∨qn).

For benchmarking purposes, theLi
1, . . . , Li

k are propositional literals generated by choosingk distinct
variables randomly from a set{p1, . . . , pn} of n propositional variables and by determining the polarity
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of each literal with probabilityp. The remainder of each formula only depends on the parametern.
To use these formulae for benchmarking purposes we fix the parametersk, n and p. Then, for each of
the values ofℓ between 1 and 8n we have generated a test set of 100 formulae, which are tested for
satisfiability using the various systems under consideration. Similar to randomkSAT formulae, formulae
in C 1

PDL andC 2
PDL are likely to be satisfiable if the numberℓ is small and likely to be unsatisfiable ifℓ is

large.
Most of the observations made in [14] about the corresponding PLTL formulae carry over to their

PDL counterparts. For example, if a formula inC 1
PDL is satisfiable, then it is satisfiable in a model with

just n worlds. If a formula inC 2
PDL is satisfiable, then it is satisfiable in a model with just one world and

r1 has to be false at that world.
Given these model-theoretic insights about the formulae, their satisfiability is relatively easy to check,

in particular, they are as easy to solve as propositionalkSAT formulae overn propositional variables. But
the classes are constructed in such a way that PDL decision procedures, which have to rely on proof-
theoretic means, find them challenging.

In the case ofC 1
PDL, each formulaϕ1 in it imposes a uniform set of constraints on all worlds of a

model which gives little guidance in the search for a satisfying model. Furthermore, if the propositional
formula(L1

1∨ . . .∨L1
k)∧ . . .∧ (Lℓ

1∨ . . .∨Lℓ
k) is satisfiable, then potentially every sequence of satisfying

truth assignments for this formula could be a modelM1 of ϕ1. Only when we check whether all even-
tualities〈a∗〉pi are satisfied withinM1 will we know that our search for a model has been successful.
We thus expect that naive tableau-based systems and systems, which like Pratt’s method only perform an
eventuality check after some exhaustive search for candidate models, willperform poorly. On the other
hand, decision procedures which use caching should be able to take advantage of the small number of
distinct truth assignments that exist forp1, . . . , pn.

The classC 2
PDL is meant to illustrate how quickly a tableau-based system can find a model for a

formula provided it makes the right choices for disjunctive formulae and how efficiently it can recover
from making the wrong choices. Decision procedures which use a two stage approach or which can
only determine the satisfiability of a formula once a tableau has been fully explored will always consider
the part of the tableau on which the propositional variabler1 is true. However, constructing this part
of the tableau is computationally costly and fruitless as no model can be constructed in whichr1 is
true. In contrast, a decision procedure which can test candidate models one by one, and happens to first
consider models in whichr1 is false, will quickly find a model for satisfiable formulae in this class. For
unsatisfiable formulae we do not expect to see a significant difference between the two types of decision
procedures as both would need to consider the two cases ofr1 being true andr1 being false.

The class can also be used to illustrate problems with transferring variable selection heuristics used
in SAT solvers to more complex logics. Commonly used heuristics select the variable with the highest
number of occurrences first. InC 2

PDL this is the variabler1. If in addition, the first truth assignment used
is the one which maximises the number of clauses that are satisfied, thenr1 will be made true first. The
fallacy here is to focus solely on a Boolean abstraction of a modal formula. This ignores that in modal
logics not all indecomposable subformulae are ‘equal’.

6 Benchmarking results

We conducted the benchmarks with the Tableau Workbench,pdlProver and MLSOLVER on the two
classesC 1

PDL andC 2
PDL. The benchmarks were performed on PCs with Intel Core 2 Duo E6400 CPU @

2.13GHz with 3GB main memory using Fedora 11. For each individual satisfiability test a time-limit of
1000 CPU seconds was used.

In all experiments, for both classes, the parametersk, n andp were fixed to 3, 5, and 0.5, respectively.
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Figure 1: Satisfiability of formulae inC 1
PDL andC 2

PDL

Remember that the satisfiability problem of propositional 2SAT formula is solvable in polynomial time.
So, fork= 2, the satisfiability problem ofC 1

PDL andC 2
PDL is also solvable in polynomial time andk= 3 is

the minimal value fork that ensures that the satisfiability problem ofC 1
PDL andC 2

PDL is NP-complete. The
particular choice ofp means that the randomly generated literals in our formulae have an equal proba-
bility of being positive or negative. Regarding the parametern, the number of propositional variables we
can use in our formulae, note that forn= 3 there is only one way of choosingk = 3 distinct propositional
variables. Forn= 5 there are ten different ways of choosing three distinct propositional variables, which
in turn allows us to build a sufficiently large number of distinct formulae for ourexperiments.

Figure 1 shows the percentage of satisfiable formulae inC 1
PDL andC 2

PDL for these parameter values.
For C 1

PDL we see that for ratiosℓ/n smaller than 2 almost all formulae are satisfiable while for ratios
ℓ/n greater than 5 almost all formulae are unsatisfiable. For ratiosℓ/n between 2 and 5 we see a phase
transition in the satisfiability of formulae. For a ratioℓ/n equal to 3.4 half the formulae are satisfiable.
For C 2

PDL we see that for ratiosℓ/n smaller than 3.5 almost all formulae are satisfiable and only forℓ/n
greater than 8.0 almost all formulae are unsatisfiable. Here, for the ratioℓ/n equal to 5.7 half of the
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Figure 2: Performance of the decision procedures
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formulae are satisfiable.
Figure 2 shows the median CPU time graphs for all three procedures onC 1

PDL andC 2
PDL. In each

graph the vertical line indicates the ratioℓ/n at which test sets contain 50% satisfiable and 50% unsatis-
fiable formulae.

As can be seen in Figure 2,C 1
PDL separatespdlProver, the only system which uses caching, from the

other two. As suggested, caching allows a prover to take advantage of theuniformity of the constraints
imposed on the worlds of a model by formulae inC 1

PDL. Thus, the good performance ofpdlProver
on this class was predictable. The absence of similar optimisations in the PDL module of the Tableau
Workbench and in MLSOLVER are the most likely explanation for their poor performance. However,
even then one might have expected both systems to be able to solve formulae inC 1

PDL with ℓ/n > 6,
which are almost all unsatisfiable and have a very constrained and limited search space for models.

ForC 2
PDL the ideal system has negligible median runtime forℓ/n< 5.7, as up to this point the majority

of formulae is satisfiable and a model for a satisfiable formula can easily be found. OnlypdlProver could
be ‘guided’ to behave in the expected way (by inputting formulae in the ‘right’form, that is, exactly the
form given on page 5; changing the order of conjuncts or the order ofdisjuncts within each conjunction
seems to lead to worse results) and to make the right choices in the model construction up toℓ/n≤ 5.4
that is almost ‘optimal’. In contrast, the Tableau Workbench and MLSOLVER fail to show a similar
behaviour. For MLSOLVER we also observe a marked difference betweenC 1

PDL andC 2
PDL. While for

C 1
PDL MLSOLVER was able to solve the majority of formulae for each ratioℓ/n, on C 2

PDL the opposite
is true and it solved not a single formula in this class. On both classes the behaviour of the Tableau
Workbench and MLSOLVER is as expected.

Figure 3 shows the CPU time percentile graphs for the three systems onC 1
PDL andC 2

PDL. The graphs
provide additional insight into their behaviour. The x-axis indicates the ratioℓ/n as in previous figures.
The y-axis indicates the percentile, from 10th percentile up to the 100th percentile. The 50th percentile
corresponds to the median shown in Figure 2. The z-axis indicates the CPU time. In particular, for ML-
SOLVER andpdlProver the graphs confirm our expectations. As a two stage procedure, the performance
of MLSOLVER does not greatly depend on whether a formula is satisfiable or unsatisfiable. Similarly, for
pdlProver on C 1

PDL, there is little variation in the performance of the system. However, caching allows
pdlProver to perform much better than MLSOLVER. In contrast, onC 2

PDL the performance ofpdlProver
is closely related to whether a formula is satisfiable or not. We clearly see that inFigure 3 that as the
percentage of unsatisfiable formulae increases so does the percentageof formulae for whichpdlProver
needs non-negligible time (more than 40 CPU seconds) to solve them.

Overall,pdlProver shows the best performance on these two classes of PDL formulae. The experi-
ments illustrate the importance of caching and of detecting satisfiability as early aspossible. In addition,
the experiments show that the two classes of benchmark formulae originally devised for PLTL are also
useful for ’black-box’ performance evaluations of PDL solvers.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we presented benchmarking results for three implemented system for the satisfiability prob-
lem in propositional dynamic logic following the hypothesis-driven benchmarking methodology.

The benchmarks presented were intended to test two hypotheses for PDLsolvers, namely, (i) that
caching is important to control the search space of a system, and (ii) that thepossibility of early detection
of satisfiability is an essential feature of an efficient PDL solver. The benchmark results seem to support
the validity of both hypotheses.

An additional aim of the hypothesis-driven benchmarking methodology is to highlight strengths and
weaknesses of particular methods or systems and the benchmark results clearly do so as well.
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Figure 3: CPU time percentile graphs

Finally, the benchmarking approach is intended to motivate implementers to improvetheir systems.
By using formulae for benchmarking whose satisfiability or unsatisfiability is far easier to detect than the
worst-case complexity of the satisfiability problem for PDL suggests, there islittle excuse for a system
to perform badly on these.
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Abstract

An algorithm that stores the prime implicates of a propositional logical formula in a trie was de-
veloped in [10]. In this paper, an improved version of that pi-trie algorithm is presented. It achieves
its speedup primarily by significantly decreasing subsumption testing. Preliminary experiments in-
dicate the new algorithm to be substantially faster and the trie based subsumption tests to be consid-
erably more efficient than the clause by clause approach originally employed.

1 Introduction

Prime implicants were introduced by Quine [13] as a means of simplifying propositional logical formulas
in disjunctive normal form (DNF); prime implicates play the dual role in conjunctive normal form (CNF).
Implicants and implicates have many applications, including abduction and program synthesis of safety-
critical software [7]. All prime implicate algorithms of which the authors are aware make extensive use of
clause set subsumption; improvements in both the pi-trie algorithm and its core subsumption operations
are therefore relevant to all such applications.

Numerous algorithms have been developed to compute prime implicates — see, for example, [1, 2,
3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 14, 18, 19]. Most use clause sets or truth tables as input, but rather few allow arbitrary
formulas, such as the pi-trie algorithm introduced in [10]. This recursive algorithm stores the prime
implicates in a trie — i.e., a labeled tree — and has a number of interesting properties, including the
property that, at every stage of the recursion, once the subtrie rooted at a node is built, some superset of
each branch in the subtrie is a prime implicate of the original formula. This property along with the way
the recursion assembles branches admits variations of the algorithm that compute only restricted sets of
prime implicates, such as all positive or not containing specific variables. These variations significantly
prune the search space during the computation, and experiments indicate that significant speedups are
obtained. In this paper, the algorithm is enhanced while these properties are retained.
∗This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grants IIS-0712849 and IIS-0712752.
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The primary improvement developed here is the elimination of unnecessary subsumption tests. This
is accomplished by performing subsumption checks between tries whose branches represent clause sets.
Experiments indicate the trie-based subsumption tests to be far superior to the clause by clause approach
originally employed. This in turn yields a substantially faster pi-trie algorithm.

Basic terminology and the fundamentals of pi-tries are summarized in Section 2. The analysis that
leads to the new pi-trie algorithm is developed in Section 3, and the trie-based set operations and ex-
periments with them are described in Section 4. Finally, the new pi-trie algorithm and the results of
experiments that compare the new algorithm with the original are presented in Section 5.

2 Preliminaries

The terminology used in this paper for logical formulas is standard: An atom is a propositional variable,
a literal is an atom or the negation of an atom, and a clause is a disjunction of literals.1 Clauses are
often referred to as sets of literals. An implicate of a formula is a clause entailed by the formula, and
a non-tautological clause is a prime implicate if no proper subset is an implicate. The set of prime
implicates of a formula F is denoted P(F ). Note that a tautology has no prime implicates, while,
since a contradiction implies any clause, the empty clause is the only prime implicate of a contradiction.

2.1 Background

The trie is a well-known data structure introduced by Fredkin in 1960 [4]; a variation was introduced
by Morrison in 1968 [11]. It is a tree in which each branch represents the sequence of symbols labeling
the nodes2 on that branch, in descending order. Tries have been used in a variety of settings, including
representation of logical formulas — see, for example, [15]. The nodes along each branch represent the
literals of a clause, and the conjunction of all such clauses is a CNF equivalent of the formula. If there
is no possibility of confusion, the term branch will often be used for the clause it represents. Further, it
will be assumed that a variable ordering has been selected, and that nodes along each branch are labeled
consistently with that ordering. A trie that stores all prime implicates of a formula is called a prime
implicate trie, or simply a pi-trie.

It is convenient to employ a ternary representation of pi-tries, with the root labeled 0 and the ith
variable appearing only at the ith level. If v1,v2, . . . ,vn are the variables, then the children of a node at
level i are labeled vi+1, ¬vi+1, and 0, left to right. With this convention, any subtrie (including the entire
trie) is easily expressed as a four-tuple consisting of its root and the three subtries. For example, the trie
T can be written 〈r,T +,T −,T 0〉, where r is the label of the root of T , and T +, T −, and T 0 are the
three (possibly empty) subtries. The ternary representation will generally be assumed in this paper.

The reader is assumed to be familiar with resolution and subsumption [16]; the observations and
Lemma 1 are well known or obvious and are stated without proof.

Observations.

1. Each implicate of a logical formula is subsumed by at least one prime implicate.

2. P(F ) is subsumption free.

1The term clause is also used for a conjunction of literals, especially with disjunctive normal form.
2Many variations have been proposed in which arcs rather than nodes are labeled, and the labels are sometimes strings

rather than single symbols.
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3. Resolution is consequence complete (modulo subsumption) for propositional CNF formulas. Thus,
if C is an implicate of F , there is a clause D that subsumes C and can be derived from F by
resolution. In particular, every prime implicate of F can be derived by resolution.

4. A formula is equivalent to the conjunction of its prime implicates.

Let resolution-subsumption be the operation on clause sets defined by a single resolution step fol-
lowed by removal of all subsumed clauses. Define a clause set S to be prime if S = P(F ) for some
logical formula F ; equivalently, S = P(S ).

Lemma 1. A clause set S is a fixed point of resolution-subsumption iff S is prime. 2

3 Prime Implicates under Truth-Functional Substitution

The pi-trie algorithm performs the recursion by substituting truth constants for variables to reduce the
number of variables; this section contains an analysis of the relationship among P(F ), P(F [α/v]),
and (P(F ))[α/v], where α = 0,1, and v is a variable occurring in P(F ). Partition P(F ) into clause
sets S −, S +, and R, where S − has the clauses containing ¬v, S + has the clauses containing v,
and the clauses of R contain neither. Observe that P(F )[1/v] = (N[1/v]∪P[1/v]∪R[1/v]). Then
S +[1/v] = /0 and R[1/v] = R. Also, Q = N[1/v] can be obtained by removing all occurrences of ¬v
from the clauses of S −. Let R̃ be the the clauses in R not subsumed by any clause in Q. The next
lemma uses this notation.

Lemma 2. If F is any logical formula, then P(F [1/v]) = Q∪ R̃.

Proof. Note first that, since S +[1/v] = /0, P(F [1/v]) is logically equivalent to Q ∪ R̃. Thus, by
Lemma 1, it suffices to show the latter to be a fixed point under resolution-subsumption. Since R̃ ⊆R ⊆
P(F ), no clause in R̃ can subsume any other clause in R̃. The same is true for Q since it is true for
S −, and the clauses of Q are obtained from the clauses of S − by removing ¬v.3 To complete the proof,
it suffices to show that resolution can produce only a subsumed clause. There are two cases to consider:
resolving two clauses from R̃ and resolving with at least one clause from Q.

Case 1. Let C be the resolvent of two clauses in R̃. Then C does not contain v and is subsumed by a
clause C̃ in P(F ). The clause C̃ is in R and thus is either in R̃ or is subsumed by a clause in Q.

Case 2. Let C be the resolvent of two clauses with at least one from Q. Then C∪{¬v} is the resolvent
of the corresponding clauses from P(F ), so there is a clause C̃ ∈P(F ) that subsumes C∪{¬v}. If
¬v ∈ C̃, then C̃ ∈ N, so C̃−{¬v} is in Q and subsumes C. Otherwise, C̃ ∈R, and the analysis of Case
1 applies. 2

There is an entirely similar result when 0 is substituted for v:

Corollary. Partition P(F ) into three sets: S −, the clauses containing ¬v, S +, the clauses containing
v, and R, the clauses containing neither. Let Q = S +[0/v] = {C−{v} | C ∈S +}, and let R̃ be the
clauses in R not subsumed by any clause in Q. Then P(F [0/v]) = Q∪ R̃.

For the remainder of the paper, when it is clear that truth-functional substitution is for variable v,
F [0/v] and F [1/v] will be denoted by F0 and F1, respectively.

Lemma 2 and its corollary say that, with respect to variable v, P(F ) can be transformed into
P(Fα) in polynomial time; moreover it places a limitation on the required checks for subsumption.

3It is possible that removing ¬v could create a subsumption relationship to clauses in R, but such clauses are removed
from R to form R̃.
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Specifically, one must only check whether clauses in Q subsume clauses in P(F ) that contain neither
v nor ¬v, which takes time proportional to the product of the clause set sizes. The goal, however, is to
transform P(F0) and P(F1) into P(F ).

To that end, note first that F ≡ (v∨F0)∧ (¬v∨F1). So P(F ) is logically equivalent to (v∨
P(F0))∧ (¬v∨P(F1)). Denote these conjuncts by J0 and J1, respectively; they can be regarded
as clause sets by distributing v (¬v) over the clauses of P(F0) (P(F1)). Observe that J0 and J1
are (separately) resolution-subsumption fixed points because by definition so are P(F0) and P(F1).
Subsumption cannot hold between a clause in J0 and one in J1 because the former contains v and the
latter, ¬v. So if J0 ∪ J1 must be altered to produce a resolution-subsumption fixed point, the changes
result (directly or indirectly) from resolutions having one parent from each. These can be restricted to
resolving on v and ¬v because any other produces a tautology. Note that each such resolvent is the union
of a clause from P(F0) and one from P(F1).

It turns out to be sufficient to consider only resolvents formed by one such resolution. This is a
consequence of the following theorem, which is a restated version of Theorem 1 from [10].

Theorem 1. Let F be a logical formula and let v be a variable in F . Suppose E is a prime implicate of
F not containing v. Then E ⊆ (C∪D), where C ∈P(F0) and D ∈P(F1). 2

Theorem 1 and the discussion leading up to it suggest how P(F ) can be computed from P(F0)
and P(F1). It will be useful to denote P(F0) and P(F1) by P0 and P1, respectively, and to partition
each into two subsets. Let P⊇

0 be those clauses in P0 that are subsumed by some clause in P1. Let
P./

0 be the remaining clauses in P0. Similarly define P⊇
1 , and P./

1 .

Theorem 2. Let J0, J1, P0, P1, P⊇
0 , P./

0 , P⊇
1 , and P./

1 be defined as above. Then

P(F ) = (v∨P./
0 )∪ (¬v∨P./

1 )∪ (P⊇
0 ∪P⊇

1 )∪U

where U is the maximal subsumption-free subset of {C∪D | C ∈P./
0 ,D ∈P./

1 } in which no clause is
subsumed by a clause in P⊇

0 or in P⊇
1 .

Proof. By considering each type of resolvent of a clause in J0 with one in J1 with respect to its addition
to J0 ∪ J1, the composition of P(F ) can be verified. So assume {v} ∪C is resolved with {¬v} ∪D
on variable v, where C ∈P0 and D ∈P1. Four types of resolutions are possible, characterized by the
blocks in which C and D reside. In three cases, C ∈P⊇

0 or D ∈P⊇
1 .

Suppose first that C ∈P⊇
0 . Then there is a clause D′ ∈P1 that subsumes C. So the resolvent of

{v}∪C with {¬v}∪D′ is C. All other resolutions involving {v}∪C result in a superset of C; a subset
of C cannot be produced because P0 and P1 are prime implicate sets. So C is in P(F ) and {v}∪C is
not. This accounts for clauses in (v∨P./

0 ) and in P⊇
0 .

Similarly, the resolvents of {¬v}∪D account for clauses in (¬v∨P./
1 ) and in P⊇

1 . To summarize,
all clauses in P⊇

0 and in P⊇
1 are in P(F ), and the corresponding clauses of v∨P⊇

0 and ¬v∨P⊇
1 are

not.
Now suppose C ∈P./

0 and D ∈P./
1 . The resolvent C∪D may subsume or be subsumed by others

of this type. It can also be subsumed by, but cannot subsume,4 a clause from P⊇
0 or from P⊇

1 . By
removing such subsumed clauses from all clauses of this type, the set U results. 2

4 Operations on Clause Sets

In [10], a branch by branch analysis leads to the PIT routine of the pi-trie algorithm introduced there.
Theorem 2 in this paper is fundamentally the same. Each leads naturally to a method with which P(F )

4Easily shown by contradiction from the properties of P0 and P1.
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can be constructed from P0 and P1. However, Theorem 2 provides a set oriented characterization based
on resolution and subsumption. The resulting development is arguably more intuitive. More importantly,
the set oriented view has led to the more efficient version of the algorithm reported here.

One improvement results from identifying P⊇
0 and P⊇

1 before considering any clauses as possible
members of U . This contrasts with the PIT routine of [10] in which branch by branch subsumption
checks are based on prime marks. An unmarked branch can be combined with another to form a possible
member of U , only to be eventually discovered to represent a clause in (say) P⊇

0 ; unnecessary sub-
sumption checks result. A second improvement also results that is surprisingly effective. By handling
P⊇

0 and P./
0 as separate sets, prime marks are unnecessary. Since the trie representation is being used,

prime marks reside at leaf nodes. Checking for their presence requires traversing the branch, and this is
almost as expensive as the subsumption check itself. (Using clause lists would allow first, rather than
last, literals of a clause to be marked. But then the space economy of the trie would be lost.)

It turns out that a third improvement appears to be the most significant. Clause set operations can be
realized recursively on entire sets, represented as tries.5 Experiments show that the trie-based operations
outperform branch by branch operations, and that the advantage increases with the size of the trie.

We define the following operators on clause sets F and G.
Subsumed(F,G) = {C ∈ G |C is subsumed by some C′ ∈ F}
Unions(F,G) = {C∪D |C ∈ F, D ∈ G, C∪D is not tautological }
These definitions are purely set-theoretic. The pseudocode below realizes the operations assuming

that clause sets are represented as ternary tries. Recall that the trie T can be written 〈r,T +,T −,T 0〉,
where r is the root label of T , and T +, T −, and T 0 are the three subtries. Tries with three empty
children are called leaves.

Algorithm 1: Subsumed(T1,T2)
input : Two clausal tries T1 and T2
output: T , a trie containing all the clauses in T2 subsumed by some clause in T1
if T1 = null or T2 = null then

T ← null ;
else if leaf(T1) then

T ← T2;
else

T ← new Leaf;
T +← Subsumed(T +

1 ,T +
2 ) ∪ Subsumed(T 0

1 ,T +
2 ) ;

T−← Subsumed(T−1 ,T−2 ) ∪ Subsumed(T 0
1 ,T−2 ) ;

T 0← Subsumed(T 0
1 ,T 0

2 ) ;
if leaf(T ) then

T ← null;

return T ;

For convenience and readability, ordinary set union (∪) and subtraction (−) have been employed in
the pseudocode. Union can be implemented recursively for the trie representation. But the resulting
performance is improved only slightly over a straightforward iteration on clauses. Subtraction is also
straightforward but is always employed with the result of a subsumption test. In practice, it is easiest to
extract the subsumed branches as a side effect during the subsumption test. Experiments involving both
pi-tries and subsumption testing in isolation are reported in Section 5.

5Tries have been employed for (even first order) subsumption [17], but on a clause to trie basis, rather than the trie to trie
basis developed here.
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Algorithm 2: Unions(T1,T2)
input : Two clausal tries T1 and T2
output: T , a trie of the pairwise unions of the clauses in T1 and T2
if T1 = null or T2 = null then

T ← null ;
else if leaf(T1) then

T ← T2;
else if leaf(T2) then

T ← T1;
else

T ← new Leaf;
T +← Unions(T +

1 ,T +
2 ) ∪ Unions(T 0

1 ,T +
2 ) ∪ Unions(T +

1 ,T 0
2 ) ;

T−← Unions(T−1 ,T−2 ) ∪ Unions(T 0
1 ,T−2 ) ∪ Unions(T−1 ,T 0

2 ) ;
T 0← Unions(T 0

1 ,T 0
2 );

if leaf(T ) then
T ← null;

return T ;

5 The pi-trie Algorithm with set-wise operations

Theorem 2 leads to an alternate, simpler characterization of the pi-trie algorithm. We can view the algo-
rithm in the standard divide-and-conquer framework, where each problem F is divided into subproblems
F0,F1 by substitution on the appropriate variable (see the pseudocode for prime). The base case of this
is where substitution yields a constant, which gives us P(0) = {{}} or P(1) = {}.

Algorithm 3: prime(F ,V )
input : A boolean formula F and a list of its variables V = 〈v1, . . . ,vk〉
output: The clause set P(F ) — the prime implicates of F
if F = 1 then

return /0 ; // Tautologies have no prime implicates.
else if F = 0 then

return {{}} ; // P(0) is the set of just the empty clause.
else

F0←F [0/v1];
F1←F [1/v1];
V ′← 〈v2, . . . ,vk〉;
return PIT( prime(F0,V ′) , prime(F1,V ′) , v1 );

The rest of the algorithm consists of combining P0 and P1 to form P(F ). This is done both here
and in [10] by a routine called PIT. But here, it is based on the Subsumed and Unions operators. The
SubsumedStrict operator produces only clauses with proper subsets as subsuming clauses. It is similar
in principle to Subsumed, but requires additional flags for bookkeeping.

Figure 1 compares the pi-trie algorithm from [10] to the updated version using the recursive Sub-
sumed and Unions operators.6 The input for both algorithms is 15-variable 3-CNF with varying numbers

6It is surprisingly difficult to find publicly available prime implicate generators. Substantial email inquiries based on
publications produced only the system of Zhuang, Pagnucco and Meyer [20] that implements belief revision using prime
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Algorithm 4: PIT(F0,F1,v)
input : Clause sets P0 = P(F0) and P1 = P(F1), variable v
output: The clause set F = P(F )
P⊇

0 ← Subsumed(P1,P0) ; // Initialize P⊇
0

P⊇
1 ← Subsumed(P0,P1) ; // Initialize P⊇

0
P./

0 ←P0−P⊇
0 ;

P./
1 ←P1−P⊇

1 ;
U ← Unions(P./

0 ,P./
1 );

U ←U −SubsumedStrict(U ,U );
U ←U −Subsumed(P⊇

0 ,U );
U ←U −Subsumed(P⊇

1 ,U );

return F = v∨P./
0 ∪ ¬v∨P./

1 ∪ U ;

of clauses, and the runtimes are averaged over 20 trials. The great discrepancy between runtimes re-
quires that they be presented in log scale; it is explained in part by Figure 2, which compares the runtime
of Subsumed to Algorithm 5, a naı̈ve subsumption algorithm. The performance of the two systems con-
verges as the number of clauses increases. With more clauses, formulas are unsatisfiable with probability
approaching 1. As a result, the base cases of the prime algorithm are encountered early, and subsumption
in the PIT routine plays a less dominant role, diminishing the advantage of the new algorithm.
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Figure 1: Old vs New pi-trie algorithm

implicates. That system was much less efficient than a simple prototype implemented by the first author, which in turn was
much less efficient than the original pi-trie algorithm, available at http://www.cs.albany.edu/ritries. (A public release of the new
algorithm is under development.)
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Algorithm 5: NaiveSubsumed(F ,G)
input : Clause sets F and G
output: The clauses in G subsumed by some clause in F
H← /0;
for C ∈ F do

for D ∈ G do
if C ⊆ D then H← H ∪{D};

return H;
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The input for Figure 2 is a pair of n-variable CNF formulas where n ∈ {10, . . . ,15} with results
averaged over 20 trials for each n. Each formula with n variables has b(n

3

)
/4c clauses of length 3,

b(n
4

)
/2c clauses of length 4, and

(n
5

)
clauses of length 5. This corresponds to 1

32 of the 2k
(n

k

)
possible

clauses of length k for k = 3,4,5.
The two clause sets are compiled into two tries for the application of Subsumed and into two lists for

the application of NaiveSubsumed. For Subsumed, the runtimes for each n are graphed against the sum
of the nodes in both input tries. NaiveSubsumed is graphed against the number of literal instances in both
input formulas. This takes into accout the fact that in general tries are a more compact representation of
a clause set than a list, so it is inaccurate to graph both runtimes against a single parameter.

It can be seen that the ratio of the runtimes changes as the input size increases – this suggests that the
runtimes of NaiveSubsumed and Subsumed differ asymptotically. Additional evidence is supplied by the
following lemma:

Lemma 3. Subsumed, when applied to two full ternary tries of depth h and combined size n = 2(3h+1−1
2 ),

runs in time O(n
log5
log3 )≈ O(n1.465).

Proof. At each level, Subsumed recurses on five pairs of children, giving the recurrence relation Z(h) =
5Z(h− 1) with Z(0) = 1 and thus Z(h) = 5h for the runtime of Subsumed with respect to height. Ex-
pressing height in terms of size, from n = 2 · 3h+1−1

2 = 3h+1− 1 we get h = log3
n+1

3 . This allows us to
obtain T (n) = Z(log3

n+1
3 ) as an expression for runtime with regard to size. Thus we have

T (n) = 5log3
n+1

3 = 5
log5

n+1
3

log5 3 =
n+1

3

1
log5 3
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Therefore T (n) = O(n
1

log5 3 ) = O(n
log5
log3 )≈ O(n1.465). 2

This is less than NaiveSubsumed’s obvious runtime of O(n2) but still more than linear. Lemma 3 is
interesting but the general upper bound may be quite different.
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Abstract

We present an implementation of a theory of two-dimensional geometry based on the signed area
of triangles, together with a collection of automatic and interactive techniques we have developed to
assist in our formal verification of geometric algorithms.

1 Introduction

Despite the successes of current state-of-the-art, fully automatic theorem provers, their results are far
from replicating the expertise of human mathematicians. The search space for complex problems tends
to explode very quickly, rendering them impractical for many verification tasks. As a result, much
work in mechanised reasoning has focussed on the usability of systems for interactive theorem proving,
where a human user guides the proof attempt. The end product of this process is a body of formalised
mathematics which has the correctness guarantees that machines can provide but which is much more
sophisticated than current systems could produce automatically.

Unfortunately, this approach requires a great deal of effort from the human user; not only do they
require a good insight into the direction a proof should take, but they are often burdened with the tedium
of proving enormous amounts of low level detail, which can detract from the main proof endeavour. For
these reasons, there is a growing interest in semi-automated theorem proving, where a system incorpo-
rates automation techniques within an interactive theorem proving environment. These systems provide
the best of both worlds: a user can observe an automated proof attempt, using its results when applicable,
or instead manually guide the system when the automation flounders or when they have a good sense of
how to proceed.

One such system is the generic theorem prover Isabelle [11], which has an extensive library of the-
ories and some automatic proof methods which combine simplification and classical reasoning. Our
interests have concentrated on using Isabelle for geometry theorem proving, and more recently for prov-
ing the correctness of geometric algorithms using the notion of signed areas. This interim paper describes
parts of our Isabelle theory and the framework that we have developed for proving geometric algorithms,
with a particular focus on the automation, systems integrations and related techniques that we have built
in the course of this work.

2 A Theory of Planar Geometry Using Signed Area

The algorithms that we have been formally verifying are taken from the field of computational geometry.
Specifically, we have been reasoning about convex hulls and Delaunay triangulations. Our formalisations
have focussed on two-dimensional problems as these provide a clear appreciation of the difficulties that
run at the core of many of the algorithms and we believe the lessons learnt from these proofs will scale
easily when dealing with real-world problems that may involve higher dimensions. The algorithms share
the common feature that they compute the positions of a set of points relative to each other. This led us
to conclude that the concept of signed area would be a suitable representation.
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We began by defining the type as any pair of real numbers:

typedef

In Isabelle, this command produces three constants behind the scenes:

!
!

and are the derived coercion functions that enable one to move from the newly
defined point type to its underlying representation and back. Thus , for instance, enables
reasoning about points to be converted into reasoning about coordinates and hence polynomials.

As our verifications relied upon reasoning about the relative positions of points, we needed to form-
lise this notion. For this we used the signed area of a triangle; with the convention being that if the
points are ordered anti-clockwise, the area is positive, and if the points are ordered clockwise, the area is
negative. In our theory this was formalised as1:

constdefs !
"

where the predicates and were formally represented by:

constdefs !
"

constdefs !
"

Using this definition it was then easy to formally represent the orientation of points; we say that three
points a, b and c make a left turn if they make an anti-clockwise cycle:

constdefs !
"

We deviate from many geometry theories by including so-called degenerate cases where the points may
be collinear, or equivalently, the area of the triangle they define is zero:

constdefs !
"

A consequence of permitting collinearity is that an ordering on points along a line must be established.
We achieved this by defining the concept of between. For collinear points a, b and c, we represent and
define b lying between a and c as follows:

constdefs !
" # $ %= #

& %= '(

1As the magnitude of the area was irrelevant in our proofs we simplified the usual definition by omitting the factor of 12 .
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We have chosen this definition in preference to more succinct variations because the existence clause
facilitates instantiating witnesses. Our theory also includes the obvious lemmas concerning these predi-
cates, omitted here for brevity (although some relevant ones are introduced in in the subsequent section).

3 Extending Isabelle’s Simplifier and Classical Reasoner

To a human mathematician the statement that three points are collinear is interpreted in only one way.
However, to a computer the terms a b c and b a c are symbolically evaluated and
interpreted differently. One of the most tedious parts of our earliest proofs was dealing with this very
issue; in order for a lemma to be applied or a goal to be discharged it was often necessary to compare
and adjust the ordering of points manually. Thus, for our theory of planar geometry, the first and most
obvious automation was the establishment of rewrite rules to express the geometric terms in a canonical
form.

Isabelle makes it easy for a user to encode this type of automation by enabling them to extend its
simplifier and classical reasoner on demand. In the following subsections we present the rules which
have been added to automate much of the geometric reasoning often required in verification tasks.

3.1 Simplification Rules

The standard simplification tactic— —is one of the single most powerful automation tools in Is-
abelle. Developers can annotate proved lemmas, e.g. with the token “ ”, to indicate that the
standard simplifier should attempt to use that lemma as a rule. This allows expressions to be reduced to
canonical forms, in many cases, and even in some cases entire decision procedures can be encoded and
goals proven automatically.

The following set of simplification rules allows our geometric predicates to be written in a canonical
form automatically, removing much tedium (and in some cases proving goals automatically):

Each rule is expressed as an equality (with a proof, omitted here in the interest of space), with the
convention that the simplifier replaces the left-hand side of the equality with the right-hand side of the
equality whenever possible. The rules above are known as permutative rewrite rules as each side of the
equation is the same up to renaming of variables. It is worth noting that such rules can be problematic
because once they apply, they can create infinite loops. However, Isabelle’s simplifier is aware of this
danger and treats permutative rules by means of a special strategy, called ordered rewriting: a permutative
rewrite rule is only applied if the term becomes smaller with respect to a fixed lexicographical ordering
on terms. Recognising this special status automatically is a very useful feature of Isabelle.

In addition to the above rules, our theory adds several other proved rules to Isabelle’s simplifier, not
for the purpose of reducing to a canonical form, but in order to supply trivial facts automatically where
needed:
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¬
¬

¬
)

Despite these simp rules discharging many of our subgoals automatically, there exists a large collec-
tion of trivial subgoals that require manual proof. One such example is showing collinearity when we
know a betweenness relation holds, i.e

=!
=!

Of course, these facts are trivially proven by expanding the definition of between but it is cumbersome
for the user to always perform this step. Applying a general tactic is preferential, so we first tried adding
these rules to Isabelle’s simp set, assuming they would work as conditional rewrites. However, these
rules together can cause Isabelle to enter an endless loop. We have found it difficult to understand why
this looping occurs in certain situations, even after inspecting the trace output. This emphasises that care
must be taken when extending the simplifier. The Isabelle manual advises that users should include only
canonical simplifications, i.e., only rules which are universally desirable, and while this is sensible in
practice, it means that much useful control knowledge cannot be expressed as simplification rules.

For our purposes though, another means of easily automating the "conditional rewrites" in Isabelle
does exist. One can extend the "classical reasoner" rather than the simplifier. This approach shall be
looked at next.

3.2 Conditional Rewrite Rules

In Isabelle, classical reasoning is different from simplification. While the latter is deterministic, classical
reasoning uses search and backtracking in order to prove a goal outright using a Natural Deduction style
of reasoning [11]. We can add rules to Isabelle’s classical reasoner by marking them as introduction,
elimination or destruction rules. This gives a powerful automation framework alongside the default
simplifier. Regretfully the Isabelle tutorial is somewhat vague on their use–distinguishing between them
as follows: "Introduction rules allow us to infer new information . . . Elimination rules allow us to deduce
consequences". To add to confusion Isabelle distinguishes between two types of elimination rules: if
information is lost then the rule is called a destruction rule (although in the usual natural deduction sense
it would just be called an elimination rule). We have found that the following rules are useful introduction
rules for our problems:

¬ =! %= # %= # %=
=!
=!
=!

=! %= # %= # %=
=! %= # %= # %=
=!

) )

Another type of automation we wanted to implement was the identification of contradicting assumptions
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and subsequent discharge of these subgoals. This is a common problem in geometry theorem proving as
case splits are often needed to identify the positioning of points relative to each other. This method of
proving will generally introduce some cases which cannot exist. It is up to the human user to identify
these cases and discharge them. This is not an easy task when there is an enormous list of assumptions;
manually discovering which assumptions contradict and then finding the correct lemma to apply is dif-
ficult, not to mention mundane. To automatically find certain contradictions, we added the following
destruction rules to the classical reasoner:

=!
=!

=!
=!
=!
=!

=!
=!
=!

3.3 Limitations of Adding Automatic Rules

The simplification, introduction and elimination rules above remove a large amount of the low-level
manipulation that was otherwise necessary when working in our theory. Despite this automation being
easy to implement in Isabelle, there are two specific limitations we wish to point out.

The first of these is that the behaviour of the simplifier is rather opaque. Currently it provides a
resulting proof state (or failure notification), and it can supply an extremely verbose trace of its activity.
It does not provide a concise statement of which substitutions led to the resulting proof state. And—in
the all-too-frequent situation where the simplification set includes potentially looping rules—it is very
hard to determine which simplification rules are causing non-termination.

Secondly, if a user wants to add more sophisticated automation they have to create their own tactics.
This is not an easy task, for it requires one to be familiar with the underlying ML code for Isabelle. This
codebase is large and fairly complicated, and it is not nearly as well documented as the more user-friendly
end-user mode “Isar”.

4 Integrating with QEPCAD

The simplification rules in the previous section can automatically handle some of the simplest problems
we encountered in our verification, but they do not automatically solve any of what we consider our non-
trivial lemmas. They assist by removing a great deal of the tedious manipulations—which is what they
were intended for. For deeper problems, we have turned to some of the existing techniques for automatic
geometry theorem proving (GTP).

Extensive research into mechanical GTP has been carried out over the past 40 years, and as a result
it is a mature field. It has split into two main paradigms: the algebraic methods and the synthetic (or
coordinate free) techniques. The latter have the advantage that they can often produce short, readable and
intuitive proofs which are usually based on geometrically meaningful notions such as full-angles between
lines [4] or signed areas of triangles [3]. This signed area method may seem like an ideal candidate
for automatically discharging many of our proof obligations, and has recently been implemented in
Coq [8]. Unfortunately the basic method does not apply to inequalities, making it inapplicable to our
lemmas about betweenness, and the variants which do handle inequalities resort to algebraic methods
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such as cylindrical algebraic decomposition. This has led us to adopt the powerful and complete algebraic
approach of Hong and Collins, based on partial cylindrical algebraic decomposition [5]. This provides
a decision procedure for quantifier elimination over real closed fields. Another benefit afforded by this
approach is that many other formal reasoning tasks will benefit from this automation in Isabelle, for
example the verification of control and hybrid systems.

Rather than implement this decision procedure ourselves, we have decided to integrate Isabelle with
the external tool QEPCAD-B which implements cylindrical algebraic decomposition efficiently in C
[2] As we believe other other external tools can also provide great assistance in the proof development
process, we have sought to build a general framework that can simplify and automate the ways that
existing best-of-breed tools can be accessed. Of course, where it is feasible in terms of development time
and execution time, decision procedures embedded within Isabelle are clearly preferable because of the
soundness guarantees of both the methods and the integration. However our focus has been primarily on
integrating with external tools due to the wide variety and coverage of such tools. We note that in some
cases these tools may generate information which can guide or generate pure-Isabelle proofs which do
not rely on the external systems; our integration with QEPCAD can for example produce witnesses and
counterexamples in some situtions In some instances though, we have been willing to use the results of
these external tools without formal proof (i.e. the external tools act as oracles). We have done the latter
for pragmatic reasons, with a clear indication of what external results are being used so that a reader can
verify them to their own satisfaction (by hand or using their preferred tools), and with the anticipation
that fully automated, formally correct methods will ultimately be available for proving these statements.

Our integration with QEPCAD has been done in a framework we have developed called the Prover’s
Palette (Figure 1). This framework is built upon the recently developed Eclipse Proof General [1], and
takes advantage of its broker middleware. The integration and the framework are described in detail
elsewhere [9]; however there is a large amount of automation in both the integration framework and the
QEPCAD integration built on this framework, much of it developed more recently. This section focuses
not on the integration framework so much as on the automation and other techniques which are applicable
more widely, to theories of planar geometry or to others developing automation tools.

Figure 1: The Prover’s Palette with Isabelle and QEPCAD
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4.1 Automatic Pop-up for Useful Results

One feature of the integration framework is the ability to exploit concurrency. An external system can
run automatically in the background, appearing only when it is able to solve a subgoal. Since the initial
development, this has turned out to be exceedingly useful, not for the cases we expected, but when
we have made a mistake in our proof: several times, we found the QEPCAD integration popping up
to tell us that our current goal is false. This was not due to extreme negligence on our part (at least
not the majority of times!), but due to the complexity of verifying algorithms, especially when they
contain loops. We chose to formally represent our algorithms using Isabelle’s development of Floyd-
Hoare logic as this allowed the formal specifications of the geometric algorithms to closely resemble
their implementations [7]. As a result of using this logic, our verifications relied upon us discovering the
correct loop invariants (the facts which hold true on each iteration of the loops) This discovery process
was often one of iterative refinement. Thus, by alerting us when a statement was flawed, the external tool
accelerated the feedback cycle. This vastly reduced the time which could have been wasted attempting
to prove verification conditions with incomplete loop invariants.

We believe this automation technique, performing some computation in the background, will be
one of the most important mechanisms by which interactive theorem provers become widely usable.
Isabelle now includes a feature which can automatically generate counter-examples for some problems.
QEPCAD complements this capability by using different methods to identify false subgoals. The ability
to combine multiple automation techniques in a single proving environment, where the automation is
effectively invisible except when useful, has been a major assistance to our efforts.

4.2 Expansion and Prenex Normal Form

One requirement of QEPCAD is that the subgoal be expressed in prenex normal form (PNF) without
reference to predicates defined elsewhere in the Isabelle theory. To minimise the effort required by
the end-user, the Prover’s Palette framework offers support for detecting whether these conditions (or
others) are met and for automatically generating the appropriate commands for converting a subgoal to
the desired form.

When some of a subgoal is detected as incompatible, the QEPCAD integration automatically dis-
ables those parts of the subgoal, but the integration GUI allows the user to use the remainder of the
subgoal with QEPCAD. This is in keeping with the Prover’s Palette philosophy that the an external tool
integration should be helpful but not overly restrictive. In addition, however, the integration presents
the user with a button which will automatically generate, insert and apply the commands to convert the
subgoal to the required form where appropriate.

Specifically, if there are definitions that QEPCAD will not understand (e.g. ), the QEP-
CAD integration GUI gives the user the option to automatically expand them (e.g.

): the user clicks one button and the subgoal is transformed.
Additionally, where a problem is not in PNF, the integration can insert the correct Isabelle commands

into the theory file to convert the problem into PNF. The Prover’s Palette can also allow a user to specify
that these conversions always be made automatically.

While none of these items is mathematically difficult, they are extremely tedious and this tedium
limits the utility of the dependent technique. This burden is removed from the user through simple
automation which does the necessary pre-processing,

4.3 Removing Division

Another obstruction to the use of QEPCAD is its inability to reason about division. All statements
containing division must be rewritten in terms of multiplication. To simplify this process, we have
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produced the following set of rewrite rules:

a b c
b%= '( a c·b # b 0 '( c 0

c a b
b%=0 '( c·b a # b 0 '( c 0

a b %= c
b%=0 '( a %= c·b # b 0 '( c%=0

c %= a b
b%=0 '( c·b %= a # b 0 '( c%=0

a b < c
b>0 '( a < c·b # b<0 '( a > c·b # b 0 '( 0<c

c < a b
b>0 '( c·b < a # b<0 '( c·b > a # b 0 '( c<0

a b > c
b>0 '( a > c·b # b<0 '( a < c·b # b 0 '( 0>c

c > a b
b>0 '( c·b > a # b<0 '( c·b < a # b 0 '( c>0

For the statements encountered in our proofs, these rules are sufficient to remove the division and allow
the goals to be sent to QEPCAD. However, they will not work for more intricate statements involving
division, such as those containing a sum of fractions. Also, it is worth noting that in Isabelle, dividing
by zero equals zero; this is a design choice to ensure that division is total and we have fewer conditional
rewrite rules.

5 Translation Invariance

While QEPCAD is theoretically a complete decision procedure, some of the problems we sent to it
exceeded reasonable time- and/or space-complexity: either it ran out of memory or hadn’t terminated
after 12 hours. One of these problems is:

where is defined as:

"
# #

) ) )
)

) # #
#

With geometric intuition, it is easy to convince oneself that this lemma is translation invariant: it is true if
and only if the problem is slid in the plane such that one point is the origin. In the QEPCAD integration
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GUI, we can manually change one pair of (x,y) co-ordinates to be (0,0). Sending the revised problem
in 8 variables, instead of 10, yields a result from QEPCAD in 4 seconds!

This problem is not unique, and translation invariance is a common property used to justify proving
geometric theorems where “without loss of generality” (WLOG) one point is the origin. Unfortunately
Isabelle does not have a WLOG tactic. A recent development within HOL Light, however, has seen the
introduction of a WLOG tactic [6]. This tactic reasons about many situations in mathematical written
proofs where the WLOG is commonly found, including geometry. We have since extended our Isabelle
theory of geometry to simplify the reduction whereby one point is taken as the origin:

A A A
A ! A !

A !

We prove that the origin is equivalent to a point negated by itself:

A A

And then subsequently prove:

A B C
A ! B ! C !

A B C A !
B ! C !

A B C A !
B ! C !

With these lemmas it becomes straightforward to show that propositions in our theory involving a point
(x,y), are equivalent to the same proposition translated by ('x,'y); simplification rules then yield the
proposition in terms of the origin and one fewer point.

The process is not fully automated, but it is very easy using the Prover’s Palette for a user to test
whether translation is worth doing, and then fairly quick to perform the translation fully formally. We
note that scaling and rotation could be applied in similar ways to remove two further variables, although
this has not yet been implemented in our theory.

6 Conclusion

We have, of course, benefitted from an enormous amount of work in automation and semi-automation
which it would be impossible to describe exhaustively. What we have tried to do in the course of this
paper is describe some of the proof techniques and automation which we have implemented, and which
we have found useful, in hopes that these ideas and their implementations may prove of benefit to others.
Further details on the Prover’s Palette and our empirical results can be found in [10].

Our experience with theorem proving has led us to the conclusion that there is no one “magic bullet”
which will make formal verification suddenly easy. Equally, however, our observations and experiences
(and our results with verifying geometric algorithms, to be published later this year) leave us convinced
that this will be achieved—through the gradual accumulation of theory libraries, automation techniques
and proof techniques—shared among the community and subsequently improved upon. We welcome
feedback on our approaches described here.
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Abstract

The TPTP language, developed within the framework of the TPTP library, allows the repre-
sentation of problems and solutions in first-order and higher-order logic. Whereas the writing of
solutions in resolution calculi is well documented and used, an appropriate representation of solu-
tions in tableau or connection calculi using the TPTP syntax has not yet been specified. This paper
describes how the TPTP language can be used to represent derivations and solutions in standard
tableau, sequent and connection calculi for classical first-order logic.

1 Introduction

The TPTP language specifies syntax and semantics for expressing problems in first-order and higher-
order logic. It is used not only within the TPTP library [23], but also within similar problem libraries,
e.g., the ILTP library [15]. The TPTP syntax for representing problems is used by a variety of auto-
mated theorem proving (ATP) systems based on different proof calculi. The TPTP language also allows
representation of solutions, e.g., derivations and models, produced by ATP systems. The writing of
derivations in resolution calculi is well documented and specified [25]. At the last CADE system com-
petition, CASC-22 [24], three of the five ATP systems that output proofs in the core FOF division use
the TPTP syntax. All three of those systems produce proofs that are based on resolution calculi.

Even though the TPTP syntax is flexible, the presentation of derivations in, e.g., tableau, sequent or
connection calculi is not straightforward. Derivations in these calculi differ significantly from derivations
in the resolution calculus. Whereas the leaves of a proof in the tableau calculus consists of the axioms
of the calculus, the leaves of a derivation in the resolution calculus consists of the formulae of the given
problem; the axiom of the (formal) resolution calculus is the empty clause [18], which occurs only at the
root of a refutation.

This paper describes how the TPTP language can be used to represent derivations and proofs in
standard tableau and connection calculi. As the sequent calculus is closely related to the tableau calculus,
this can easily be adapted to present derivations in the sequent calculus as well. This is a proposed format,
not yet formally established as a TPTP standard; community feedback with suggestions for improvement
are welcome. The goal is to produce a format that is compatible with the existing format for representing
derivations (reviewed in Section 2.2), so that existing TPTP infrastructure for proof processing, e.g., the
GDV proof verifier [21] and the IDV proof visualizer [26], can be used with little or no modification.

2 The TPTP Language

The TPTP language is suitable for representing problems as well as derivations in first-order and higher-
order logic. The following description presents its main concepts. A detailed definition is part of the
TPTP library [23]; see also [25].
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%------------------------------------------------------------------------
% File : SYN054+1 : TPTP v4.0.1. Released v2.0.0.
% Domain : Syntactic
% Problem : Pelletier Problem 24
% Status : Theorem
% Rating : 0.00 v2.1.0
%------------------------------------------------------------------------
fof(pel24_1,axiom, ( ~ ( ? [X] : ( big_s(X) & big_q(X) ) ) )).
fof(pel24_2,axiom, ( ! [X] : ( big_p(X) => ( big_q(X) | big_r(X) ) ) )).
fof(pel24_3,axiom, ( ~ ( ? [X] : big_p(X) ) => ? [Y] : big_q(Y) )).
fof(pel24_4,axiom, ( ! [X] : ( ( big_q(X) | big_r(X) ) => big_s(X) ) )).
fof(pel24,conjecture, ( ? [X] : ( big_p(X) & big_r(X) ) )).
%------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 1: The presentation of the TPTP problem SYN054+1

2.1 Representing Problems

The top level building blocks for problems using the TPTP syntax are annotated formulae, of the follow-
ing form:

language(name,role,formula,source,useful info).

The language is one of thf, fof, or cnf, for formulae in typed higher-order, first-order, and clause
normal form. Each annotated formula has a unique name. The role is, e.g., axiom or conjecture.
The source describes where the formula came from, e.g., an input file, and useful info is a list of user
information. The last two fields are optional.

Example 1. Pelletier’s problem 24 [14] consists of the following subformulae.

¬(∃x(Sx∧Qx)) Axiom 1 (1)
∀(Px⇒ (Qx∨Rx)) Axiom 2 (2)
¬(∃xPx)⇒∃yQy Axiom 3 (3)
∀x((Qx∨Rx)⇒ Sx) Axiom 4 (4)
∃x(Px∧Rx) Conjecture (5)

It stands for the first-order formula (Axiom 1∧Axiom 2∧Axiom 3∧Axiom 4)⇒ Conjecture . This prob-
lem is in the TPTP library under the name SYN054+1. Its representation using the TPTP syntax is given
in Figure 1 (with an abbreviated version of the full TPTP header).

2.2 Representing Derivations

A derivation (in the resolution calculus) is a directed acyclic graph whose leaf nodes are formulae from
the problem, and whose interior nodes are formulae inferred from parent formulae. A refutation is a
derivation that has the root node false, representing the empty clause. A derivation written in the TPTP
language is a list of annotated formulae, as for problems. For derivations the source has one of the forms

file(file name,file info)

inference(inference name,inference info,parents)

The former is used for formulae taken from the problem file. The latter is used for inferred formulae, in
which inference name is the name of the inference rule applied by the ATP system, inference info is a
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HH

HH
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��

∀(Px⇒ (Qx∨Rx)) (2)

∃x(Px∧Rx) (5)

¬(∃x(Sx∧Qx)) (1)

∀x((Qx∨Rx)⇒ Sx) (4)

{¬Pz,Qz,Rz} (12) {¬Px,¬Rx} (24) {¬Sy,¬Qy} (9) {¬Qv,Sv} (21)

Figure 2: A derivation for SYN054+1 in the resolution calculus

[]ed list of additional information about the inference, and parents is a list of the (logical) parents’ node
names in the derivation. The inference info normally includes a status() term that record the seman-
tic relationship between the parents and the inferred formula as an SZS ontology value [22]. Variable
bindings applied to a logical parent are captured in bind/2 terms following the parent’s name.

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

fof(1, axiom,~(?[X1]:(big_s(X1)&big_q(X1))),file(’SYN054+1.p’,pel24_1)).

fof(2, axiom,![X1]:(big_p(X1)=>(big_q(X1)|big_r(X1))),file(’SYN054+1.p’,pel24_2)).

fof(3, axiom,(~(?[X1]:big_p(X1))=>?[X2]:big_q(X2)),file(’SYN054+1.p’,pel24_3)).

fof(4, axiom,![X1]:((big_q(X1)|big_r(X1))=>big_s(X1)),file(’SYN054+1.p’,pel24_4)).

fof(5, conjecture,?[X1]:(big_p(X1)&big_r(X1)),file(’SYN054+1.p’,pel24)).

fof(6, negated_conjecture,~(?[X1]:(big_p(X1)&big_r(X1))),inference(assume_negation,[],[5])).

fof(7, plain,![X1]:(~(big_s(X1))|~(big_q(X1))),inference(fof_nnf,[],[1])).

fof(8, plain,![X2]:(~(big_s(X2))|~(big_q(X2))),inference(variable_rename,[],[7])).

cnf(9, plain,(~big_q(X1)|~big_s(X1)),inference(split_conjunct,[],[8])).

fof(10,plain,![X1]:(~(big_p(X1))|(big_q(X1)|big_r(X1))),inference(fof_nnf,[],[2])).

fof(11,plain,![X2]:(~(big_p(X2))|(big_q(X2)|big_r(X2))),inference(variable_rename,[],[10])).

cnf(12,plain,(big_r(X1)|big_q(X1)|~big_p(X1)),inference(split_conjunct,[],[11])).

fof(13,plain,(?[X1]:big_p(X1)|?[X2]:big_q(X2)),inference(fof_nnf,[],[3])).

fof(14,plain,(?[X3]:big_p(X3)|?[X4]:big_q(X4)),inference(variable_rename,[],[13])).

fof(15,plain,(big_p(esk1_0)|big_q(esk2_0)),inference(skolemize,[],[14])).

cnf(16,plain,(big_q(esk2_0)|big_p(esk1_0)),inference(split_conjunct,[],[15])).

fof(17,plain,![X1]:((~(big_q(X1))&~(big_r(X1)))|big_s(X1)),inference(fof_nnf,[],[4])).

fof(18,plain,

![X2]:((~(big_q(X2))&~(big_r(X2)))|big_s(X2)),inference(variable_rename,[],[17])).

fof(19,plain,

![X2]:((~(big_q(X2))|big_s(X2))&(~(big_r(X2))|big_s(X2))),inference(distribute,[],[18])).

cnf(21,plain,(big_s(X1)|~big_q(X1)),inference(split_conjunct,[],[19])).

fof(22,negated_conjecture,![X1]:(~(big_p(X1))|~(big_r(X1))),inference(fof_nnf,[],[6])).

fof(23,negated_conjecture,

![X2]:(~(big_p(X2))|~(big_r(X2))),inference(variable_rename,[],[22])).

cnf(24,negated_conjecture,(~big_r(X1)|~big_p(X1)),inference(split_conjunct,[],[23])).

cnf(25,plain,(big_q(X1)|~big_p(X1)),inference(csr,[],[12,24])).

cnf(26,plain,(~big_q(X1)),inference(csr,[],[9,21])).

cnf(27,plain,(big_p(esk1_0)),inference(sr,[],[16,26])).

cnf(28,plain,(~big_p(X1)),inference(sr,[],[25,26])).

cnf(29,plain,($false),inference(sr,[],[27,28])).

%--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 3: A derivation for SYN054+1 in the resolution calculus using the TPTP syntax
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Example 2. Figure 2 shows a conversion of some of the axioms and the negated conjecture of problem
SYN054+1 from Example 1 to clause normal form, and a subsequent refutation of the clause normal
form in the resolution calculus [16]. The leaf nodes are the formulae of the problem. As the root node is
the empty clause, the derivation is a proof for problem SYN054+1. The representation of this derivation
using the TPTP syntax is given in Figure 3. It is a slightly simplified version of the original proof output
by the EP system [17]. The five inferences of the resolution proof are represented by the nodes 25 to 29.
The nodes of the proof in Figure 2 are annotated by the corresponding EP node numbers.

3 Representing Derivations in the Tableau Calculus

Tableau calculi are well-known proof search calculi for classical and non-classical logics [4, 6]. The
axiom and 12 rules of a standard tableau calculus for classical logic are given in Table 1 [20]. It uses
signed formulae of the form AT or AF , in which A is a first-order formula and T /F is its sign (or polarity).
The signed formula AF can be interpreted as A⇒ false. The usage of signed formulae allows an elegant
and uniform representation of the rules of the tableau calculus. The α-rules add formulae to a branch
of a derivation, and the β -rules split a branch of the derivation into two branches. When eliminating a
universal quantifier using the γ-rule, all free occurrences of the variable x in A are replaced by the term
t. In the δ -rule the variable x is replaced by a Skolem term that consists of a unique Skolem function
symbol ski and all variables x1, . . . ,xn that occur free in A. A formula A is valid if, and only if, there is a
derivation of AF in the tableau calculus.

Table 1: The axiom and the rules of the tableau calculus

Axiom AT

AF

⊥

α-rules ∧T (A∧B)T

AT

BT

∨F (A∨B)F

AF

BF

⇒F (A⇒ B)F

AT ∧BF

¬T (¬A)T

AF
¬F (¬A)F

AT

β -rules ∧F (A∧B)F

/\
AF BF

∨T (A∨B)T

/\
AT BT

⇒T (A⇒ B)T

/\
AF BT

γ-rules ∀T (∀xA)T

AT [x\t]
∃F (∃xA)F

AF [x\t]

δ -rules ∀F (∀xA)F

AF [x\ski(x1, ...,xn)]
∃T (∃xA)T

AT [x\ski(x1, ...,xn)]
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(∃x(Px∧Rx))F (1)
|

(¬(∃x(Sx∧Qx)))T (2)
|

(∀x(Px⇒ (Qx∨Rx)))T (3)
|

(¬(∃xPx)⇒∃yQy)T (4)
|

(∀x((Qx∨Rx)⇒ Sx))T (5)
|

(Pa∧Ra)F (6) [1,{x\a}]
������

XXXXXXXXXXX
PaF (7) [6] RaF (25) [6]
������

XXXXXXXXXXX
(¬(∃xPx))F (8) [4]

|
(∃xPx)T (9) [8]
|

PaT (10) [9,{x\a}]
|
× (11) [7,10]

(∃yQy)T (12) [4]
|

QbT (13) [12,{y\b}]
|

(∃x(Sx∧Qx))F (14) [2]
|

(Sb∧Qb)F (15) [14,{x\b}]
�����������

HHHHHH
SbF (16) [15]
|

((Qb∨Rb)⇒ Sb)T (17) [5,{x\b}]

QbF (23) [15]
|
× (24) [13,23]

������

XXXXXXXXXXX
(Qb∨Rb)F (18) [17]

|
QbF (19) [18]
|
× (20) [13,19]

SbT (21) [17]
|
× (22) [16,21]

Figure 4: A derivation for SYN054+1 in the tableau calculus

Example 3. A derivation of problem SYN054+1 from Example 1 in the tableau calculus is shown in
Figure 4. It follows the common representation of standard tableau calculi for classical logic [6]. Each
node is annotated in ( )s by its number and in [ ]s by the number of the node whose formula is used as
the premise of the inference rule, its logical parent. Additionally, a substitution is given when the γ- or
δ -rule is applied. The constants a and b are Skolem terms. Branches that are closed by an axiom are
marked with ×. The derivation in Figure 4 is not a proof, because the rightmost branch (node 25) is not
closed by an axiom.
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%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

fof(0, conjecture,?[X]:(big_p(X)&big_r(X)),file(’SYN054+1.p’,pel24)).

fof(1, negated_conjecture,(~ ?[X]:(big_p(X)&big_r(X)))=>$false,inference(neg_conj,[pparent([0])],[0])).

fof(2, axiom,~ ?[X]:(big_s(X)&big_q(X)),file(’SYN054+1.p’,pel24_1)).

fof(3, axiom,![X]:(big_p(X)=>(big_q(X)|big_r(X))),file(’SYN054+1.p’,pel24_2)).

fof(4, axiom,~ ?[X]:big_p(X)=>?[Y]:big_q(Y),file(’SYN054+1.p’,pel24_3)).

fof(5, axiom,![X]:((big_q(X)|big_r(X))=>big_s(X)),file(’SYN054+1.p’,pel24_4)).

fof(6, plain,(big_p(X)&big_r(X))=>$false,

inference(exists_F,[status(thm),pparent([5])],[1:[bind(X,$fot(a))]])).

fof(7, plain,~big_p(a),inference(and_F,[and_F(split,[position(l)]),pparent([6])],[6])).

fof(8, plain,(~ ?[X]:big_p(X))=>$false,

inference(implies_T,[implies_T(split,[position(ll)]),pparent([7])],[4])).

fof(9, plain,?[X]:big_p(X),inference(neg_F,[status(thm),pparent([8])],[8])).

fof(10,plain,big_p(a),inference(exists_T,[status(thm),pparent([9])],[9])).

fof(11,plain,$false,inference(axiom,[status(thm),pparent([10])],[7,10])).

fof(12,plain,?[Y]:big_q(Y),inference(implies_T,[implies_T(split,[position(lr)]),pparent([7])],[4])).

fof(13,plain,big_q(b),inference(exists_T,[status(thm),pparent([12])],[12:[bind(Y,$fot(b))]])).

fof(14,plain,(?[X]:(big_s(X)&big_q(X)))=>$false,inference(neg_T,[status(thm),pparent([13])],[2])).

fof(15,plain,(big_s(b)&big_q(b))=>$false,

inference(exists_F,[status(thm),pparent([14])],[14:[bind(X,$fot(b))]])).

fof(16,plain,~big_s(b),inference(and_F,[and_F(split,[position(lrl)]),pparent([15])],[15])).

fof(17,plain,(big_q(b)|big_r(b))=>big_s(b),

inference(forall_T,[status(thm),pparent([16])],[5:[bind(X,$fot(b))]])).

fof(18,plain,(big_q(b)|big_r(b))=>$false,

inference(implies_T,[implies_T(split,[position(lrll)]),pparent([17])],[17]).

fof(19,plain,~big_q(b),inference(or_F,[status(thm),pparent([18])],[18])).

fof(20,plain,$false,inference(axiom,[status(thm),pparent([19])],[13,19])).

fof(21,plain,big_s(b),inference(implies_T,[implies_T(split,[position(lrlr)]),pparent([17])],[17])).

fof(22,plain,$false,inference(axiom,[status(thm),pparent([21])],[16,21])).

fof(23,plain,~big_q(b),inference(and_F,[and_F(split,[position(lrr)]),pparent([15])],[15])).

fof(24,plain,$false,inference(axiom,[status(thm),pparent([23])],[13,23])).

fof(25,plain,~big_r(a),inference(and_F,[and_F(split,[position(r)]),pparent([6])],[6])).

%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 5: A derivation for SYN054+1 in the tableau calculus using the TPTP syntax

Even though a derivation in the tableau calculus is still an acyclic directed graph, its structure is
different from the structure of a derivation in the resolution calculus. Hence the proof presentation
using the TPTP language needs to be adapted. For a tableau, in addition to listing the logical parents
of each formula in the parents list, the physical parent of each node is recorded in a pparent() term
in the inference information list. The branching of the tableau is recorded in the same way as splitting
inferences are recorded in CNF refutations [25, 21]. The inference name is axiom or the name of the
applied inference rule, i.e., and T, or F, implies F, neg T, neg F, and F, or T, implies T, forall T,
exists F, forall F, or exists T. A formula of the form AF is represented in the TPTP language by the
formula A=>$false, if A is a non-atomic formula; otherwise, if A is an atomic formula, it is represented
by ~A. A formula of the form AT is represented by A.

Example 4. The derivation of Figure 4 is shown using the TPTP syntax in Figure 5. The non-negated
original conjecture is added as node 0. Observe the fact that the physical parent might differ from the
logical parent. For example, the physical parent of node 8 is node 7, its formula is (¬(∃xPx))F , which is
obtained by an implies T inference, whose premise is the formula of node 4.

The proof representation is independent from the specific proof search (algorithm). Hence, the pro-
posed format can also be used to represent derivations obtained by, e.g., free-variable tableaux or a proof
search using iterative deepening.
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(11)

(2),(3),(5),Pa ` Pa (10)
axiom

(2),(3),(5),(∃xPx) ` Pa (9)
∃-left∗

(2),(3),(5) ` Pa,¬(∃xPx) (8)
¬-right

(20)

(3),Qb `Qb,Rb,Sb,Pa (19)
axiom

(3),Qb ` (Qb∨Rb),Sb,Pa (18)
∨-right

(22)

(3),Sb,Qb ` Sb,Pa (21)
axiom

(3),(Qb∨Rb)⇒ Sb,Qb ` Sb,Pa (17)
⇒-left

(3),∀x((Qx∨Rx)⇒ Sx),Qb ` Sb,Pa (16)
∀-left

(24)

(3),(5),Qb `Qb,Pa (23)
axiom

(3),(5),Qb ` Sb∧Qb,Pa (15)
∧-right

(3),(5),Qb ` ∃x(Sx∧Qx),Pa (14)
∃-right

¬(∃x(Sx∧Qx)),(3),(5),Qb ` Pa (13)
¬-left

(2),(3),(5),∃yQy ` Pa (12)
∃-left∗

(2),(3),¬(∃xPx)⇒∃yQy,(5) ` Pa (7)
⇒-left

. . . ` Ra (25)

(2)∧ (3)∧ (4)∧ (5) ` Pa∧Ra (6)
∧-right

(2),(3),(4),(5) ` ∃x(Px∧Rx)
∃-right

Figure 6: A derivation for SYN054+1 in the sequent calculus

Representing Derivations in the Sequent Calculus. The tableau calculus is closely related to the
sequent calculus [5]. Therefore, the TPTP format for tableau derivations can also be used for representing
derivations in standard sequent calculi [20]. Formulae of the form AT occur (only) on the left side of the
sequents (the antecedent), formulae of the form AF occur (only) on the right side (the succedent). Each
inference rule ruleT and ruleF in the tableau calculus corresponds to exactly one rule rule-left and rule-
right in the sequent calculus, respectively.

Example 5. Figure 6 shows the the sequent derivation that corresponds to the tableau derivation given
in Figure 4. However, as the Eigenvariable condition needs to be respected (for the ∃-left∗ rule), it might
be necessary to reorder some inference rules in order to obtain a correct sequent proof.

4 Representing Derivations in the Connection Calculus

Connection calculi, e.g. the connection method [2], the connection tableau calculus [8] and the model
elimination calculus [9], are established proof search calculi. In principle, derivations in the clausal
connection calculus can be seen as derivations in the tableau calculus with a connectedness condition [6].
But to this end many additional inferences need to be inserted. Hence it is advantageous to have a
different representation of derivations, in which each inference in the connection calculus is related to
exactly one inference in the representation (using the TPTP language).

The main concept of connection calculi is the guidance of the proof search by connections. A connec-
tion is a set of literals with opposite polarity but identical atomic formulae, i.e., {L1,L2} is a connection
if, and only if, L1 = ¬L2 or ¬L1 = L2. The connection calculus has three main inference rules: start,
reduction, and extension rule. These rules are depicted in Table 2. For details see [2, 8, 11]. A formula F
in disjunctive (conjunctive) clause normal form is valid (unsatisfiable) if, and only if, there is a derivation
in the (clausal) connection calculus such that every literal is an element of at least one connection.

Example 6. A derivation of problem SYN054+1 from Example 1 in the clausal connection calculus is
shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Again, each inference is annotated by its number, the clause number used
in the inference, and a substitution. The inferences with numbers 5 and 10 are applications of reduction
rules. The branch containing the circled literal, i.e., inference number 7, is closed by an application of
the lemma rule (see [11] for details). The derivation is a proof as every literal is element of a connection,
hence all branches are closed by at least one connection. The major left branch in Figure 7 is a compact
representation of the derivation shown in Figure 4, containing only the bold literals of Figure 4.
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Table 2: The rules of the (clausal) connection calculus

Start rule ������
L1

�
��

L2

. . .
. . .

Z
ZZ

. . .

PPPPPP
Ln (σ)

is a derivation for a clause C = {L1, . . . ,Ln}
and a (term) substitution σ .

Reduction rule ...

D . . .
L (τ)

������
L1

�
��

L2

. . .
. . .

S
S

Li

. . .
. . .

PPPPPP
Ln (σ)

is a derivation, if D (without the thick line) is
a derivation, Li is a (leaf) literal not element of
a connection, L is a literal on the path from Li

to the root, and {τ(L),σ(Li)} is a connection.

Extension rule

�
�
�
�
�
�

Q
Q
Q

Q
Q

Q

D L (τ)
������

L1

�
��

L2

. . .
. . .

S
S

Li

. . .
. . .

PPPPPP
Ln (σ)

is a derivation for a clause C = {L1, . . . ,Ln}
and a substitution σ , if D is a derivation, L
is a (leaf) literal not element of a connection,
and {τ(L),σ(Li)} is a connection for some i.

A derivation in the clausal connection calculus using the TPTP language is a list of clausal annotated
formulae, as described in Section 2.2. Similar to a tableau, the parents is an ordered list in which the
first element is the name of the physical parent of the node, and the following element is the name of the
logical parent, i.e., the clause of the inference. Again, variable bindings are captured in bind/2 terms.
Additionally, the number of the selected literal of the physical parent is captured in a cnf selected/1
term. Optionally, such a term can be assigned to the logical parent as well, which would make it easier to
identify the connection. The inference name is the name of the applied inference rule, i.e., either start,
reduction, extension, or lemma.

Example 7. The derivation of Figure 7 is shown using this TPTP syntax in Figure 9. The output is
produced by the most recent version of the leanCoP system [12, 10].

            

```````````̀
¬Pa ¬Ra (1) [1,{x\a}]
�
��
@
@@

�������
C
CC

HHHHH
Pa Qb (2) [4] ¬Pa����

Qa Ra (6) [3,{z\a}]
�
��
@
@@

�
��
@
@@

¬Sb ¬Qb (3) [2,{y\b}]

(7)

¬Sa ¬Qa (8) [2,{y\a}]
�
��
@
@@

�
��
@
@@

¬Qb Sb (4) [5,{v\b}] ¬Qa Sa (9) [5,{v\a}]

(5) (10)

Figure 7: A derivation for SYN054+1 in the connection calculus (tableau representation)
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¬Px

¬Rx

¬Sy

¬Qy

¬Pz

Qz

Rz

Pa

Qb

¬Qv

Sv

Sw

¬Rw



¬Px

¬Rx

¬Sy

¬Qy

¬Pz

Qz

Rz

Pa

Qb

¬Qv

Sv

Sw

¬Rw

����

(1) ↓ (2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(1) {x\a}
(3) {y\b}
(4) {v\b}

(6) {z\a}
(8) {y\a}
(9) {v\a}

Figure 8: A derivation for SYN054+1 in the connection calculus (matrix representation)

%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

fof(pel24_1,axiom,~ ?[X]:(big_s(X)&big_q(X)),file(’SYN054+1.p’,pel24_1)).

fof(pel24_2,axiom,![X]:(big_p(X)=>(big_q(X)|big_r(X))),file(’SYN054+1.p’,pel24_2)).

fof(pel24_3,axiom,~ ?[X]:big_p(X)=>?[Y]:big_q(Y),file(’SYN054+1.p’,pel24_3)).

fof(pel24_4,axiom,![X]:((big_q(X)|big_r(X))=>big_s(X)),file(’SYN054+1.p’,pel24_4)).

fof(pel24,conjecture,?[X]:(big_p(X)&big_r(X)),file(’SYN054+1.p’,pel24)).

fof(f0,negated_conjecture,~ ?[X]:(big_p(X)&big_r(X)),

inference(negate_conjecture,[status(cth)],[pel24])).

cnf(c1,plain,(~big_p(X)|~big_r(X)),inference(clausify,[status(esa)],[f0])).

cnf(c2,plain,(~big_s(Y)|~big_q(Y)),inference(clausify,[status(esa)],[pel24_1])).

cnf(c3,plain,(~big_p(Z)|big_q(Z)|big_r(Z)),inference(clausify,[status(esa)],[pel24_2])).

cnf(c4,plain,(big_p(a)|big_q(b)),inference(clausify,[status(esa)],[pel24_3])).

cnf(c5,plain,(~big_q(V)|big_s(V)),inference(clausify,[status(esa)],[pel24_4])).

cnf(1,plain,(~big_p(a)|~big_r(a)),

inference(start,[status(thm)],[c1:[bind(X,$fot(a))]])).

cnf(2,plain,(big_p(a)|big_q(b)),

inference(extension,[status(thm),pparent([1:[cnf_select([1])]])],[c4])).

cnf(3,plain,(~big_s(b)|~big_q(b)),

inference(extension,[status(thm),pparent([2:[cnf_select([2])]])],[c2:[bind(Y,$fot(b))]])).

cnf(4,plain,(~big_q(b)|big_s(b)),

inference(extension,[status(thm),pparent([3:[cnf_select([1])]])],[c5:[bind(V,$fot(b))]])).

cnf(5,plain,$false,

inference(reduction,[pparent([4:[cnf_select([1])]])],[2])).

cnf(6,plain,(~big_p(a)|big_q(a)|big_r(a)),

inference(extension,[status(thm).pparent([1:[cnf_select([2])]])],[c3:[bind(Z,$fot(a))]])).

cnf(7,plain,$false,

inference(lemma,[pparent([6:[cnf_select([1])]])],[1])).

cnf(8,plain,(~big_s(a)|~big_q(a)),

inference(extension,[status(thm),pparent([6:[cnf_select([2])]])],[c2:[bind(Y,$fot(a))]])).

cnf(9,plain,(~big_q(a)|big_s(a)),

inference(extension,[status(thm),pparent([8:[cnf_select([1])]])],[c5:[bind(V,$fot(a))]])).

cnf(10,plain,$false,

inference(reduction,[pparent([9:[cnf_select([1])]])],[6])).

%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 9: A derivation for SYN054+1 in the connection calculus using the TPTP syntax
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5 Conclusion

A proposal for representing standard tableau, sequent and connection calculi in the TPTP language has
been presented. Even though derivations in these calculi differ significantly from those in the resolution
calculus, the existing TPTP syntax is flexible enough to represent derivations in these calculi as well. A
common standard for presentation of derivations and proofs will increase the interoperability between
ATP systems, ATP tools, and application software (see, e.g., [19]).

Future work includes the development of tools to translate connection proofs into sequent proofs,
which are often used in interactive proof editors, such as Coq [1], NuPRL [3] or PVS [13].

A possible extension of the current work includes the use of the TPTP language to represent deriva-
tions in tableau and connection calculi for non-classical logics, e.g., intuitionistic and modal logics [7,
27]. These calculi often use additional annotations, e.g., a prefix that is assigned to each formula. The
TPTP syntax might need to be carefully extended in order to allow the presentation of derivations in
these calculi as well.
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